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CHAPTER I: IM'RO DUCT ION 
Problem Setting 
In a time characterized by rapid social and economic change, the 
viability of any political entity is appreciably dependent upon its ability 
to anticipate and respond satisfactorily to the needs of its people. The 
public sector may intervene with policies and programs aimed at providing 
for these needs by facilitating growth and development. These actions 
often serve to increase the need for information provision and planning, 
since new policies and programs introduce a whole array of questions con­
cerning priority, coordination, assessment and conflict resolution. Deci­
sion makers both public and private, must develop a substantially improved 
capability to give appraisal and meaningful answers to these considerations 
if this essential sensitivity is to become operative and effective (6l, 6?, 
68). 
Typically, the social, economic, and political impacts of a policy 
decision or program are not coincident either with respect to time or 
space. Even where the focus is restricted to economic implications the 
confounding effects of arbitrary political boundaries, unique resource 
availabilities and requirements and structural adjustment problems among 
regions and sectors within a country serve to increase the difficulty and 
often the necessity of generating consistent and meaningful information for 
the decision maker. 
The selection of a spatial and temporal context for information may 
be fully as important a consideration as the selection of variables which 
compri::c the informal ion. If information concerning the implications of 
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induced changes is to be viewed in a meaningful context, alternative areal 
units or regions which recognize regional and sectoral diversity as well 
as the internal and external linkages of these units must be considered. 
Finally, the time path of change provides an important part of this con­
text. 
Obviously problems of this sort are not limited to any one type of 
region, however some interesting and acute problems emerge from an exami­
nation of subnational regions such as metropolitan regions and states and 
their component subareas. In this study, the State of Iowa provides a 
useful working example of a subnational region which exhibits problems of 
this sort. For example major rivers, the Mississippi and the Missouri, 
form the eastern and western boundaries of the state. A multiplicity of 
interesting sub-state units could be delineated, depending primarily upon 
ôhe type of problem under consideration. However, sub-state units such as 
counties and municipalities are less than equally well suited when consid­
ering questions as diverse as economic development, resource requirements 
and water quality. 
Basic industry output in Iowa is heavily oriented toward agriculture, 
consistent with a relative abundance of agricultural land and rainfall. 
This heavy reliance on agriculture, when coupled with continuing increases 
in productivity which exceed increases in demand for agricultural products, 
contributes to an already serious structural adjustment problem (36, 555 
70), Resource substitution, especially between capital and labor has re­
sulted in a considerable surplus of labor in agriculture. A form of eco­
nomic dualism exists "betwe^ r? nifaT anrS urban areas within trie state because 
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of a persistent inability to fully absorb displaced agricultural workers 
together with natural population increase. 
The spatial incidence of other resources, including water, do not 
always coincide with the incidence of expanding resource requirements. In 
short, there is considerable evidence of a need for consistent information 
provision in Iowa which would facilitate conscious exante examination of 
alternatives which may impinge upon or possibly enhance economic growth 
and development. 
A discussion of three current resource planning efforts which involve 
Iowa should serve to demonstrate some of the problems which provide an 
impetus for the current study. Since I962, representatives of the state 
have been engaged in two multi-state comprehensive framework studies for 
the Upper Mississippi River Basin and the Missouri River Basin. Study 
participants include representatives of each state within the basin and 
seven federal departments and/or agencies. The departments of Agriculture, 
Army, Commerce, Health, Education, and Welfare, Interior and the Federal 
Power Commission are represented in both. In the Missouri Basin Study, 
the Department of Labor is also a participant. 
Useful comparative detail for state and area level planning applica­
tions from these studies is encumbered because Iowa is not wholly contained 
in either framework study region. Projected levels of economic activity 
and population, which provide the basis for estimating state and area 
resource requirements, are given exogenously and from two different sources 
(76, 100). Basic projections are supplied by the National Planning Associ-
aoloii for the Upper "ississippi portion and by the Office of Eco­
nomics for the Missouri basin portion of the state. Although the objec-
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tives and desired projective detail of both studies are essentially the 
same, inconsistency in the projected control totals and projection method­
ology preclude useful comparisons for Iowa subareas not treated within the 
same framework study. Further, a serious weakness is inherent with these 
estimates "because the methods employed did not permit consideration of the 
constraining influence of limited and variable resource supplies which are 
unique to each subarea. There was no structural model to provide for feed­
back effects through the internal and external linkages of the State econ­
omy. 
In 19635 a similar resource requirement and planning effort was 
initiated for the State. Contributors included representatives from 
twelve state affiliated commissions, agencies and educational institutions. 
This group is known as the State Coordinating Group for Water and Related 
Land Resources Planning. To date, their efforts have been directed mainly 
in support of the framework studies. However, three preliminary studies 
have been completed. The first of these by Maki (65) was designed to 
provide two sets of projective economic and demographic data for all Iowa 
hydrologie basins. In effect, this study provided data for that part of 
the State included in the Missouri basin which were comparable to the data 
prepared in the framework studies for the Upper Mississippi portion of the 
State. This procedure was repeated in an obverse manner to obtain data 
series consistent with the Missouri basin framework study for the Upper 
Mississippi portion of the State. This approach eliminated the diffi­
culties associated with making useful comparisons of economic and demo­
graphic date, for lovra areas not contained within the same frame­
work study areas. However, detail on water requirements were not included 
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and the other encumberances to planning applications attributed to the 
framework studies are equally applicable to this study as well. 
In an additional study by Barnard (ll) some progress was made in 
accounting for the impact on water requirements of exogenous final demand 
changes and to the interdependence of within state industry water require­
ments. This was accomplished within a comparative static framework by 
treating water requirements by industry as linear functions of estimated 
sector gross outputs. These output estimates were obtained from state 
level input-output models (l2, 63). Extrapolations beyond the terminal 
year of the input-output projection (1980) and disaggregation of require­
ments to Iowa hydrologie areas were accomplished by converting from an 
input-output base to an employment base. 
Although these three studies went far in providing a framework for 
assessing impact and the inter-related nature of water requirements, sev­
eral serious problems remain. Foremost among these are the following: 
1. There is an inability to depict the time-path of change .in 
requirements. 
2. The constraining influence of limited and variable resource 
supply is considered only implicitly as a part of the projection of 
final demands. 
3. Eraplo.yment data used in making sub-state estimates do not explic­
itly reflect differences in subarea competitive position, with re­
spect to market access and proximity to essential input factors. 
Additionally, employment control totals used in the development of 
sub-state area estimates of water requirements are suoplied exoge­
nous ly. 
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4. Explicit treatment of the interaction between labor require­
ment and population growth or decline is absent. 
5. Flexibility in the choice of sub-state areas is limited to the 
hydrologie basins and Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. 
The research reported here gives consideration and treatment to a 
selected set of these problems as will be outlined in the objectives sec­
tion below. In the interest of maintaining generality, the analysis and 
discussion in the remainder of this study are addressed to a reference 
region and contained subareas. As noted above, the State of Iowa provides 
a working example of a reference region though certain shortcomings are 
inherent with this area as will be noted below in Chapter II. However, 
states do provide a recognizable political basis where planning, coordi­
nation and assessment of economic variables may occur within the context 
of a real world system (68). 
Objectives of the Study 
The primary objective of this study was to develop a quantitative 
model capable of providing projective economic and demographic information 
for the reference region (lowa) and for various preselected combinations of 
contained subareas. This model should be capable of providing information 
for any preselected or desired set of subareas which is consistent with 
the base data and projective detail for the reference region. In so far 
as possible it should recognize the area's unique economic and demographic 
features together with the interrelationships and changes in these data. 
The model should allow the cumulative impact of changes occurring at the 
area level to be traced to the reference region level. Likewise, the model 
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should allow for the impact of changes initiated outside the region and at 
the reference level to be traced to subareas. Provision should also be 
made to trace the time-path of predetermined indicators of development and 
their impact in all areas and for the reference region. The experimental 
capability of the model should be designed to depict an array of indicators 
for the designated areal units which could be expected to result from an­
ticipated data or policy related changes. Since this is a simulation 
model, normative optimization is not implied. Rather than to predict what 
ought to be, it should attempt to describe what is, and what may transpire 
in the near future given the existing socio-economic structure of the 
reference region. To the extent that development can be assessed by exam­
ining projections of economic and demographic variables, indicators of 
development should be provided by the model. 
Specific Objectives of the Study 
1. Develop a balanced simulation model of the recursive type which 
can be used to provide projective economic and demographic informa­
tion for the reference region and alternative combinations of its 
subareas (river basins, economic areas, and critical demand areas). 
To accomplish this objective will require the following: 
(a) Develop and assemble quantitative estimates of the technical, 
behavioral, and definitional relationships which provide the 
basic structure for the six component sectors of the complete 
model. 
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(b) Establish a recursive sequence for logically separable com­
ponents or blocks such that an iterative loop of the complete 
model can be repeated through time. 
(c) Develop a mechanism within the model which permits spatial 
disaggregation of projected reference area economic variables 
as a part of each loop. 
2. Determine the extent to which indices of impact and development 
are sensitive to selected data and policy related alternatives. 
3. Determine the extent to which indices of impact and development 
are affected by alternative subarea delineations. 
Overview of Procedure 
Procedure and order of discussion within each of the following chap­
ters is dictated to a very great extent by the specific objectives of the 
study. Consistent with objective one, the development of a balanced struc­
tural model was deemed essential for the treatment of the remaining objec­
tives . 
Chapter II contains a discussion of concepts and observations which 
underly the development of the model and the analysis which follow in 
Chapters III and IV. Particular emphasis is placed on the underlying 
growth and development theory and other features considered relevant to 
the current study. Brief discussion is also given to selected models 
which have been used to provide projective economic and demographic infor­
mation. 
Objectives two and three involve empirical application and manipula­
tion of the model. This requires the selection of specific regional and 
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areal delineations such that approximations of the various relationships 
expressed by the model can be estimated from historical data. Hence, 
Chapter II contains a review of concepts and observations pertinent to 
regional delineation. Summary emphasis is given to the reference region 
and those subareas chosen for treatment in this study. Since this study 
requires the use of much secondary data not discussed with Chapter II, 
references to and review of relevant sources is given as the topic is 
discussed in the text. 
Chapter III is addressed specifically to objective one. This objec­
tive was to develop a simulation model which could be used to provide pro­
jective economic and demographic information for the reference region and 
alternative combinations of its subareas. The nature and special charac­
teristics of the model are presented first. Next, the six major sectors— 
demographic, interindustry, capital, water, labor, and income are described 
in detail. 
Chapter IV is addressed to objectives two and three. It consists of 
a base run of the model for the reference region and selected subarea 
units. 
Objective two suggests a simulation of changes in data and policy 
related parameters. Experiments are designed to include alterations of 
rates of increase in available water supply to industry, changes in fertil­
ity rates and changes in export demand; additionally, the model should be 
sufficiently flexible to accommodate any desired combination of death 
rates, labor participation and productivity rates, water use rates, state 
and fcdcrc-l invnctmcnt Icvclc which rcflect the best quality informn.t.inn 
at hand. 
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In objective three, alternative s libarea delineation schemes reflect 
two existing substate planning units. These are hydrologically defined 
substate river basins (RBH) and economic areas (EA) . Additional subarea 
units examined include economically defined river basins (RBE) and urban 
centers or critical demand areas (CDA). As in the case of the reference 
region, these alternative subarea delineations provide working possibil­
ities consistent with information needs in Iowa and should be viewed as 
the application of a more general technique for information provision. 
Other reference regions may require expanded sets of subareas consistent 
with their own unique problems. 
Identical series of demographic detail are projected for each sub-
area such that the influence of alternative delineation schemes can be 
compared. Other series of projected detail include population, labor 
force, employment, income and water requirements. It is important to note 
that these subarea projections occur within a single set of projected 
indicators of the same detail for the reference region as a whole. 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF CONCEPTS AKD OBSERVATIONS 
Introduction 
Literature reviewed and discussion contained in this chapter per­
tain to three distinct but closely related subject areas. These areas, 
listed in the order of their treatment in the text are as follows: 
1. Regional growth and development concepts and theories 
2. The context for economic and demographic information 
3. The modeling of regional economic structure and growth 
In the first of these, central focus is on problems of measurement 
and explanation of regional growth in a selected review of concepts and 
theories of regional growth and development. In the second, discussion 
and review of studies pertaining to the context for information are pri­
marily concerned with the purpose of information and the necessity of 
considering the dimensions of both space and time as a part of this con­
text. In the third, emphasis is given to selected studies of regional 
economic structure and growth. Earlier studies and pertinent concepts are 
given summary emphasis as they relate to the model which is developed in 
this dissertation, 
and Development Concepts 
Indicators of growth and development 
The terras economic growth and economic development are often applied 
interchangeably to indicate some measure of improvement in the capacity to 
produce or the well-being of a country or region. A distinction is some­
times made "hetw^ pn them nn the basis of initial economic magnitudes which 
prevail within a nation or region at the time of observation (36). 
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An increase in income per capita during some designated time period might 
be described as growth in a "mature" economy where initial economic magni­
tudes were relatively high and as development in a "less mature" economy. 
This parody is resolved and a more useful distinction is obtained by 
focusing on a multi-dimensional array of variables which commonly serve as 
indicators of national and regional status. In a Tinbergen policy model 
(51, 98) this array would comprise the targets. Typically, this array in­
cludes a set of economic variables such as level of income, income per cap­
ita, and distribution of income; level of output, output per employee, geo­
graphical and industrial distribution of output; level of employment, em­
ployment per capita and occupational distribution of employment; public and 
private investment, consumption, transfers, etc. Additionally, it may in­
clude sets of political and sociological variables such as the political 
system, community participation levels, political sensitivity and stability, 
population magnitudes, educational opportunity and attainment levels, nu­
tritional levels and incidence of disease (32, 60, 68, 95)-
In general, the term growth is used to describe increments in the 
numerical magnitude of any status indicator. However, the changes in these 
variables which require alteration of the structure of the economy are more 
appropriately described as indicators of development. Growth or develop­
ment may occur in the absence of the other, however their simultaneous 
occurance can have complementary effects on both (36). 
The model which is developed in this study provides as output several 
status indicators. In the application of the model, it is assumed that 
devalcpmental changes net treated explicitly in the model do not remHre 
adjustments in the structural relationships which depict the economy. 
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However, limited recognition is given to the developmental impact of 
changes in these variables since they are used to evaluate several estima­
tion equations which are developed outside the model from historical data. 
Subsequently, these estimated values are used as unique parameters in the 
structural model for future time periods. 
Theories of regional growth and development 
Numerous theories have been advanced which proport to explain re­
gional growth. Common examples include trade theory, location theory, 
export base theory, and sector theory (stages). Most of these can be 
distinguished by their respective internal or external focus or by their 
assumptions with respect to resource mobility. Most are partial in ap­
proach in that they attempt to assign a primary or instrumental role, in 
development, to a singular phenomena. 
Regional trade theory Regional trade theory finds precedent in 
classical and neo-classical theory of international trade as developed by 
Ricardo and by Viner and Haberler respectively. The work of Ohlin (85) was 
applied to regional units. 
Trade theory is based on comparative internal advantage in production 
which makes regional specialization and trade mutually beneficial (15). 
The source of this internal advantage is variously attributed to superior 
resource endowment and lower input costs or to a technical production 
advantage in which the input-output relationship differs significantly 
among regions (15, 85). As noted above, the first source of advantage 
would soon disappear if resources were completely mobile since they would 
move to areas where factor returns were relatively higher, subject only to 
ih 
transport cost differentials. The latter case, which pertains to a tech­
nical production advantage is characteristic of a unique and non-transfer­
able technology. If learning is possible, then this regional production 
advantage would not persist in most cases. 
In the real world, there is evidence that some areas are more or less 
favored by resource supplies of a type which cannot be moved elsewhere 
except at costs which exceed the differential in factor payments. This is 
typical of extractive activities and some other primary industries. Like­
wise, evidence in the real \:orld suggests that technical production rela­
tionships may differ considerably from area to area because of soils and 
climatic conditions which provide definite limits on input-output capabil­
ities. Man can alter these only within certain limits without making 
costs of alteration prohibitive to commercial production. Productive 
activities, such as agriculture, which depend on biological processes pro­
vide typical examples. Perhaps a more important consideration which per­
tains to the latter case is that of learning rates and the ability of a 
region to incorporate new cost saving or output increasing technology. In 
a relatively stagnant region new techniques may not be incorporated merely 
because very little investment or reinvestment is required to meet output 
requirements. Hence, demand considerations, both internal and external 
can influence the rigidity of regional production functions. 
Location theory Primary contributors to location theory include 
Christaller, Losch, Von Thunen and Ohlin, as cited in Isard (49). Location 
theory provides an expost facto rationalization of firm, industry, and re­
gional survival. It also attempts to provide a means for exante planning 
which will enhance rational site and activity selection by decision makers. 
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Two important considerations emerge in an examination of location theory. 
First is recognition of varying costs which may be associated with alterna­
tive spatial arrangements. Second is the concept of threshold levels and 
the related process of cost minimizing agglomeration of activities into 
hierarchical patterns. 
In general, both products and inputs are mobile within limits deter­
mined by their respective transport and assembly costs. Demand and market 
forces are recognized at least to the extent of acknowledging that minimum 
levels of output are necessary before a threshold level of production can 
be attained. 
The inclusion of transport and assembly costs plus the recognition 
of threshold levels and agglomeration patterns provides some rationaliza­
tion for the persistence of comparative internal production advantages 
which are observed in the real world. However, the dynamics of location 
theory are notably mute. Economic activity merely adjusts to the basic 
shape of economic space. 
Export base theory The most complete statement of the export 
base theory is by Andrews (4, 5). Other notable contributors include 
North (83), Weimer and Koyt (120), and Wusbaum (84). In its simplest form, 
this theory states that growth within a region can be explained by exam­
ining the export base activity, since it provides the basis for all other 
economic activity. Under usual circumstances, manufacturing, extractive 
industries and agriculture are the primary contributors to the economic 
base. Impetus for growth is provided by export of goods, services and/or 
capital by these basic industries. Total volume of economic activity (em­
ployment, income, population) for any future period is assumed to be some 
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constant multiple (basic to non-basic ratio) of the projected basic 
activity. 
The primary emphasis is on a building up or exploitation of the 
economic base, disregarding the importance of the existence and possibly 
preclusive nature of insufficient external demand. Factor mobility, at 
least for labor and capital, is essential for augmenting the economic base. 
Factors are attracted initially by higher returns offered by the export 
sectors. Growth comes when advancing technology reduces unit costs or 
when there is continued expansion of external demand (15). 
This theory has enjoyed wide usage mainly because of its simplicity 
and relatively light data requirements for empirical work. However, in 
recent years, it has come under increasing attack, because of its lack of 
explanatory power and the unpredictable variations which occur in the basic 
non-basic ratios among relatively homogenous regions (56, 69). 
Sectoral theory Primary contributors to the sectoral theory of 
regional growth are Clark and Fisher, although the work of Rostow (90), 
Owen (89), and of Sorts and Stein (16) fit easily into this category. 
Sectoral theory is distinguished from export base and trade theory by its 
emphasis on the differing income elasticities of demand and rates of 
change in labor force productivity which exist at various stages on a time 
continum. Regional growth is explained by the internal response to a small 
increase in income. As income increases, demand for agricultural output 
increases at a less than proportional rate while the rate of non-agricul­
tural output increases at a more than proportional rate. 
At. thp aampi time it. is assumed that the rate of productivity increase 
in agriculture exceeds the rate at which demand for agricultural output is 
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expanding, thus making surplus labor available to the manufacturing and 
tertiary sectors (22, ^ 5, 70). Demand elasticities in these latter sectors 
favor labor absorption, since rates of increase in labor productivity tend 
to be less than the rates at which new output is demanded. 
Summary 
The model which is developed in the next chapter will include elements 
from each of the theories summarized above. This is accomplished either 
directly in estimating the structural relationships of the model or as a 
product of experimentation with parameters which pertain to these theories. 
For example, regression estimates of area unique regional share coeffi­
cients provide some indication of regional comparative advantage either in 
access to input supplies and product markets, or because of differing pro­
duction functions (39). These coefficients are used in estimating rates of 
population change and for obtaining projective data on area employment 
which recognize the area unique factors which contribute to regional spe­
cialization. 
Location theory provides the expost facto rationale for explaining 
some of the differential rates of growth which occur among areas. In a 
more formal sense, this theory provides the basis for much of the spatial 
context for information discussed below. 
The export base concept is included since the basic set of technolog­
ical relationships is provided by an inter-industry model ($6). Five cate­
gories of final demand including exports are treated. However, the tem­
pering influence of differing income elasticities for the output of various 
industries is recognized explicitly by including 12 separat-; consumption 
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expenditure functions. Commodity consumption by group is related to 
industry of origin by using a consumption dispersements matrix (lO, 60, 
98). Other final demand categories are influenced by changes which occur 
within the region as well as external to the region. Population growth or 
decline and changes in the fiscal capacity of state government are con­
sidered. 
The Context for Information 
Spatial context 
The context for information provided by a consideration of alternative 
subarea combinations was deemed prerequisite for successful development and 
implementation of a quantitative model. The concept of an "ideal" region 
has considerable appeal. However, information for planning is usually 
developed for a wide range of purposes not all of which can be properly 
considered within a given "ideal" region or area. Friedmann states that 
(28, pp. 227-228); 
Although most regional objectives require formulation in terms of 
a given set of regions, the specific regional relationships calculated 
from available data can represent any reasonable aggregation of activ­
ities and interactions across space. The basic task is to ensure the 
availability of statistical data on a comparative basis for the small­
est area unit which can be advantageously used in spatial analysis 
.... From these considerations it follows that I am opposed to 
efforts to impose a quasi-official regionalization upon the United 
States .... Experience with such efforts has not been satisfac­
tory, despite repeated attempts to discover the one "true" set of 
regions. Full agreement is never obtained for any set of criteria 
for regional delimitation; not only will every investigator wish to 
alter boundaries to suit his ends, but all criteria quickly lapse into 
obsolescence. 
Meyer (74), Fox and Kumar (26), and Berry (l4) demonstrate the neces­
sity of giving consideration to several possible delineations specific to 
the questions which are being addressed by the researcher. Meyer presents 
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a discussion of the delineation problem in terms of homogeneity, nodality, 
and programming or policy. Delimitation based on homogeneity stresses sim­
ilarity of one or some combination of physical, social, economic, and other 
characteristics within the region. Delimitation based on nodality empha­
sizes the dominance of the urban center of a region. Finally, regional 
definition based on policy focus depends heavily on administrative coher­
ence usually coincident with recognized political divisions, Meyer char­
acterizes the two latter modes as special cases of homogeneity. He summa­
rizes as follows (74, p. 23): 
In fact, all regional classification schemes are simply varia­
tions on the homogeneity criterion and it is somewhat misleading to 
suggest otherwise. The only real question is what kind of homogeneity 
is sought. Thus, a program or policy region is essentially homoge­
neous in being entirely under the jurisdiction of someone or a few 
specific government or administrative agencies. A nodal region is 
homogeneous in that it combines areas dependent in some trade or 
functional sense on a specific center. Some so-called homogeneous 
regions are homogeneous with respect to physical characteristics, like 
geography or natural resource endowment, while others are defined to 
be similar in their economic or social characteristics. Finally, 
homogeneity with respect to statistical compilations, as noted before, 
may be the real determinant of regional boundaries for practical pur­
poses . 
Somewhat in contrast, the work of Fox and Kumar (25, 26) suggests that 
a particular type of people-oriented regional unit may be better suited for 
analyzing and understanding spatial economic organization than most cur­
rently recognized units. A basis for defining these "ideal" economic re­
gions derives traca. a recognition of the following: 
1. Essential services and a major portion of employment are provided 
by a central city or nodal center. 
?.. The time cost of distance between central city and residents in 
the surrounding area defines the outer perimeter of an areal unit. 
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3- Scale economies in providing essential services determines via­
bility of these centers. The minimum number of persons living within 
the region must be large enough to capture these economies. 
The following assumptions have been employed to facilitate the defi­
nition of regions of this type in the real world. 
1. The essential means of resident travel is by automobile; 
2. The time cost of distance is approximately one hour per 50 miles 
traveled ; 
3. Most trips from residence to center require less than 60 minutes 
of travel each way; 
4. A meaningful economic unit is provided by the labor market area. 
Regional units defined in this manner have come to be known as func­
tional economic areas (FEA). Regions so defined are homogeneous in the 
extent to which their internal organization of residentiary activities are 
essentially similar. At the same time they may be strikingly heterogeneous 
in terms of basic activities, political organization, resource base, etc. 
Although early applications of this delineation scheme were limited to 
predominantly rural areas (Iowa), it seems not to be restricted to that 
particular domain. It is suggested by Fox (25) that the internal structure 
of the FEA is essentially the same whether in an urban or a rural setting. 
A spatially compact source of basic economic activity and the high time 
costs per mile traveled in urban areas give rise to a smaller areal unit. 
Large metropolitan areas are merely FEAs arranged in compact clusters. Fox 
goes further to suggest that many of the political, social, and economic 
problems of big cities may be at least partially explained by the overt 
actions of public planners, especially in transportation, which have re-
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The FEA provides a reasonably stable and independent planning unit. 
It provides a useful context for viewing developmental indicators since an 
essential peirt of its delineation criteria are based on resident access to 
employment and to a full range of services. Its weaknesses are in the 
programming and policy areas, FEA boundaries do not coincide with any 
currently recognized governmental units nor do they conform to commonly 
used statistical reporting units. However, these problems reflect consid­
erations which are potentially transitory. Hence, they do not detract 
from the logic of the concept and its apparent applicability. 
Berry (l4) in his reflections on FEAs notes the apparent convergence 
between his own ideas concerning regional delineation and those of Fox and 
Kumar (?6). However, he is more emphatic in citing the critical role of 
nodes or the central cities of FEAs. Although the FEA with its central 
city may provide useful planning context and increase understanding of how 
the economy is organized geographically. Berry contends that it also may 
introduce certain rigidities. He summarizes as follows (l4, p. $8): 
First, an understanding of how the economy is organized in geo­
graphic space is essential. A regionalization may be useful if it 
contributes to such an understanding. Some régionalisations are more 
useful than others; Karl Fox has emphasized what may perhaps be the 
single most useful regionalization of the country. 
Second, to use a set of regions in the planning process, one must 
have goals in mind. On this score Fox's set of FEAs has little to 
offer. One can describe FEAs as of central importance in the economy. 
Yet it cannot be said that understanding and using them in the plan­
ning process necessarily insures that predetermined ends be served. 
One should not claim too much. It may be that a different set of 
regions will be necessary t,o satisfy each set of ^ oals for each dif­
ferent policy. We might, ask if this is so, does it matter? Is it 
essential to have a single set of regions for all purposes? 
Berry gives a negative answer to both these questions by demonstrating 
the necessity of considering the complementary role played oy county seat 
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cities. Further, he notes the necessity of considering the counties, if 
only for the purpose of giving a functional breakdown of FEAs. Counties 
provide the smallest statistical reporting units, at the essential county 
seat level, which could logically be used for that purpose (l4, p. 64). 
FEAs represent an ideal economic unit into which the entire 
country can be divided but counties represent good approximations to 
a proper functional breakdown of FEAs. Counties are the next step 
down in the various levels of human organization in a geographical 
area. 
A symmetrical variant of this idea was incorporated into the current 
study in order to provide essential building blocks which would be used to 
approximate several larger geographic and functional areas. 
Area delineation 
Building upon the theme set by Meyer and Berry, the current study 
recognized no ideal regional type nor did it hold to a particular delinea­
tion scheme. Rather, several suggested delineations were employed. In­
cluded among these were the functional scheme of Fox and several variations 
of Meyer's homogeneity classification. In all, five regional types were 
designated; a single reference region which is the state, and four alter­
native subarea sets which were contained within that reference region. 
The selection of a state (Iowa) as the reference region represents a 
compromise solution with respect to which homogeneity characteristics are 
most important. If economic independence and minimization of external 
linkages were most important, then a poor choice was made. However, if 
homogeneity in the sense of programming and planning within an independent 
and cohesive political region is important, then the correct selection was 
made. Additionally, the selection of a state as reference region facili­
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tated the compilation of data. Inherent in this choice was the idea that 
planning information for small regions must be generated within a consist­
ent macro context. This information must be consistent at a level where 
some sense of overview is possible. Admittedly, many common problems 
extend far beyond the boundaries of any single state. However, at the 
same time it must be recognized that conscious efforts to meet social and 
economic objectives must be assessed at a level of government where overt 
action is possible. So in Meyer's terminology, homogeneity of the refer­
ence region is in terms of "programs or policy" and in terms of convenient 
"statistical compilation". 
Within the reference region, four alternative sets of subareas were 
delineated. These included hydrologically defined river basins (RBH), 
economically defined river basins (RBE), economic areas (EA), and critical 
demand areas (CDA). Maps depicting each of these delineations are shown 
in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. These particular delineations 
were chosen to facilitate appraisal of planning information and indicators 
of development within alternative areas in which each alternative set had 
similar characteristics. Following the suggestion of Berry (l4), 120 
areal building blocks were identified (standard areas) which completely 
exhaust the total geographic area included within the reference region. 
As used in this study, these standard areas included the following: urban 
places, cities greater than 10,000 population in i960, whole counties or 
"net" counties. A "net" county describes a standard area in which urban 
centers or cities were contained. Data pertaining to the center or city 
were subtracted from their respective county data. 
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As noted above, standard areas were then combined to form four alter­
native sets of planning regions, each reflecting some particular type of 
homogeneity. Standard area approximations of the six hydrologically de­
fined substate river basins (RBH) provide the first context. These are 
shown in Figure 1. Physical homogeneity served as their primary basis for 
delimitation since they were defined hydrologically. Additionally, in 
considering problems pertaining to limited surface water supplied and gross 
waste loads, they may provide a similar functional context. This context 
permitted retention of an areal scheme which was comparable to the Upper 
Mississippi and Missouri Basin framework studies (77, lOO). 
A second combination of standard areas as shown in Figure 2 provided 
approximations of the l6 Iowa economic areas as defined by Fox and Kumar 
(26). Homogeneity was in terms of nodality and function. Viable labor 
markets and access to service facilities located in the node provided the 
basis for this delimitation. This scheme provides an especially useful 
context for assessment of regional development indicators such as migra­
tion, income, employment, and other economic variables which require resi­
dent access (25). 
A third areal delineation, as shown in Figure 3, was provided by a 
combination of economic areas by substate river basin. These six areas, 
called economically defined river basins (RBE), include all economic areas 
(RA) whose nodal point is contained within the hydrologie basin. These 
regions are physically homogeneous because of their relationship to the 
hydrologie definition. More important, they are similar in the sense that 
they provide a "total activity" context for assessing the economic impact 
for decisions effected within the hydrologie basin (RBH). 
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Finally, selected standard areas, as shown in Figure h, were examined 
individually. Included among these were three urban areas and iB cities 
with population greater than 10,000 in I96O. These regions, called crit­
ical demand areas (CDA), are homogeneous in the sense that they are urban 
areas, have higher population densities, and provide similar services to 
the surrounding area. 
Basically each delineation was designed to reflect different aspects 
of the information input for decision-making. They also serve to illus­
trate misconceptions which could develop when economic and demographic 
information is (generated in isolation and is viewed within a single and 
rigid areal context. The model developed in this study was specifically 
designed to avoid this rigidity. Although only four alternative sets of 
subregions, the RBH, EA, RBE, and CDA, are considered here, the standard 
areas could just as easily be combined into any preselected geographic 
area to provide some other meaningful spatial context. 
Temporal context 
The context for information provided by a consideration of alternative 
time paths was deemed an important characteristic to be included in the 
quantitative model. Viewing information in a comparative statics frame 
shows the beginning and the end of change, but depicts none of the evolu­
tionary process which lies between them. To do this requires knowledge of 
the basic behavioral, technical, and definitional relationships among them. 
Further, it would require knowledge of any changes in these relationships 
as the system evolved through time. Obviously complete knowledge of this 
sort is virtually impossible to obtain. However, several useful abstrac-
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Lions such as demographic simulations and dynamic interindustry models 
have been developed. These can be used to approximate many of these basic 
sLrucLural relationships for national and regional economies, 
Orcut.t (8'/, 88) consLructed a time recursive demographic model of the 
United States which provides some precedent for the demographic sector as 
developed in the current study. Individuals and combinations of individ­
uals and other micro elements such as married couples and families pro­
vided the basic components of this model. The levels and changes in these 
components were traced through time by simulating changes in them. Such 
changes were based on status variables that characterized each component at 
the beginning of each time period and on the inputs into each component 
durini{ the period. Input,s for the period were developed based on probabil­
ities expressinc; expected fertility, death, and migration rates, as deter­
mined for the possible outputs of each component from historical data and 
subsequently from outputs of previous iterations of the computational se­
quence or loops of the model. Hence, the model was recursive in the sense 
that probabilities determined for possible outputs of each component were 
dependent only on previously determined input and status variables. The 
time paths of micro changes estimated by the model were fed out for scru­
tiny at regular time intervals over the simulation period. Since the simu­
lation covered a historical as well as projected period, results obtained 
in the simulation of history provided for a comparison against available 
dumoi-iraphic data from l.lie real system. Kxperiments were conducted with the 
model in which critical operating characteristics (assumptions concerning 
The demographic sector of the model reported here incorporates several 
of these features. Age, sex, and location—specific levels of population— 
are similarly traced through time. Changes in these levels are accom­
plished by the application of "probabilities" or appropriate fertility, 
death, net migration and aging rates. Information (input) supplied by 
other sectors of the model partially replace those given from exogenous 
sources in Orcutt's work. A provision for simulator intervention between 
yeari.? of (.he run was not included au a property of this application, al-
thou^ h^ alternative "operating: characLerisLics" can be incorporated and 
evaluated in subsequent simulation runs. 
Stone (93) developed a set of demographic accounts which were designed 
to be included as a component of a more general national or regional ac­
counting framework. Levels and inflow-outflow of individuals from the 
demographic accounts were traced over time through two major subsets of the 
social accounts, through a subset; of the economic accounts and through an 
educational submodel. Population magnitudes and changes associated with 
the various subsets of the social and economic accounts were used to pro­
vide estimates of costs and benefits of education. 
Obviously, application of the accounting detail provided by the Stone 
model was beyond the scope of the current study. However, at least two 
important precedents were derived from it. First was the explicit use of a 
definitional accounting scheme to record inflow-outflow of individuals by 
cohort overtime in the demographic accounts. Secondly was the use of time 
phased demographic output or levels as input to other accounts for the 
uetei-iiiijiiilion of Lacir âùtiviLy levels in subsequent time periods. 
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By developing stochastic elements designating the probability of an 
individual's entering a particular work activity, this model provides the 
necessary recursive sequence for modeling the activity levels in various 
learning and earning pursuits over time. The study focused finally on the 
estimation of benefits and costs to be used in an educational model. Again 
an extension of this application to estimating streams of benefits and 
costs in other areas seem a rather obvious move. 
Attempts at accounting for the various influences of time on an inter­
industry model are nojuerous. Basically three approaches and combinations 
of them have been employed. The first is concerned with some modification 
of the exogenous final demand vector to reflect changes in it which are 
associated with movements through time (12, 50). The second concerns 
modification of the basic transactions matrix to account for changes in 
prices and technology as they would affect the composition of industry-
inputs and outputs (3, 5^ ). The third involves the inclusion of the Domar 
type capacity constraint (70). This recognizes the competition between 
consumption and investment for income by defining a capital capacity which 
can be argumented only by net investment. Investment by industry is re­
lated to industry of origin in accounting for capital accumulation in 
final demand by using a capital coefficients matrix. 
The first and third suggested modifications were included as a part 
of the model developed in the present study. A discussion of specific 
adaptations are included in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III: THE SIMULATION MODEL 
Introduction 
It is the objective of this chapter to describe the major components 
of the model. The discussion is presented in seven major sections. The 
first section consists of an overview of the general characteristics of 
the model. Sections two through seven describe the composition, purpose, 
and development of the six major component sectors. Appendix C provides 
summary equations of the complete model and a listing of its FORTRAN IV 
counterpart. 
General Characteristics 
The model developed in this study would generally be classified as a 
dynamic simulation model of the deterministic ty^ m (23, 70). The general 
characteristics of thin model include the following: 
1. The model is decomposable into major component sectors or blocks. 
Each block may be simulated in isolation from other blocks provided 
that values for exogenous and lagged endogenous variables could be 
made available to it. Since this study was concerned with the rela­
tionship among major component sectors, a significant number of the 
exogenous variables for any given sector were obtained as outputs from 
other component sectors. 
?.. The model is recursive in that time lagged and sequential depen­
dence occurs among variables within component sectors and to a limited 
but important, extent among sectors. This recursive property intro­
duces a dynamic character in the sense that time lagged relationshins 
among variables were included. Model outputs become model inputs in 
3^  
the recursive sequence from block to block and from one "Cirne period 
to the next. 
3. The model is pure in the sense that aggregate model outputs were 
obtained by summation where they were generated at the standard area 
level. 
k. The model is balanced in the sense that spatially disaggregated 
model output generated at the reference area level were forced to be 
consistent with their macro counterparts. 
Major component sectors in the model include the following: 
1. Demographic sector 
2. Interindustry sector 
3. Capital sector 
4. Water sector 
'5. Labor sector 
6. Income sector 
A schematic presentation of these sectors in shown in Figure 5. Re­
cursive dependence is depicted by the time dated directional arrows. For 
example, model output from the demographic sector in year (t) provides an 
input to the labor sector in that same year. Model output from the labor 
sector becomes an input to the demographic sector in the year (t + l). 
Broken lines were used to indicate constraining relationships among the 
component sectors which pertain to the availability of sufficient capacity 
in terms of capital stock by industry and to industrial water supply. 
The demographic sector accounts for population as it is influenced by 
area, age and sex specific fertility rates, death rates and migration 
rates. This sector has important linkages to the supply side of the labor 
sector, the final demand component of the interindustry sector, and to the 
requirements portion of the water sector. 
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In t.he interindust.ry sector the structural characteristics of the 
reference ref^ ion are depicted in an input-output framework. This is com­
posed of fifteen interacting industries and five categories of final de­
mand with associated primary input.s, gross outlay and gross output. This 
interindustry sector provides the single most important consistency link 
among all other major sectors of the model. 
The labor sector relates age, sex, area and occupation specific labor 
supply to implied labor demand. Primary linkages are with the interindus- . 
try sector, demographic sector and income sector. 
The capital sector accounts for gross investment, depreciation on 
capital stock and capital accumulation. It is linked to the interindustry 
sector. 
The water sector determines area, industry, and population specific 
water requirements. Level of use and disposition are also accounted for 
in this sector. It is linked to the interindustry and demographic sector. 
The income sector accounts for area, occupation and industry specific 
estimates of income. It is linked to the interindustry, demographic and 
labor sectors. 
Discussion contained in the next six sections of this chapter elabo­
rate on the composition, purpose of, and procedures used in the develop­
ment of these six component sectors. 
Demographic Sector 
The purpose of a demographic sector is to account for changes in char­
acteristics of the population which may influence the economy. These 
changes were treated in this study by allowing for population increases 
and decreases "by age-sex groups as they move through time. Population 
change in any given area was assumed to be influenced by the initial age-
sex composition of the population, fertility rates, death rates, and mi­
gration rates. Population increases are caused by births and positive net 
migration. Population decreases are caused by deaths and negative net mi­
gration. Variation in the effects of these variables oy age and by sex 
make it desirable to divide the population into age-sex groups which are 
relatively homogeneous. In this study detail was maintained on sixteen 
cohorts for both sexes in all 120 standard areas. The age distribution of 
cohorts was as follows; 0-4, 5-9> 10-l4, 15-19, 20-2h, 25-29, 30-34, 35-
39, ho-kk, 45-49. 50-54, 55-59, nO-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75+. Additionally as 
t,hc population ages, or as it moves through time, the number of persons 
found in i.hr* (a-il) ajf.e •/xoup in the (t+l) year in directly related to the 
number of found in t.he (a)th age group in the year (t). 
Considerable variation exists in the ease with which each of these 
population determinants can be accounted for in a demographic model. The 
age-sex composition of the population poses little problem since adequate 
detail for a base level were found in the census. Likewise, death rates 
can be handled with relative ease since death rates in the United States 
and in Iowa have remained virtually constant over the past 25 years. In 
contrast, fertility rates and migration rates seem to be volatile and pose 
considerable problems in demographic modeling. Roth of these appear to be 
influenced by social factors and by prevailing and expected economic con­
ditions . In this study, fertility rates were assumed to be exogenous to 
t.h(=> Thi s fn/'n l-j t.a.t.ed mn «ssAssmAnt nf t.Vip inflnmncn of any exnected 
array of fertility rates. Migration rates were treated as endogenous var­
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iables since they were assumed to be affected by area unique employment 
prospects, industry location and composition and location factors. Aging 
of the population from year to year was handled in the model on a purely 
definitional basis. 
A schematic flow chart of the demographic sector illustrating the 
role of these determinants and linkages pertinent to the demographic sec­
tor is shown in Figure 6. Model outputs from the labor sector and from 
the demographic sector in year (t-l) are shown to have an influence on mi­
gration via the net employment effect, the urbanization or location effect 
and the employment composition. Population, in turn, is shown to be in­
fluenced by births, migration and deaths. Model outputs from the demo­
graphic sector subsequently become model inputs to the labor, income, 
interindustry and water sectors. 
Fertility rates 
Area, a^ e, and sex specific fertilii.y rates were calculated by di­
viding recorded live hirthr;, which were specific to area and age of mother, 
by population of females resident to the area and found in the relevant 
age ^ roup. 
As the model was implemented, fertility rates were not utilized until 
the eighth year of the simulation. Actual numbers of live births by stan­
dard area were read into the model as data and fertility rates were calcu­
lated in the eighth year of the simulation. Such fertility rates were 
assumed to remain constant throughout the remainder of the simulated time 
period. However, any preselected set of fertility rates reflecting ex-
()oci.ed trends, etc., could be accommodated by the model as well. 
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Death rates 
The calculation of death rates was accomplished in a manner similar 
to the calculation of fertility rates described above. Deaths by cohort 
in each area were divided by area population found in the relevant cohort. 
As in the case of live births, deaths by cohort were read into the model 
as data through the year (t+8) at which point death rates were calculated 
and used as constants throughout the remainder of this simulated period. 
Again, any alternative assumption concerning trends in death rates could 
be accommodated by the model as well. 
Migration ratei; 
Estimation of migration rates was more difficult than either of the 
other two determinants of population change. This task was further com­
plicated in the current study because of the necessity of maintaining mi­
gration detail by sex specific cohorts for each of 120 standard areas. 
Two simplifications were required to facilitate this calculation. 
First, only net migration and net migration rates were considered primar­
ily because of data insufficiencies. Use of net migration facilitated the 
development of consistent data for all standard areas by utilizing a re­
sidual method (OO). Second, the population was stratified into three 
groups. These groups were designed to reflect their respective impetus 
for migration. In making this stratification it was assumed that young 
people in the dependent cohorts (l-3) migrated with their parents or prin­
cipal adult. Labor active persons in the cohorts (4-12) were assumed to 
move for economic reasons. Persons in cohorts of 60 years and above were 
a-osumed to migrate independently of other age groups and at rates observed 
between census years 1950 and I96O. 
Dependent age groups (1-3) 
Determination of dependents net migration involved a two-step process. 
First, it was necessary to develop an estimate of the total number of chil­
dren born to migrating females during all years previous to the current 
year. This was accomplished by applying area-age-sex specific fertility 
rates to the number of migrating females in all years previous to the cur­
rent year in which they could have borne children whose ages in the current 
year would place them in the first three cohorts. For example, surviving 
children born between the years (t-l) and (t-5) would be included in the 
(0-4) cohort, those born between years (t-6) and (t-lO) would be in the 
(5-9) cohort, and so forth. Females in all fertile cohorts could be ex­
pected to have children in the first cohort, but the youngest fertile co­
hort could not contribute to the second and third, etc. Similarly, migrat­
ing females found in cohorts beyond child bearing age would have children 
in the second and third dependent cohorts. 
The second step involved the application of survival rates to the 
dependent population born to migrating females to determine the number sur­
viving to the current year. 
Since the calculation of net migration of dependents was based on the 
number of "net" female migrants, it was assumed that female in-migrants 
had identical fertility rates to those who migrated out of each area. Fur­
ther, it was assumed that the children of in-migrating mothers were subject 
to survival rates identical to those experienced by children of the out-
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migrating females. Migrating children were distributed equally over the 
ages contained in their pertinent cohort. These two steps are combined in 
Equation 8 and a demonstration of the methodology which underlies this 
equation is presented in Appendix D. 
Labor active groups (4-12) 
The procedure developed for estimating net migration in the labor 
active cohorts represents a synthesis of several earlier studies. Two very 
basic ideas were borrowed from these studies. The first was that net mi­
gration and net migration rates are in some way related to prevailing or 
expected economic conditions. The second idea pertains to the incorpora­
tion of estimates of these relationships into a more general model. Exam­
ples of earlier studies which attempted to develop an estimate of possible 
relationships between net migration or net migration rates and prevailing 
or expected economic conditions include those of Hamilton et al. (33), 
Mattila and Concannon (72), and Mullendore (79). 
The Mattila and Concannon study concerned net migration rates for the 
total population between census years 1950 and 19(^ 0. As independent vari­
ables they included: the competitive employment effect between 1950 and 
i960 as a percent of total emplo.yment in 1950; the industry mix employment 
effect between 1950 and i960 as a percent of total employment in 1950; the 
percent of total population in the age groups between 20 and 3^  years of 
age in 1950; the net natural rate of change in population between 195O and 
I96O; female percent of the labor force in 1950; ratio of total employment 
in 1950 to total employment in 19^ 0; change in the unemployment rate between 
1950 and i960. Although this effort was initially designed to explain mi­
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gration in Area Redevelopment areas, early success with the model led 
Mattila to conduct similar analyses on SMSA counties and on non-SMSA 
counties not included in the Area Redevelopment areas. The model appeared 
to be well suited for explaining net migration rates in these other areas 
as well. Multiple R in all applications was in excess of .85 percent. 
In the studies by Hamilton et al. (33) and Mullendore (79), net mi­
gration rates, migration and net migration were estimated as functions of 
other variables which were assumed to reflect economic opportunity. In­
cluded among their independent variables were population size, unemployment 
rate, total employment in the base year and various combinations of these. 
Generally unsatisfactory results were obtained using these explanatory 
variables except in those cases where a large aggregate variable such as 
population or total employment was included. A more important aspect of 
these studies concerns the manner in which estimated migration equations 
were incorporated into a more general multi-sectored model. Single valued 
estimates of net migration rates and migration were obtained by evaluating 
these equations using estimates of the independent variables which were 
generated at an earlier point in a recursive sequence. These included a 
time lagged population variable supplied from an earlier loop, unemployment 
and other employment characteristics from an earlier point in the same loop. 
The hypothesis of Mattila and Concannon would have been incorporated 
into the current study without modification had it not been for two over­
riding considerations. First, estimation equations for net migration rates 
were being developed in the current study as a part of a component sector 
formation output from other component sectors as exogenous inputs to the 
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demographic sector. Detail among the independent variables such as was 
used by Mattila and Concannon is difficult if not impossible to generate 
within such a framework. The second consideration involved the desirabil­
ity of maintaining detail on l6 labor active cohorts instead of the total 
population as was done by Mattila and Concannon. Given this stratifica­
tion, independent variables dealing with age of the population and sex 
composition of the labor force no longer exist. 
In the current study it was hypothesized that net migration rates for 
cohorts (4-12) were functionally related to the net employment effect, the 
proportion of employment found in primary activities, the proportion of 
employment found in service activities and to location differences re­
flected by two dummy variables. This hypothesis is summarized in Equation 
7 below. 
Regression was the analytical technique used in testing this hypoth­
esis. Wet migration rates by sex specific cohort between the years 1950 
and i960 for all standard areas in Iowa were included in the sample. Re-
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suits of this regression analysis are summarized in Table 1. R for the 
model, arrayed by sex and by cohort, ranged from a low of 10 percent to a 
high of 69 percent for males and from a low of 17 percent to a high of 65 
2 percent for females. It should be noted that these R values correspond to 
an abbreviated set of independent variables which were significant at the 
10 percent level or better. 
Some notable consistencies were revealed upon examining these equa­
tions in detail. First, it was noted that all intercept values were nega­
tive £.3 shCo~ Iz. ccliznn "a" of the table. Scccnd, the coefficients under 
b^  relating net migration rate to net employment effect, were all positive. 
Table 1. Equation 7: regression coefficients and coefficients of deter­
mination for estimation of net migration rates by age and sex 
groups 
Age Group a b-j bp 
Male 
15-19 
20-2h 
25-29 
30-3h 
35-39 
ko-hh 
hB-h9 
50-511 
55-59 
-0.021U9300 
-0.12670000 
-0.09739700 
-0.02298000 
-0.02539500 
-0.0189^ 700 
-0.01005900 
.0.01221500 
-0.00557730 
0.0000256k* 
0.00007797" 
0.00005886'-' 
0.00002213* 
0.00003208* 
0.0000256k* 
0.0000126k* 
0.00001507* 
0.00000851"'' 
0.007^8656" 
0.0^ 370935' 
0.0^ 606509" 
0.01852088 
0.01227399" 
0.00670385 
0.0030931k 
0.00337356-
Female 
15-19 
20-2k 
25-29 
30-3k 
35-39 
ko-kk 
k5-k9 
50.5k 
55-59 
-0.02827600 
-o.iik5iooo 
-0.06992300 
-0.02558900 
-0.02193800 
-0.01587700 
-0.01181500 
-0.00727860 
-0.00689370 
0.00003k87' 
0.00007938' 
0.00006k06-"-' 
0.00003891^ 
0.00002901"' 
0.0000228k"' 
0.00001782"' 
0.00000873"' 
0.00000k6# 
0.01905556" 
0.05378618" 
0.02560k8k 
0.00886917 
0.00523273 
o.ookk5029" 
0.00k01217 
0.002k6779' 
0.00221177 
"Significant at the 10 percent level. 
^^ S^ignificant at the 5 percent level. 
^^ Significant at the 1 percent level. 
k6 
Age Group 3^ 
r2 
Male 
1^ -19 0.0509Lh2l*t* .39822 
20-21; 0.08153293"'"'"' 0.00001617*** -0.00000163* .50379 
25-29 o.ooooiL7i*** -o.oooooiLT** .53723 
30-3U -0.17959175'. .68711 
35-39 -0.10707031'"'"'" o.ooooo3ki** -0.00000077*** .73591 
l|0-iiL. -0.0285101(1:'"'"-"' 0.0000028k** -0.00000056*** .l;28iiO 
h>-h9 .25032 
50-51; 0.000002111''""' -O.OOOOOOkO*** .29lWi 
55-59 .10311 
Female 
15-13 0.03l3Llkl*** .51692 
20-2li 0.00001725^*^ -0.00000170* .52821 
25-29 0.00001156'"""' -0.00000016*** .12500 
30-31 -0.10618513::^ ! 0.00000^ 25** -0.00000106'*** .65361 
35-39 -0.06025190'"'"*"' 0.00000373*** -0.00000073*** .55047 
iiO-iJi. -0.01653889*** 0.000002L8** -0.00000053*** .31717 
It5-19 0.00000163** -0.00000036*** .33180 
50-51 .19131 
0.00652050* .17171 
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This indicates that a positive net employment effect has a positive effect 
on net migration rates. Third, coefficients under which relate proxim­
ity of a city with population greater than 10,000 to net migration rate 
for the standard area had a positive effect on all cohorts. Fourth, coef­
ficients under which relate proximity of a major educational institution 
to net migration rate for the standard area had a positive effect on males 
(15-19) and (20-24) and on females (15-I9). A negative effect was noted 
for males and females in age groups (30-34), (35-39) and (40-U4), These 
results are not surprising and point to the fact that student populations 
are assigned to those counties in which they reside while enrolled at uni­
versities. An increase in the proportion of emplo,yment found in primary 
activities, coefficients under had a positive effect on net migration 
rates. Finally, coefficients under relating changes in the proportion 
of employment found in service activities to net migration rates, had a 
negative effect. 
The significance of individual coefficients and of the model appears 
to be satisfactory if judged relative to other cross section studies. Fur­
ther, the apparent consistency of coefficients obtained, both with respect 
to logical consistency and among cohorts, is noteworthy. Given these re­
sults, the coefficients were judged to be appropriate for estimating net 
migration of the labor active population. 
As incorporated into the model estimates of time-area-age specific net 
migration rates were obtained by evaluating these equations. Estimates of 
the independent variables were provided as model outputs from other compo­
nent sectors. Included among these variables were the net employment ef­
fect, the primary employment proportion and the service employment propor­
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tion. Resulting net migration rates were then multiplied "by area-age-sex 
specific population from year (t-l) to obtain estimates of current year net 
migration. 
Inactive age groups (13-16) 
Net migration rates for this group were derived from census data be­
tween the years 1950 and 196O. In the calculation of net migration for 
years after i960, it was assumed that this average annual rate would repeat 
itself without change. Hence, net migration was obtained by multiplying 
the average one-year rate obtained from the 1950 to 196O period by the sur­
viving population from the previous year. 
Cohort transition 
In a demographic model which depicts population growth, provision must 
exist for aging of the population or transition of the population from one 
cohort to another with the passage of time. In the current study, it was 
assumed that an equal number of persons are found at each age within a co­
hort. As implemented, this me ems that one-fifth of the (t-l) population in 
any given cohort will "age" into the next older cohort in the year t. Al­
ternatively in the year (t), each cohort will receive one-fifth of the (t-l) 
population of the cohort which is immediately younger and will give up one-
fifth of its own (t-l) population to the cohort which is immediately older. 
Two exceptions occur in this cohort transition. First, people are born 
into the first cohort (O to 4 years). Second, they do not grow out of the 
oldest cohort (75+). The proportion one-fifth will vary depending on the 
time interval and age stratification chosen for use in the model. The nu-
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merator is determined by the time interval used in the simulation and the 
denominator by the number of years (ages) included in a cohort. 
Demographic sector equations 
Equations of the demographic sector are given below. Unless otherwise 
noted, the definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as fol­
lows; 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in 196O 
r = 1, 2, ....120; where (r) refers to standard areas (Appendix A-) 
s = 1; 2; where (s) refers to sex (l=male, 2=female) 
a = 1, 2, . . . . 16; where (a) refers to cohort (0-4, 5-9 , . . . . ,  70-74, 75+) 
Exceptions to these ranges are noted immediately following the equa­
tion where the exception occurs. 
rsa r=l 8=1 a=l 
a = 2 16 
3. (POP)^,^ = (POP)J;i - + (KM) 
rsl 
(POP)J;^  * rsa 
t — 20 
t = 7 
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6. (m)Î3a = * (OMR)! rsa 
s. — 16 
7. + tzsa * + ^sa * 
.t-1 
+ ^ sa * (®)r' + Nsa * 'SS) 
t-1 
r 
EL — • • • • 12 
9+a 
8. ' (3E)°^  * l 2.5 * («)^ 2 » r<™'rsy-a * ("«'r.y-
y=a+3 *-
a+1^  
a = 1, 2, 3 
(SR):, = 1 
10. (SR)°2 = I 1 
11. (8R)g^  = { 1 -
[(D!!)°1 » Sjj 
[(DB)°2*5] * 
[(DB)°3 « 5] * 
(SR)sl]  
'(33)32] ) 
12. (NMR)^ = MR° 
^ 'rsa rsa 
13, 16 
13. (gI)»3^ . (FOP)r;Ll / 5 
a  =  2 , . . . . 1 6  
l*.. (00)^ 3^  = (POP)*;^  / 5 
a  =  1 , . . . . 1 5  
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(«>416 = ° 
16. (LB)j^  . (P0P)*-1 * (FR)°^ y 
t = 8, 20 
17. (PR)°3y = (LB)J,y / (POP)J,j^  
t = 7 
where: 
(TPOP)^  = total population, year t; 
(POP)^ g^  = population, year (t), standard area (r), sex (a) and cohort 
(a); 
D^ sa = deaths, year (t), standard area (r), sex (s) and cohort (a); 
= net migration, year (t), standard area (r), sex (s) and co­
hort (a); 
(GO)pg^  = population leaving cohort (a), by aging, year (t), standard 
area (r) and sex (s); 
(Gl)^ ga = population entering cohort (a), by aging, year (t), standard 
area (r) and sex (s); 
(LB)^  = live births, year (t), standard area (r), sex (s), and to co-
rsy 
hort of mother (y); 
(DR)°_^  ^= death rate per individual in I967, in standard area (r), sex 
(s) and cohort (a); 
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(NMR)^ g^  = net migration rate, year (t), standard area (r), sex (s) and 
cohort (a); 
(KEE)^  = net employme.it effect year (t) in standard area (r); 
(DV)^  = dummy variable indicating presence of a city with population in 
excess of 10,000 in I96O for standard area (r); 
(DE)^  = dummy variable indicating presence of a major educational in­
stitution in standard area (r); 
(EP)^  = primary employment as a proportion of total employment year (t) 
and standard area (r); 
(ES)^  = service employment as a proportion of total employment year (t) 
and standard area (r); 
(FR)° = fertility rate in 196?» standard area (r), sex of child (s) 
rsjT 
and cohort of mother (y); 
(SR)°^  = survival rate in i960, sex (s) and cohort (a). 
Interindustry Sector 
The reasons for including an interindustry sector were two. First, it 
provided a quantitative approximation of economic interdependence and tech­
nical structure for industries contained in the reference region. Secondly, 
it provided an internally consistent means for projecting the economy of 
the reference region. The technical structure or economic interdependence 
of an economy, as depicted in the transaction matrix of an input-output 
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table, is composed of a set of simple linear production functions. These 
functions show the composition of industry input requirement by industry of 
origin and the distribution of industry output by receiving industry. In 
an open input-output system, direct purchase of input requirements from in­
dividuals, governments, and from individuals and firms outside the refer­
ence region are also included. Similarly, final sales including sales to 
households, governments, other endogenous industries on capital account and 
export to individuals and firms outside the reference region must be in­
cluded in a complete open system. 
As the interindustry component sector was incorporated in the present 
study, it served to translate the impact of time-specific information out­
put obtained from other component sectors (demographic, income, capital, 
water) to industries within the region. Similarly, time-specific informa­
tion output generated in the interindustry component provided an essential 
input for several other component sectors (labor, capital, water, income). 
Thus, the interindustry sector accommodates linkages to other components 
which are essential to the recursive sequence both within years and from 
one year to the next. These linkages are illustrated in a schematic flow 
chart for the interindustry sector shown below in Figure 7. 
Qualifications of both a theoretical and empirical nature have been 
expressed relative to interindustry analysis. The interindustry components 
sector developed for use in this study required the estimation of an input-
output table for the reference region. Further, this table was used both 
as a descriptive device and as a tool for projecting economic variables 
ever time. Obviously such a model is snbjert to any qualification expressed 
concerning interindustry analysis (l7, 78, 95). 
Linkages 
(backward) 
»( Population ). 
Income ) Income 
(.Investment) Capitol 
Capitol 
Capital 
Constraint 
Capitol 
Water Water 
INTERINDUSTRY 
SECTOR 
Linkages 
(forward) 
Lohor 
Capitol 
'^ inar^  
Demand 
Interindustry 
Structure 
t)utput 
lemondei 
Water 
Technical 
Coefficients Income 
Figure 7. Components and sectoral linkages of the interindustry sector 
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A singular qualification of an empirical nature concerns the proce­
dures used to estimate an input-output table. The apparent uniqueness of 
regional economic structure with respect to industry specialization and 
technology suggest that tne table should be prepared using survey data from 
the region. However, considerations of time, cost, and effort suggest that. 
the table should be prepared using coefficients obtained in other similar 
regions while relying on secondary data to make adjustments for unique re­
gional specialization and technique. The table used in the current study 
represents an adaptation of a recently completed input-output table for the 
reference region which was developed using the latter approach (63). 
Qualifications of a theoretical nature include the following: (l) as­
sumed linearity of the production relationship; (2) homogeneity of industry 
products; (3) additivity of industry products; (4) proportionality of re­
quirements (substitutability) ; and (5) constancy of the technical coeffi­
cients. The extent to which these qualifications may be corroborated by 
intimate knowledge of the regional economy was considered beyond the scope 
of the current study. However, efforts of this type have been conducted 
and are documented elsewhere (l2, 66). 
Input-output tables 
Transactions, direct purchases and direct and indirect requirements 
matrices were developed for the reference region for 196O. Both the trans­
actions and direct and indirect requirements matrices were generated from a 
direct purchases matrix developed from an expanded version of the 1958 Of­
fice of Business Economics (OBE) interindustry study of the United States 
(31, 98). Details on industry classification are available in Appendix B. 
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Methodology and data used in developing this direct purchases matrix in­
corporates those employed by Maki (63) and are discussed briefly below. 
Direct purchases matrix A direct purchases matrix shows the pur­
chases (sales) made by a given industry from (to) all other industries for 
each dollar's worth of current output (outlay). Methodology employed to 
develop this matrix relied entirely upon secondary data. Essential infor­
mation included the gS-sector transactions matrix for the U.S. economy, 
estimates of total output and total purchases of each category of final de­
mand for the reference region. First, a regional (reference area) trans­
actions matrix was generated for producing industries by multiplying the 
U.S. direct requirements matrix times the vector of regional total output 
by industry. Estimates of each category of regional final demand were then 
allocated across industries in the same proportions as observed in the fi­
nal demand sectors of the national transactions matrix. At this point a 
reconciliation was required between calculated regional total outputs by 
industry and indicated use of industry outputs to insure that transactions 
among regional industries and final sales were consistent with unique ref­
erence area production and consumption patterns which differ from those of 
the nation. More specifically, this involved a comparison of the sum of 
intermediate purchases and final demand (indicated use) with total output 
by industry. If indicated use did not exceed regional total output for any 
given industry, the transactions for all elements in that industry (row) 
were scaled downward by a factor equal to one minus the ratio of deficit to 
total output for the industry. Regional imports by industry were then aug­
mented by the extent to v.'hieh their respective transactions elements ^ -rere 
reduced. Since equality was maintained between total output and gross out­
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lay, an adjusted direct purchases matrix including primary inputs could 
then be obtained for the region by dividing elements in the adjusted trans­
actions matrix and primary input rows by the appropriate regional total 
output and final demand figures. 
A 102 X 98 adjusted transaction matrix was developed for use in the 
current study in a manner analogous to that described above. However, to ' 
obtain industry detail consistent with other industry data and suitable for 
inclusion in the interindustry sector of the model, it was necessary to re­
duce these dimensions to an I8 x 15 matrix. This was accomplished by a 
direct row and column summation of elements within the adjusted transac­
tions matrix. Respective total outputs were aggregated in a similar manner 
to facilitate calculation of individual a..'s of the direct purchases ma-
trix. Standard industrial classification (S.I.C.) codes used in this in­
dustry reduction procedure are presented in Appendix B. 
Transactions and direct purchases matrices for the reference region 
(lowa) are presented below in Tables 2 and 3> respectively. 
Direct and indirect requirements matrix A matrix of direct and in­
direct requirements (l-A) ^  shows the direct and indirect effects of demand 
changes which are exogenous to the processing industries. It is designed 
to show the total expansion of output in all industries as a result of de­
livery of one dollar's worth of output to final demand. 
Such a matrix was developed for use in this study from the reduced 
direct requirement matrix (A) and an identity matrix (l) of equal dimen­
sion. The procedure employed in this calculation involved taking the dif-
fmrennA (T-A) brntween the idmntity matrix (l) 8.nd the matrix (A), and from 
this computing a transposed inverse matrix (I-A)"^  which is the direct and 
Tabic; 2, Iowa input-output table, I960 (in $1,000) 
Industry 1 2 3 4 5 
JL # Agriculture 1,716,110 27 783,103 108 1,736 
2. Mining and construction 53,562 11,372 9,606 21 141 
3. Food and kindred 233,8Lk 221 469,234 6 198 
h. Textile and apparel 706 9 2,455 2,844 156 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 33h kL,369 2,003 63 20,915 
6. Printing and publishing 966 mi 5,297 5k 300 
7. Chemicals and allied 35,316 21,371 12,526 206 1,493 
8. Machinery 21,om 18,680 796 23 548 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 31,892 200,026 67,624 1,757 7,375 
10. Transportation 60,288 26,331 98,886 426 3,975 
11. Communication and utilities 25,3k9 4,711 18,927 269 952 
12. Trade 200,425 92,801 103,619 1,964 5,573 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 181,125 10,816 24,673 749 1,507 
U4. Services 66,6U3 28,121 68,235 728 2,310 
15. Public administration Boh 2h9 2,337 87 • 108 
TOTAL Intermediate Inputs 2,633,729 459,245 1,669,372 9,301 47,285 
16. Households 1,102,257 263,588 284,671 13,088 29,444 
17. Imports 558,602 176,075 493,729 26,516 31,925 
18. Other primary 29k,853 157,342 359,561 1,245 8,189 
TOTAL GROSS OUTLAY h,839,hhl 1,056,250 2,807,334 50,150 116,844 
Tabic 2 (Continued) 
Industry 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Agriculture 136 535 126 490 
2. Mining and construction 579 hhl 866 10,162 18,309 
3. Food and kindred 6,5m 44 533 1,613 
h. Textile and apparel — — 136 121 810 142 
5. Purnit-j]?e, lumber and wood 73 295 2,855 4,056 239 
6. Printing and publishing 23,305 B2h 516 16,029 1,214 
7. nhfiTTii cal R and alT-i fid 1,066 30,077 4,012 12,859 1,030 
8. Machinery 653 1,076 112,839 15,557 3,221 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 5,88k 12,l|l43 97,099 162,903 11,304 
10. Transportation 2,371 6,319 11,558 22,037 30,628 
11. Comm-jnication and utilities 2,186 3,055 6,828 13,201 5,407 
12. Trade h,3hS 8,677 35,582 33,084 16,179 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 7,629 4,435 10,972 11,707 25,072 
11. Services 9,296 14,141 23,853 17,226 18,442 
15. Public administration 1,309 687 1,734 1,215 10,567 
TOTAL Intermediate Inputs 63,502 89,289 309,414 322,345 143,856 
16 0 Households 61,756 57,283 242,649 200,272 217,045 
17. Imports 43,628 85,783 289,521 285,624 111,621 
18. Other primary 13,731 39,589 82,166 116,069 77,253 
TOTAL GROSS OUT'LAY 182,620 271,944 923,751 924,309 549,774 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Industry 11 12 13 3J4 15 
1. Agriculture 2,800 25,220 827 8,002 
2. Mining and construction 11,520 l4,U96 86,025 17,317 14,926 
3. Food and kindred •3 10,883 989 39,110 7,486 
ii. Textile and apparel 71 577 353 1,932 33 
Furniturej lunber and wood iil 2,lk3 342 226 mm 
6, Printing and publishing 1,79k 4,835 7,116 67,8. 1,246 
7. Chemicals and allied 99 3,560 1,209 17,355 153 
8. Machinery l,8k8 5,627 1,616 17,815 41 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 5,269 26,780 6,856 38,767 2,178 
10. Transportation 6,106 7,119 8,604 45,895 19,233 
11. Communication and utilities 59,821 50,957 12,944 42,597 6,991 
12. Trade 5,10b 32,479 20,873 38,093 2,336 
13. Finance; insurance and real estate 6,66ii 122,941 153,081 68,547 2,560 
m. Services 12,L73 108,882 36,799 79,353 3,645 
15. Public administration 37,663 26,106 15,666 8,511 261 
TOTAL Intermediate Inputs 151,682 420,185 377,694 484,203 69,092 
16. Households 157,37k 1,022,090 402,351 558,922 92,197 
17. 3irç>orts 85,963 282,022 160,786 217,011 38,998 
18. Other primary 115,467 231,697 453,090 13,274 19,530 
TOTAL GROSS OUl'LAY 510,^86 1,955,994 1,393,920 1,273,410 180,757 
Table: 2 (Continued) 
Total Total Total 
Industry Intermediate Final Gross 
Demand Demand Output 
1. Agriculture 2,319,919 k,889,kkl 
2. I'lining and construction 222,3k8 803,902 1,056,250 
3. Food and kindred 775,766 2,031,568 2,807,33k 
L Textile and apparel 10,3^ 6 39,80k 50,150 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 78,785 38,059 116,8kk 
6. Printing and publishing 132,010 50,610 182,620 
7. Chemicals and allied 1L2,331 129,613 271,9kk 
6. Machinery 201,38)4 722,367 923,751 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 682,157 2)42,152 92k,309 
10. Transportation 319,780 199,99k 5k9,77k 
11. Communication and utilities 25h,h99 255,987 510,k86 
12. Trade 601,13k 1,351,860 1,955,99k 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 632,677 761,2)43 1,393,920 
ll. Services Ii90,l5l 783,259 1,273,klO 
15. Public administration 107,305 73,152 180,757 
TOTAL Intermediate Inputs 9,836,790 
16. Households 5,00k,988 525,52k 5,530,512 
17. Imports 2,887,80b l,221,k88 k,109,302 
18. Other primary l,9b3,997 1,103,096 3,0k7,093 
TOTAL GROSS OUTLAY ww 12,686,908 29,773,891 
Tabl(3 3. Direct purchases per dollar of output, Iowa, I960 
Industry 
1. Agriculture 0.3^101120 0.00002^ 11 0.27891909 0.0021^ 208 0.01^ 85836 
2. Mining and construction 0.01095^ 68 O.OIO76636 0,003i|2l6U 0.000^ 1120 0.00120^ 6^ 
3. Food and kindred 0.0k88L902 O.00020910 O.I6716368 0.00012931 0.00169122 
L Textile and apparel 0.0001^ ^^ 5 0.0000089b 0.00087^ 9^ O.0567027I 0.00133U11 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 0.00006832 0.0^ 200602 O.OOO71366 O.OOI26II6 0.17899743 
6. Printing and publishing 0.00020173 0.00013316 0.00188668 0.0010302L 0.00256361 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.00722285 0.02023325 O.OOI1I46179 0.00^ 09997 0.01277960 
8. Machinery 0.00^ 30389 0.01768538 0.00028366 0.000^ 5926 0.00^ 68713 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 0.00652256 0.189373^ 7 0.02^ 088^ 3 0.03502829 0.06312213 
10. Transportation 0.01233025 0.02^ 92852 0.03522^ 23 0.008^ 9595 0.03101858 
11. Communication and utilities 0.00518L52 0.00^ 6^036 O.OO67UI87 0.005368^ 1 0.0081^ 7^6 
12. Trade 0.0^ 099135 0.08785861 0.03691003 0.03915365 0.0U769606 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.0370^ 1^5 0.01023970 0.00878891 0.01^ 93707 0.01289875 
II4. Services O.OI363OO6 0.02662363 0.02^ 30603 0.01^ 50736 0.01976826 
15. Public administration 0.000161^ 7 0.00023619 0.00083261 0.00172533 0.00092325 
16. Households 0.28679288 0.21^ 955110 0.101^ 0273 0.26097632 0.25199660 
17. Imports 0.11^ 2^ 666 O.I6669817 0.1758712b 0.52871222 0.27323086 
18. Other primary 0.06030397 0.1^ 896262 0.12807920 0.02l8l9L5 0.07008L83 
Table: 3 (Continued) 
Industry 10 
1. Agriculture — 0.000^ 0066 0.000^ 7917 0.0001381,3 0.00089080 
2. Mining and construction 0.00316791 0.0016^ 281 0.0009372k 0.01099^ 1^  0.0333032$ 
3. Food and kindred — 0.02U0523U 0.0000^ 762 0.000^ 8172 0.00293382 
h. Textile and apparel 0.00000521 0.000^ 9958 0.00013131 0.00087673 0.00025901 
5. Furniture^  lumber and wood 0.000^ 0069 0.00108532 0.003090^ 5 0.00528607 0.000^ 3^ 57 
6. Printing and publishing 0.13035391 0.0030312I 0.00055867 0.0173^ 1^ 0 0.00220771 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.00583661 0.11060012 0.00^ 3^ 288 0.01391155 0.00187353 
8. Machinery- 0.003578^ 6 0.00395601 0.12215281 0.01683137 0.00585863 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 0.05^ 12382 0.0^ 575720 0.105113^ 2 0.1762^ 293 0.02056163 
10. Transportation 0.01300093 0.02323623 0.01251212 0.02381+200 0.05570973 
11. Communication and utilities 0.01361^ 56 0.01123291 0.00739163 0.01^ 28251 0.00983L56 
12. Trade 0.02379973 0.03190653 0.03851922 0.03579320 0.029U2800 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.0^ 1768^ 2 0.01631008 0.01187803 0.01266588 0.0^ 560332 
Hi. Services 0.05091256 0.05200125 0.025821^ 1 0.01863835 0.03351^ 52 
15. Public administration O.OO71670I 0.00252551 0.001877L5 0.00131^ 83 0.01922005 
16. Households 0.338166^ 0 0.2106^ 257 0.262678^ 7 0.21667255 0.39^ 78879 
17. mports 0.238899^ 9 0.3l5U;2liU 0.31311937 0.30901307 O.20303000 
18. Other primary 0.07520^ 31 0.1l45573lU 0.0889l|81iU 0.12557327 0.1^ 051809 
Tablo 3 (Continued) 
Sidustry 11 12 13 Hi 
1. Agriculteur e — 0.0011:31^ 2 0.0180926U 0.0006^ 965 0.0^ 2^7166 
2. Mining and construction 0.028^ 3^68 0.007^ 1109 0.06171^ 38 0.01359917 0.082^ 7588 
3. Food and kindred 0.00001518 0.00556^ 00 0.0007098b 0.03071287 0.0blLl528 
ii. Textile and apparel 0.00013852 0.00029195 0.00025313 0.00151756 0.00018026 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 0.00007968 0.00109585 0.0002U50U 0.00017777 0.00000232 
6. Printing and publishing 0.00351517 0.002^ 7170 0.00510^ 73 0.05328707 0.00689062 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.00019362 O.OOI81985 O.OOO86726 O.OI362886 0.0008^ 765 
8. Machinery 0.00361950 O.OO28766I 0.00115935 0.01398983 O.OOO22878 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 0.01032056 0.01369126 0.00^ 91855 0.030^ 3^77 0.0120^ 762 
10. Transportation 0.0II96076 0.00363978 0.00617251 0.0360^ 131 0.106^ 0^ 82 
11. Communication and utilities 0.11719053 0.02605169 O.OO9286IO 0.033^ 5079 O.0386782L 
12. Trade 0.00999383 0.0l6605l0 0.01^ 97456 0.02991390 0.01292280 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.013UU575 0.062853^ 5 0.10982069 0.053829^ 0 0.01^ 160^ 8 
li+. Services 0.02^ 43311 0.05566597 0.02639994 0.06231539 0.02016593 
15. Public administration 0.07377781 0.01334663 0.01123910 0.00668373 0.00144586 
16. Households 0.30828357 0.52254255 0.28864680 0.43891764 0.51006008 
17. Imports 0.16839406 0.14418341 0.11534831 0.17041703 0.21574918 
18. Other primary 0.22618936 0.11845467 0.32504705 0.01042427 0.10804746 
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indirect requirement matrix. This matrix as developed for the reference 
region is shown in Table U. 
Final demand 
The final demand (FD) portion of the interindustry sector includes 
five categories. Each of these categories was further disaggregated into 
a fifteen-element vector where each element corresponded to the industry of 
origin for that particular category of final demand. 
All categories of FD are exogenous to the interindustry sector; how­
ever, only the export vector is wholly exogenous to the model. The others, 
including personal consumption expenditure, capital accumulation, federal 
government expenditures and state and local government expenditures are 
calculated within the interindustry sector or are supplied to the inter­
industry sector as outputs from other sectors as noted in Figure 7. 
Base year values for final demand were obtained by using the equations 
listed at the end of this section. However, it was not possible to evalu­
ate some of these equations until the second annual iteration of the model. 
In such cases, specific final demand categories were forced to be consist­
ent with the estimates of Maki (63). 
Personal consumption expenditures Personal consumption expendi­
tures (PCE) represent purchases of finished goods and services by consumers 
from the producing industries. Annual estimates of PCE by industry were 
calculated in a manner analogous to that employed by MacMillan (60). First, 
an estimate of total consumption per capita was calculated by inserting 
expected disposable income into the estimated consumption function. Next, 
PCE by commodity group, corresponding to the twelve national account cate-
Table U. Direct and indirect requirements per dollar of final demand, Iowa, I960 
Industry 5 
1. Agriculture 1.^ 818^ 388 O.OOU86635 0.53311^ 032 0.00561202 0.03266919 
2. Mining and construction 0,02598579 l.OlphBphO 0,01812593 0.00k37237 O.OO881863 
3. Food and kindred 0.09568511 O.OOii551+73 1.2353591^ 3 0.00213170 0.00710745 
U. Textile and apparel 0.000^ 8511 0.000U7U9U 0.001^ 2685 1.06023069 0.00195LL5 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 0.00193797 0.05Ul0537 0.00258893 0.00227596 1.21936236 
6. Printing and publishing 0,00^ 29510 O.OO9OI817 O.OO78298I 0.00^ 05452 0.00872794 
7. Chemicals and allied 0,0l535l90 0,02919872 0.01300553 0.00639023 0,02063218 
8. Machinery 0.01016054 0.02729039 0.00609332 0.00235753 0.01025923 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 0.02801854 0.2U941704 0.05206093 0.04957271 0.10339482 
10. Transportation 0.02920123 0.03979153 0.05892585 0.01317633 0.05101829 
11. Communication and utilities 0.01599764 0.01647453 0.01951872 0.01032912 0.01835868 
12. Trade 0.07749861 0.10874208 0.07747061 0.04684782 0.07011893 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.07774000 0.03054597 0.04806514 0.02474458 0.03186048 
lit. Services 0.03657001 0.04737513 0.05l40559 0.02264207 0.03808708 
15. Public administration 0.00437490 0.00491236 0.00579298 0.00402572 0.00530384 
TOTAL 2.00815633 1.64625671 2.13080999 1.25876637 1.62797355 
Table: it (Continued) 
industry 10 
1. Agriculture 0.001^ 72763 O.Ol3563li7 0.00373736 0.00350215 0.00838075 
2. Mining and construction 0.0126^ 9^ 7 0.0088950i 0.007158^ 1 0.01889307 0.0^ 3961+25 
3. Food and kindred 0.001+31630 0.03717776 0.00292130 0.00375^ 07 0.0076822k 
li. Textile and apparel 0,00025771 0,00065951 0,0001+1726 0,00126832 0,0001+6288 
5. Furniture, luriber and wood 0.00191369 0.00259631 0.00577^ 39 0.00912860 0.00323200 
6. Printing and publishing 1.15680913 0.010lj6081+ 0.0068313b 0.02730870 0.00721+21+7 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.01065721 1.12750397 0.00913097 O.O2O89187 0.00506006 
8. Machinery 0.00831601+ 0.0081+9368 1.11+31+2761+ 0.02532215 0.00998911 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufactvxing 0.08565331 0,07282688 0,152511)36 1,22898086 0,01+2711+23 
10, Transportation 0.021+12295 0,03555801+ 0,02261+1+17 0.0355^562 1.06736028 
11, Communication and utilities 0.021+50657 0,02135605 0,01633208 0.021+82396 0.01751^ 86 
12. Trade 0.03765313 0.01+703037 0.051+56666 0.0521+151+5 O.OI+I8I+8I+O 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.06503527 0,03351+711 0,02610785 0,02811+1+08 0.06327380 
11+. Services O.O717669O 0.07206056 O.OI+II83OO 0.031+62338 0,01+68661+5 
15. Public administration 0.0121+8856 0,00681+092 0.005371+57 0.00570855 0.02361501+ 
TOTAL 1.521371+27 1,501+25055 1.1+5812180 1.52071095 1.38960686 
Tables 11 (Continued) 
Industry 11 12 13 II4 
1. Agricultui-e O.OO961877 0.0106^ 322 0.03527863 0.02306660 0.0952^ 272 
2. Mining and construction 0.0^ 369990 0.01698^ 99 0.071^ 2513 0.02571256 0,09^ 70821 
3. Food and kindred 0.00662008 0.01111100 0.005657l9 0.0^ 317628 0.058131^ 8 
U. Textile and apparel 0.00030822 0.00050577 0.000^ 3320 0.00191771 0.000LL195 
5. Furniture, lumber and \:ood 0.0026^ 3^ 3 0.00250226 0.00^ 2^631 0.00222553 0.005381^ 56 
6. Printing and publishing 0.00852761 0.008^ 0989 0.010002^ 3 0.0687915b 0.01232628 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.00271538 0.00^ 32761 O.OOLL3OOO 0.019klol2 0.00607702 
8. Machinery 0.00718973 0.00571785 0.00^ 70173 0.02021857 0.005^ 8^ 82 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 0,03031307 0.0270^ 882 0.02891371 0.05912706 0.0^ 723175 
10. Transportation 0.0281+6333 0.01159571 0.01^ 76138 0.05009865 0.12387797 
11. Communication and utilities 1.11+022358 0.035^ 8506 0.016^ 8230 0.0^ 7^ 9276 0.05110311; 
12. Trade 0.0211+8389 1.02515976 0.029L3LL0 0.01+662827 0.03651277 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 0.02582531+ 0.07959303 1.13251+375 O.O7876312 0.03521751 
ll+. Services 0.037601+31 0.0672051I+ 0.03928061+ I.O8357666 0.038I+1923 
15. Public administration 0.085761+39 0.01802887 0.01506833 0.0139^ 580 I.00901829 
TOTAL 1.1+5103103 l,32l+3lt901 1.1+158391+3 1.581+15153 I.61918070 
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gories, were estimated based on the regression coefficients developed by 
MacMillan (6o). These estimates are shown in Table 5. Finally, PCE by in­
dustry of origin was obtained as a product of the dispersements coeffi­
cients matrix, shown in Table 6, and the vector of commodity consumption 
expenditures. 
Capital accumulation Capital accumulation (CA) represents final 
sales by industry for domestic capital formation during the year. Annual 
estimates of CA were developed by calculating the product of an industry 
specific investment vector and the capital coefficient matrix. In effect, 
this served to translate capital expenditures by industry of purchase as 
developed in the capital sector, into capital sales by industry of origin. 
Hence they are exogenous to the interindustry sector but endogenous to the 
model. The capital coefficients matrix is shown below in Table 7. 
Exports Exports represent net sales to individuals and firms lo­
cated outside the reference region. This category of final demand was as­
sumed to be exogenous to the model. Although exports partially determine 
the level of output demanded, nothing in the model or the interindustry 
sector determines exports. This construction facilitates computer experi­
mentation with several alternative export possibilities. 
The level and distribution of exports used in this study were based on 
the work of Maki (63). In the simulation run, annual estimates of export 
by industry were obtained as the product of base year net exports and an 
annual growth rate. Growth rates used in this study were taken from Maki 
(66). As developed, these growth rates were based on the assumption that 
tain a constant relative share of the external market for their products. 
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Table 5. Regression coefficients for per capita consumption expenditures 
by group 
Intercept 
Expenditure 
elasticity r^  
1. Food, tobacco k.7626k 0.18783** .90 
2. Clothing 3.24831 0.25966** .72 
3. Personal care - 5.56903 1.18857** .95 
4. Housing 
- 3.17559 1.16018** .99 
5. Household operation 1.84577 0.49223** .88 
6. Medical care 
- 2.05548 0.88375** .96 
7. Personal business - 5.23677 1.28049** .97 
8. Transportation 0.92721 0.59894** .74 
9. Recreation - 0.57170 0.68649** .96 
10. Private education 
- 8.92033 1.58609** .99 
11. Religion 
- 4.32692 1.00540** .97 
12. Foreign trade 
-12.07849 1.94100** .88 
h^ese estimates were taken from the work of MacMillan (6o). 
*^ he coefficients are significantly different from zero at the .01 
probability level. 
Tabl'3 6. Consunçjtion disbursements coefficients, lovra, I960 
Ind'ostry Pood Clothing Personal Care Housing 
n Agric-olture .0537 
2. Mining and construction mmmm M M  M M  
3. Food and kindred .555ii mmmm M M  M M  
h. Textile and apparel — —  .3869 .0003 M M  
Furniture, lumber and wood M M  M M  
6. Printing and publishing M M  M M  M M  
7. Chemicals and allied .0002 M M  .2538 M M  
8. Machinery- —  —  M M  .0122 M M  
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing .0516 .1263 ,03hk M M  
10. Transportation .0310 .01i|6 .0113 M M  
11. Communication and utilities M M  M M  M M  M M  
12. Trade .291*7 .3525 .2485 M M  
13. Finance, insurance and real estate — —  .0001 M M  .9658 
lii. Services —— .1127 .U375 .03U2 
15. Public administration — —- — M M  
TOTAL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
Table 6 (Continued) 
 ^  ^ Household Medical Personal  ^
Industry Operation Care Business Transportation 
1. Agriculture — — - — —  M M  
2. Mining and construction .0065 .0003 M M  M M  
3. Food and kindred M M  M M  M M  
it. Textile and apparel .0U90 M M  .0012 
5. Furniture^  lumber and wood .0638 M M  M M  M M  
6. Printing and publishing .007b M M  M M  M M  
7. Chemicals and allied .0290 .0810 M M  .0021 
8. Machinery .0713 .0007 M M  .0063 
Other and miscellaneous manufacturing .1058 .0270 M M  .U395 
10. Transportation .0235 .00h5 M M  .1013 
11. Communication and utilities .2828 — .0015 M M  
12, Trade .2358 .107b M M  .2712 
13. Finance^  insurance and real estate .0031 .0770 .7520 .0U51 
lit. Services .0188 .7021 .2083 .1231 
15. Public administration .0151 
— 
.0051 .0069 
TOTAL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
Table 6 (Continued) 
Industry Recreation E^ ïïti^ n Religion 
1. Agriculture .0267 —  M  M M  M M  
2. I'tLning and construction M » .  M M  M M  
3. Food and kindred — — M M  M M  M M  
k. Textile and apparel .0027 M M  M M  M M  
5. Furniture, lumber and wood — M M  M M  M M  
6. Printing and publishing .13^7 M t «  M M  M M  
7. Chemicals and allied .0007 M M  M M  M M  
8. Machinery .1075 M H  M M  M M  
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing .1301; M M  M M  M M  
10. Transportation .0170 M M  M M  .1725 
n. Communication and utilities mmmm M M  M M  M M  
12. Trade .2it5i| M M  M M  .lOlli 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate .0001 M M  M M  M M  
Ih. Services .3333 1.0000 1.0000 M M  
15. Public administration M M  M M  — M M  
TOTAL 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 
Table 7. Capital coefficients, lo-i-ja, 1960^ /^  
Industry/ 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 
1. Agricultua^ e __ __ 
2. Mining and construction .3500 .1100 .2600 .1005 .3000 .3000 .2000 .2721 
3. Food and kindred M M  M M  — M M  M M  M M  * « M  M M  
h. Textile and apparel mmmm .0001 .001: .0016 .0003 .0010 .0004 .0017 
5. FurnitureJ lumber and wood .0005 .0003 .0010 .0021 .0025 .0010 .0018 .0026 
6. Printing and publishing wmmm M M  M M  — M M  M M  » M  M M  
7. Chemicals and allied M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  
8. Machinery .1905 .712ii .5515 .5574 .4399 .4720 .4458 .4697 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing .0222 .0315 .0561 .1265 .1525 .1110 .1638 .1142 
10. Transportation .1003 .1186 .1086 .0U40 , .0124 .0120 .0131 .1168 
11. Communication and utilities M M  M M  M  —  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  
12. Trade .0341 .0203 .0137 .0975 .0883 .0700 .1107 .0153 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 
lU. Services 
15. Public admajiistration — 
S^ectors 1, 3^  lit and 15 have no capital production. 
S^ource materials were obtained from Mullendore (79). 
Table.' 7 (Continued) 
Industry 9 10 11 12 13 1I4 15 
1. Agriculture 
2. I lining and construction c2901 .2206 .1+000 .2300 .3712 .225i| .225i| 
3. Food and kindred M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  M M  
h. Textile and apparel .0009 .0020 .0005 .ooLo .0019 .0016 .0016 
5. Purnitijre, lumber and wood .ooiL .0150 .0070 .0670 .03li2 .0008 .0008 
6. Printing and publishing M M  M M  .0007 .0098 .0011 M M  — 
7. Chemicals and allied M M  M M  .002k .0005 .0006 M M  M M  
8. Machinery .i|662 .3050 .1300 .1980 .Uiho .L759 .U759 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing .1071 .3560 .0123 .0610 .251L .1133 .1133 
10. Transportation .07ltli .0720 .0098 .0160 .0992 .1209 .1209 
11. Communication and utilities M M  M M  .0826 M M  M M  M M  M M  
12. Trade .0388 .0100 .0037 .1090 .0691 .0153 .0153 
13. Financej insurance and real estate — M M  — M M  .0117 M M  M M  
II4. Services 
15. Pablic administration 
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Federal government expenditures Federal government expenditures 
(FGE) represent final sales to all units of federal government from indus­
tries located within the reference region. This category of final demand 
was assumed to be influenced by changes in reference area population and by 
other factors exogenous to the model. Annual changes in population were 
provided as output from the demographic sector. Other exogenous changes 
were assumed to be reflected by the growth rate in per capita level of 
gross federal expenditures within the reference region. It should be noted 
that this construction also facilitated computer experimentation with al­
ternative federal expenditure rates. 
The level and distribution of federal government expenditures were 
based on the work of Maki (63). Growth rates or trends in FGE were based 
on the work of Mullendore (79). Annual estimates of FGE were obtained as 
the product of the per capita level of expenditure, the annual growth rate 
and reference area population for the current year. Industry proportions 
of this variable were assumed to remain constant. 
State and local government expenditures State and local government 
expenditures (SLGE) represent final sales to units of state and local gov­
ernment from firms and individuals located within the reference region. 
This category of final demand was assumed to be influenced by the volume of 
income and sales generated within the reference region and by the level of 
capital stock and federal grants. 
The SLGE of the current year (t) were assumed to equal combined state 
and local revenues plus federal grants for the previous year (t-l). Ob­
served levels of state end local revenues including stnte i nnnme tax. sales 
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tax, property taxes and federal grants were read into the model as data 
until the (t+8) year of the simulation. 
After the year (t+8), calculated sales tax, property tax and federal 
grant rates were used as constants throughout the remainder of the simula­
tion run. Federal grants were estimated as a constant proportion of reve­
nue generated within the state. 
Tax rates estimated for use in the model may differ from rates ob­
served in the real world. This results because of the necessity for using 
base values generated within the model for projected years in the simula­
tion. For example, the sales tax rate was developed by dividing observed 
sales tax revenues in 1967 by estimated gross output for the same year. 
Gross output was used as a proxy for gross sales subject to the sales tax. 
Likewise, property tax revenues in 1967 were divided by the estimated 
gross capital stock for the same year. In this case the gross capital 
stock was used as a proxy for property subject to a property tax. 
Industry proportions of SLGE were assumed to remain fixed throughout 
the simulation run. 
Gross output 
Annual estimates of gross output were generated in the interindustry 
sector by multiplying the matrix of direct and indirect requirements times 
a vector of time dated final demands. This calculation is described below 
in Equation I8. 
18. (OPD)J = (AINV)°. * (FD)J 
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where: 
(OPD)Î = vector of gross output for the industry in the year t 
(AMV)?. = matrix of direct and indirect requirements 
(FD)3 = vector of final demands for the i^^ industry in year t 
As incorporated into the model. Equation l8 provides industry specific 
upper limits on gross sales or output demanded, given the existing techni­
cal structure and final demands. In this study, the technical structure 
was assumed to remain constant. Hence, the estimation of final demands 
figured prominently in translating information output into estimates of 
resource requirements and subsequently into information inputs for use in 
other component sectors. 
Interindustry sector equations 
Equations of the interindustry sector are given below. Unless other­
wise noted, the definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as 
follows: 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in 196O 
i = 1, 2,....15; where (i) refers to the i^^ selling industry 
3=1, 2,....15; where (j) refers to the purchasing industry 
g = 1, 2,....12; where (g) refers to the g^^ commodity group 
o = refers to a base year value which remains constant 
Total final demand 
19. (FD)J = (PCE)J + (CA)J + (EX)J + (FGE)J + (SLGE)J 
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Personal consumption expenditures 
20. (PCE)^ = (DC)? * (CPC)g * (TPOP) 
21. (CPC)^ = EXP (C)° + (E)° * (CPC)^ 
22. (CPC)t = (C)° + (PC)° * (EYDPC)^ 
Capital accumulation 
23. (CA)J = (DK)°j * (IVST)J 
Export 
2k. (EX) J = (GEX).. ** t ] * (EX)° 
Federal government expenditures 
25. (FGE)l' = (PGIP)? * (PGE)^ 
26. (FGE)^ = (GFGE) ** t * (FGEPC)° * (TPOP)^ 
State and local government expenditures 
27. (SLGE)^ = (SLIP)? * (SLGR)^ 
28. (SLGR) = K 
lt-1 
(YTX)^ * (YP)^"^ + (STX)° * (OAG)^"^ + (PTX)° * 
(KAG) 
t = 8, 9, 20 
29. (YTX)^ = R + RT * t 
t = 8, 9, 20 
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R = .00756668 
RT = .00033992 
where; 
vt 
L 
in year t; 
(FD)^ = vector of total final demand for the output of industry (i) 
•4-
(PCE)^ = vector of personal consumption expenditures for output of 
industry (i) in the year (t); 
ij (CA)^ = vector of capital accumulation expenditures for the output of 
industry (i) in the year (t); 
(EX)3 = vector of net exports of output from industry (i) in the 
year (t); 
(FGE)^ = vector of federal government expenditures for output of in­
dustry (i) in the year (t); 
(SLGE)^ = vector of state and local governmental expenditures for out­
put of industry (i) in the year (t); 
(DC)? = matrix of disbursements coefficients which express the pro-
IS 
portion of consumption for the consumption group (g) purchased 
from the industry (i); 
(CPC)g = vector of per capita consumption expenditures for commodity 
groups (g) in the year (t); 
f • I • I \  ^• *^4- o T /—1 T r* + •? rNv» f \ «  ^ -i- ^  j- y — w j j, vw. v ) 
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(C)° = vector of constant terms in the consumption functions by com­
modity group (g); 
(E)° = vector cf expenditure elasticities in the consumption functions 
by commodity group (g); 
(CPC)^ = total per capita consumption expenditure in the year (t); 
(C)° = constant term in the total per capita consumption function; 
(PC)° = constant expressing the desired proportion of personal con­
sumption expenditure out of expected disposable income; 
(EYUPC)^ = expected disposable income in the year (t); 
(DK)?j = matrix of capital input-output coefficients expressing the 
proportion of industry (j) capital purchase obtained from indus­
try (i); 
(IVST)^ = vector of gross investment by industry (i) in year (t); 
(GEX)^^ = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to one plus the 
annual rate of growth in net exports from industry (i); 
(EX)° = vector of net exports of output from industry (i) in the base 
year I96O; 
(FGIP)? = vector expressing the proportion of federal government pur­
chases from industry (i); 
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(FGE)^ = total federal government expenditures for output produced in 
the reference region in year (t); 
(FGEPC)° = per capita federal government expenditures for output pro­
duced in the reference region in the base year 196O; 
(GFGE) = annual growth rate in per capita federal government expendi­
tures ; 
(SLIP)° = vector expressing the proportion of state and local govern­
ment purchases from industry (i); 
(SLGR)^ = total state and local government revenue, including grants, 
in year (t); 
(YTX)^ = personal income tax rate for the reference area in year (t); 
(STX)° = tax rate on gross sales for the reference area; 
(PTX)° = tax rate on estimated capital stock contained in the refer­
ence area; 
(OAG)^ = gross sales in year (t); 
(KAG)^ = aggregate capital stock in year (t). 
Capital Sector 
The purposes of a capital sector are to provide explicit recognition 
of possible interactions in the model which involve the variables of this 
sector and to give aouic lùcâ Of rclatlonsl'iips within the scctcr vhich gov­
ern the magnitude of these variables. In a regional analysis of capital 
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stock and investment such as this one, serious data limitations detract 
from the credibility of any numerical magnitudes which are generated. How­
ever, relationships and data based on other studies of the Iowa economy 
(10, 79) and on national studies (3, 53, 5^) have been utilized to develop 
such estimates in this study. Beyond conceptual completeness, this pro­
vided a means to give qualified assessment to the level and volume of in­
dustry capital stock and investment, the effect of changes in capital-based 
technology and capital-limited output capacity. A schematic flow chart of 
the capital sector is shown below in Figure 8. 
Investment 
Investment by industry provided an essential information input to the 
final demand vector of the interindustry sector. Given annual investment 
data and a capital coefficients matrix, the input-output system can be made 
dynamic (50, 75). Hence, it facilitates the use of a basically static 
input-output system to project other useful information. Investment was 
calculated on a gross basis at the industry level. It includes deprecia­
tion on existing plant plus new investment. Depreciation investment in the 
current year (t) was calculated simply as the product of a diagonal matrix 
of industry depreciation rates and capital stock in the year (t-l). 
Current year new investment was based on the following behavioral 
hypothesis. Since businessmen expand plant in anticipation of increased 
demand for their output, new investment was assumed to be equal to one-half 
the difference between anticipated capacity needs (capital) and the level 
which existed in the year (l-l). Further, this anticipated or expected 
capital stock was calculated as the product of an industries incremental 
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capital output ratio and the anticipated volume of industry output. A 
weighted history of industry outputs served as the basis for making this 
estimate of anticipated output. Estimated capital-output coefficients and 
depreciation rates are shown in Table 8. Although somewhat arbitrary, this 
procedure provided for several interesting interactions in the capital sec­
tor. Further precedent was found in the literature since this procedure 
approximates the supply side of a Harrod-Domar growth model. In two stud­
ies of the Iowa economy by Maki _et al. (70) and by MacMillan (6o) a very 
similar procedure was employed. 
Capital stock and capital capacity 
The level of an industry's capital stock in the current year (t) was 
assumed to be equal to capital stock in year (t-l) plus gross investment 
less depreciation. Information on the level of capital stock by industry 
was used to calculate the capital-limited output capacity. Capital-limited 
output capacity was calculated by multiplying the inverse of a diagonal ma­
trix of capital output ratios times that industry's estimated capital stock 
for the same year. Evaluation of this capacity estimate provides a means 
of simulating the impact of alternative investment possibilities. 
Capital sector equations 
Equations of the capital sector are given below. Unless otherwise 
noted, the definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as fol­
lows; 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in 196O 
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Table 3, Estimated capital-output coefficients and depreciation rates, 
Iowa, i960 
Capital-Output Depreciation 
Iiidustiy Coefficient Rate®' 
(Ratio) (Percent) 
1. Acxdcull-oi-e l.lllli- 7.70 
2. î-ïining and conai.ruction 0.190g 9.27 
3. Food and kindi-ed 0.2ii60 6,52 
Uo Textile and appar-el 0.3266 6,68 
5. Furniture, lumber and wood 0,2381 6.89 
6. Printing and publishing 0,39^ 0 6.63 
7. Chemicals and allied 0.5011 6,66 
8. Machinery 0.^ 382 5.77 
9. Other and miscellaneous inanufacturing 0.5926 8.19 
10. Transportation 1.7609 3.81 
11. Communication and utilities 3.0082 3.29 
12. Trade 0.6523 5.22 
13. Finance, insui-ance and real estate 1.0^ 71 4^.73 
lit. Services 0.9^ 51 9.69 
15. Public administration 0.9L51 9.69 
D^eprecii a Li on rates ai-e based on those developed by Mullendore (79). 
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j = 1, 2, 15; where (j) refers to the purchasing industry 
o = refers to a base year value which remains constant 
30. (IVST)J = (EKAP)J'*'^  - (KAP)^ "^  + (DPR)^ .^ * (KAP)J"^  
31. (EKAP)J'^^ = (KOP)° * (GOP)J * (OP)J"^ 
32. (GOP)^ j (OP)J"^ / (0P)t-2 * .75 
.25 
(0P);"2 j (Op)t-3 
33. (KAP)^ = (KAP)J"^  + (IVST)J (DPR)?. * (KAP)^ "^  ij 1 
34. (OPK)J = (K0P"1)^  * (KAP)J 
where: 
(IVST)^  = vector of gross investment by industry (i) in the year (t): 
(DPR)?^  = diagonal matrix with non-zero element equal to the annual 
depreciation rate on capital stock in industry (i) in year (t); 
(KAP)/ = vector of capital stock for industry (i) in year (t); 
(EKAP)^  = vector of expected stock in industry (i) in year (t); 
(KOP)?. = diagonal matrix with non-zero element equal to one over the 
It] 
rates of capital stock in industry (i) to output for the same in­
dustry in year (t); 
(OP)j = vector of realized gross output for industry (i) in year (t); 
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(GOP)^ j = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to one plus 
the annual growth rate in industry output; 
(OPK)^  = vector with elements expressing the capital-limited output 
capacity for industry (i) in year (t). 
Water Sector 
The purposes for including a water sector are two: First, it provides 
a means for ^ eneratinR implied water requirements in a projective context 
for a variety of region types which are consistent with other important 
magnitudes such as population and the level of realized output by industry. 
Secondly, as developed for this study, it provides a means for tracing the 
impact of alternative levels of water availability on several important 
economic and demographic magnitudes. When used in a projective sense, both 
provisions require rather heroic assumptions in regard to future technol­
ogies of water use euid the interrelationship of these with prevailing and 
potential rationing schemes. In recognition of this, the model was de­
signed to accommodate any set of anticipated water use rates which the re­
searcher and decision-maker may wish to examine. For an initial base run 
of the model a "most simplistic" set of assimptions were employed. These 
were designed to reflect a continuation of prevailing technology,^  A. sche­
matic flow chart of the water sector is shown below in Figure 9. 
h^e reader who is interested in a discussion of alternatives to this 
assumption is referred to the following literature: (35, 52, lOO). 
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Reference area water requirement 
Annual estimates of reference area water requirements by industry and 
for domestic uses were developed. Industry water requirement is estimated 
as a product of realized gross output by industry and the matrix of water 
disposition and use. This matrix is shown in Table 9-
To use such a matrix in projecting future water disposition and use 
requires several assumptions. First, consider the circumstance where this 
matrix was calculated in some base year, say 19^0, based on prevailing wa­
ter use technology and prices. Then, in any projection it must be assumed 
that the technology of water use does not change significantly; that the 
relative prices of water and other factors of production do not change sig­
nificantly; that simultaneous shifts in supply and demand for water occur 
in a manner which prevents change in output demanded to affect price of 
water. 
It was basically this set of assumptions which were incorporated into 
the water sector as it relates to the other sectors in this model. 
Data on water use (57, $8, 59> 80, 106, 115) and recent studies of 
Iowa by Barnard (ll) and of California by Martin and Carter (7l) provided 
the basis for setting up the matrix of coefficients indicating water in­
take, use, discharge and consumption by industry. This matrix is shown 
below in Table 9- Coefficients in the table indicate gallonage by water 
use category per dollar of realized gross output. Calculations involved in 
estimating water requirements by type of use and by industry are indicated 
below in Equation 35-
Table 5. Estimated water intake; use, discharge and consmiption coefficients, Iowa, I96O& 
Gallons Per Dollar of Output 
Water Intake Gross Usage Discharge Consumption 
1. Agriculture 11.70 11.70 11.70 
?.  '•lining and construction 25:.65 56.68 18.00 7.69 
5. Food and kindred 17.31 27.31; 16.06 1.25 
Ù. Textile and apparel 33.72 1+1.3U 33.53 0.19 
5. p-jrniture, lumber and wood 82.03 107.59 7L.99 7.0b 
6. Printing and publishing 7.SO m.i+0 6.90 0.60 
7. Chemicals and allied B9.hh 105.29 51.58 7.86 
Machinery 16.76 22.^5 16.56 0.20 
9. Other and iriiscellaneous manufacturing 37.63 68.80 33.17 i(.l6 
10. Transportation I4.I1O l.Lo 1.00 0.1)0 
11. Communication and utilities 807.31 868,26 801.79 2.55 
12. Trade 6.27 6.27 5.61» 0.63 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 1.63 1.63 1.U5 0.18 
Hi. Services 25.51 25.51 22.9b 2.57 
15. Public adnnlmstration 35.16 35.16 31.61 3.55 
B?hese data were based on studies by Barnard (U). 
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standard area water requirement 
Industry estimates of water requirements in standard areas by category 
of use were developed in a manner analogous to that used for the reference 
region. The matrix of water intake, use, discharge and consumption were 
multiplied times industry estimates of realized gross output for each stan­
dard area. The same matrix, as shown in Table 9, was used for this pur­
pose. A standard area counterpart to realized gross output was not readily 
available. However, provision was made in the model to develop such esti­
mates of realized gross output. This was accomplished by disaggregation of 
industry gross outputs developed for the reference region. Industry em­
ployment by standard area was used, as the proportioning factor in a homo-
thetic disaggregation procedure. Similar techniques have been employed by 
Barnard (ll) and MacMillan (60); however, the one incorporated into the 
current study differs from these in at least one important respect. In 
both of these earlier studies employment estimates used in the disaggrega­
tion process were given from exogenous sources. This introduces the strong 
possibility of inconsistency between enabling assumptions used in their 
studies and those used in the studies which gave rise to their employment 
estimates. This difficulty was precluded in the current study since em­
ployment detail in standard areas was generated within the labor sector of 
the model. As such, it should be completely consistent with expansion or 
contraction of any other sector in the model, plus it gives recognition to 
unique standard area differences in competitive position and market ac­
cess.^  
A more derailed discussion or the development of standard tac& em­
ployment estim-ates is given below in the Labor Sector. 
Assumptions pertinent to the coefficients of water use "by industry are 
equally applicable at the standard area level. In addition, another quali­
fication should be noted. By using this matrix at the standard area level, 
it must he assumed that water use technologies do not vary markedly in 
small areas from those for the average of the reference region. Whether 
such an assumption is warranted is still an empirical question and as such 
was assumed to be beyond the limits of this study. 
Domestic water requirement 
A means for estimating domestic water requirement was included in the 
water sector to give symmetric treatment to the water availability question. 
Further, it provided a means for demonstrating the utility of the model for 
generating a type of information of particular importance to CDAs. 
The water requirement for domestic purposes was assumed to be directly 
related to population as shown in Equation 40. Domestic water requirement 
was taken to be the product of population and the annual per capita domes­
tic use rate. Per capita use figures were based on those developed for use 
in the framework study of the Upper Mississippi River (lOO). 
Other use rates which give explicit recognition to their relationship 
with water costs and to levels of per capita income could be incorporated 
into the model if they became available. However, a limited search of re­
cent work in this area did not reveal empirical estimates of these relation­
ships on a macro level which could be incorporated into this sector of the 
model. 
It will be noted that the same per capita rate is assumed to apply at 
all levels of the regional hierarchy from standard area to reference region. 
9h 
Thus, it must be assumed that u.11 such subregions are relatively homogenous 
in those factors which could influence per capita use rates. 
Water-limited gross output 
Provision was made to calculate a water-limited gross output by indus­
try. This capacity constraint was designed to be evaluated in experimental 
runs of the model to trace the possible impact of alternative levels of 
water availability on realized gross output and subsequently upon popula­
tion, labor force, required labor force, and income. 
Initially a base run was to be made in which water was assumed neither 
to restrict nor enhance economic and demographic magnitudes. However, dur­
ing this base run, estimates of water requirement by industry are to be 
calculated based on Equation 35- In an experimental run which is designed 
to follow it, the levels of water availability will be reduced to 90 per­
cent of the implied requirement given from the base run for selected indus-
tries. Provision for the calculation of (OPW)^  was accomplished in the man­
ner indicated by Equations 36 and 37. 
It was assumed that water-limited output capacity would be responsive 
to public and private investment in water works, water productivity and re­
use, and institutional considerations including state and federal water pol­
icies. Estimation of these relationships were assumed to be beyond the 
scope of this study. Perhaps the capability of simulating any meaningful 
set of water availabilities which could result from likely combinations of 
these activities at least partially offsets the inability of the model to 
give explicit accounting to these relationships within the scope of this 
study. 
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The obvious extensions of this type of analysis are to give explicit 
recognition to these relationships at the standard area level and to make 
provision for identifying the differential impacts resultant at the refer­
ence area level when water supply is augmented or reduced at the standard 
area level. A recent study hy Baldwin (9) provides some precedent in this 
area. 
Water sector equations 
Equations of the water sector are given below. Unless otherwise noted, 
the definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as follows: 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in I96O 
i = 1, 2,. 
r = I5 2,. 
j - 2,. 
u = 1, 2 , .  
..15; where (i) refers to the selling industry (i) 
..120; where (r) refers to standard area (r) 
..15; where (j) refers to the purchasing industry (j) 
..4; where (u) refers to water use of type (u). 
Reference region level 
35. (WR)J^  = (WOP)°^  * (OP)J 
36. (OI¥)J = (WOP"l)°j * (SWB)J 
37. (SWS)^  = (GWS)?. ** t * (SWS)° 
Standard area level 
38. (WR)^r = (WOP)?^ * (OP)^p 
iq. COP)"!' = / fSRCF* Cop)!^  
• ' ir L " • ir • J. J 1 
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t 40. (DMWR)^ = (WUPC)° * (POP)^ 
where: 
(WE). = matrix of water requirements by industry (i) of use category 
lur 
(u) in standard area (r) in year (t); 
(WOP)?^ = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to the ratio of 
water use by industry (i) of use category (u) in the base year 
i960; 
(OîW)^ = vector of water-limited gross output for industry (i) in 
year (t); 
(SWS)^ = vector of water supply available (intake) to industry (i) in 
year (t); 
(GWS)?^ = diagonal matrix with non-zero element equal to one plus the 
anticipated annual rate of growth in water supply to industry (i) 
in the base year 196O; 
(DT#R)^ = vector of water requirement for domestic use in standard 
area (r) in year (t); 
(WTJPC)° = estimated per capita domestic water use rate in basic year 
i960. 
Labor Gector 
The purpose of a labor sector is to account for changes in the supply 
and demand for labor since both provide useful luaica'oûrs of regional 
status. These changes were treated in this study by developing estimates 
of available labor force (supply) and required labor force (demand). 
Changes in supply and demand were assumed to result from population changes 
(demographic sector) and changes in the level of economic activity (inter­
industry sector). Figure 10 presents a schematic diagram of these rela­
tionships . 
As developed, provision was made to trace the time-path of labor sup­
ply by age, sex, occupation and standard area throughout the simulation 
run. Major occupation groups were defined in accordance with classifica­
tions of the Census of Population. The eight groups include professional-
technical, managers, clerical, sales, craftsmen and foremen, operatives, 
service workers and laborers. Similar provision was made for labor demand 
with the two exceptions that it was identified by industry and not by age-
sex group. 
Labor supply 
Estimates of labor supply developed in this study were based on popu­
lation levels, labor force participation rates, and the occupation profile. 
With each complete loop (year) of a simulation run, area-age-sex specific 
estimates of available labor force were obtained. First, labor participa­
tion rates were updated to the current year by multiplying annual rates of 
change in labor participation times the participation rate of the base 
year. Next, age-sex groupings from the demographic model output were com­
bined into age-sex groups pertinent to the labor sector. These included 
the following age groupings: (lU-17), (l8-24), (25-3^ ), (35-^ 4), (45-64) 
and (65+). Finally, available labor force was obtained as the product of 
these sub-groupings of the population times their respective labor partici-
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pation rate. A disaggregation of labor force for the eight major occupa­
tional groups was obtained by multiplying it times the base year occupation 
profile of the labor force. 
Data on area specific participation rates and occupation profiles were 
developed from census data (104). Rates of change in labor participation 
were based on national estimates developed by Mincer (76, 117). Calcula­
tions involved in estimating labor supply are given at the end of this sec­
tion in Equations k6 through 56. 
Labor demand 
Estimates of labor demand were calculated at both the reference and 
standard area levels. At the reference area level these estimates were 
based on realized gross output, output-employee ratios and industry occupa­
tion profiles at the standard area level. These estimates were further de­
pended upon a shift-share disaggregation subject to industry control totals 
for the reference area. Calculations used in estimating labor demand are 
shown at the end of this section in Equations 57 through 7^. 
Reference region labor demand Required labor force at the refer­
ence area level was obtained by multiplying the diagonal vector of em-
ployee-output ratios times realized gross output for each industry. Base 
year values for the employee-output ratios were calculated using estimated 
gross output demanded as developed for the interindustry sector and indus­
try employment data from the Census of Population (l04). Non-zero elements 
of this diagonal matrix are shovm in Table 10. In each year following 
i960, the base year ratios were recalculated to reflect changes in worker 
productivity. The annual rates of change in worker productivity developed 
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Table 10. Estimated o-atput-employee and annual rate of change in labor 
productivity, lowa^ I960 
Output- Change in 
Industry employee^ Labor Productivity 
($1000) (annual rate) 
1. Agriculture 22.768 0.0530 
2. Mining and construction 17.891 0.0161 
3. Food and kindred 49.186 0.0210 
k. Textile and apparel 10.598 0.0262 
I'tzmitia'c, lujiibei- and wood 15.592 0.0318 
6. Printing and publisliing 10.163 0.0270 
7. Chemicals and allied 61.191 O.OiiliO 
u. Machineiy 16.129 0.0081 
9. Other and miscellaneous manufacturing 19.300 0.0192 
10. Transportation 13.582 O.OiiOO 
11. Communication and utilities 19.959 0.0607 
12. Trade 9.599 0.0U40 
13. Finance, insurance and real estate 39.198 0.0100 
IL. Services 6.889 0.00^7 
15. Public administration 5.369 0.0000 
These est.imates are based on gross output estimates from the input-
output model in I960 and employment by industry for the same year as re­
ported in the Census of Population (105). Small adjustments in employ­
ment were required to maintain consistency in industry classification with 
the input-output tables. 
^These estimates ai-e derived from U.S. labor productivity rates devel­
oped by Almon (3). 
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by Almon (3) for the U.S. economy were applied in making this calculation. 
For those industries which required some aggregation to maintain consist­
ency with industry classifications used in this study, the estimated gross 
outputs in 1958 were used as weighting factors. Annual rates of change in 
worker productivity (output/workers) are shown in Table 10. 
Realized gross outputs by industry in the base year (1960) were as­
sumed to be equal to gross output demanded. In each year following i960, 
realized gross output was assumed to be the minimum value among three pos­
sibilities^  as shown in Equation 4l. 
4l. (OP)J = MIN (OPD)J , (OPK)J , (OI¥)jj 
where: 
(OP)^  = vector realized gross output by industry (i) in year (t); 
(OPD)^  = gross output demanded from industry (i) in year (t); 
(0PK)3 = capital-limited gross output for industry (i) in year (t); 
(OBf)t = water-limited gross output for industry (i) in year (t). 
The use of (0P)3 gave explicit recognition to constraining influences 
on industry gross output which may occur in the economy. The size of 
"t (OPD)^  was assumed to be responsive to a multiplicity of factors which in­
fluence the five vectors of final demand. Prime determinants included 
changes in population, income, investment, public spending and external 
"^(OIW)^ was not evaluated in the base run of the model See Equations 
36 and 37 in the Water Sector. 
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demand. (OPK)^  was assumed to be responsive to changes in the level of 
capital stock. It was calculated as shown in Equation 34 of the capital 
sector. Prime determinants included the initial level of capital stock by 
industry, the distribution and rate of investment in new capital and the 
productivity of capital. 
Given current year estimates of (OPD)^ , (0PK)3, (OPW)^  and (OPE)^ ,^ 
it was possible to calculate labor demand by industry for the reference 
area. This was accomplished by multiplying the inverse of (0PE)3. times 
the vector of realized gross output for the same year. 
Standard area labor demand Required labor force at the standard 
area level was developed by using shift-share analysis (7, 8) as a disag­
gregation technique. This technique provided a means for giving limited 
recognition to differences in subarea competitive position, with respect to 
market access and essential input factors. 
As an analytic technique, shift-share analysis provides a means for 
examining changes of employment in a small region relative to a large base 
region or nation. In the most commonly used form (7) three components of 
change in employment in a given industry (i) in a given region (r) are 
identified. First is the all region all industry growth element for indus­
try (i) in region (r), denoted by (A)^ ;^ second is the industry mix element 
in region (r) denoted by third is the regional share element for 
industry (i) in region (r) denoted by (C)^ .^ 
Now, defining employment as (E) and letting total change in employment 
between two points in time for industry (i) of region (r) be defined as 
(D)^ ,^ then, 
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te. (D)ir . (A)ir + (B)ir + 
u3. (a),^ = f ^ a (4°;"" / f ^ (e) ir 
'*'*. (B)ir = [? A / 5 (^4] - Wl 
^5. (c),,. [a (e)°;*v (e)l 
- (B)ir 
The growth effect refers to the percentage increase in base or refer­
ence region employment; the mix effect refers to the percentage distribu­
tion of employment change by industry in the regional economy; the regional 
share effect expresses the competitive position of a particular industry 
within a particular region (69). It is this regional share effect which 
facilitates use of the shift-share technique for purposes of employment 
projection and disaggregation for subregions contained within a larger ref­
erence region. 
The shift-share technique can be used as a tool for small area employ­
ment projection and for disaggregation only if suitable control totals on 
employment by industry are available for the reference region. By noting 
Equations 43 and 44 it is observed that the growth and mix effects are de­
veloped by aggregating over industries and regions. If total employment 
and employment by industry are known for the reference region in both the 
initial and terminal years, then it should be possible to estimate the 
change in employment by industry due to the growth and mix effects if only 
the base or initial year employment data are known for the small areas con­
tained within the reference region. Further, if iue rc&luuâl or Siiiall area 
share effects, as shown in Equation 45, can be expected to remain constant 
lOU 
over subsequent time periods, then it is possible to project small area 
employment by industry. These estimates of employment can be calculated by 
summing the products obtained in multiplying base year employment in the 
small area by the growth, mix and constant share coefficients. The magni­
tude of error encountered in making such a projection can be estimated by 
summing over regions by industry and comparing the sum to the reference 
area control totals. Unfortunately, regional share coefficients do not 
ordinarily remain constant over time. However, the same procedure as out­
lined above can be employed if changes in regional share coefficients are 
found to be predictable. 
A projection of employment by industry will only by chance be exactly 
equal to the reference area control totals. "Perfect" disaggregation of 
the control totals by industry can be obtained by multiplying these pro­
jected small region estimates by a correction factor equal to the control 
total divided by the sum of employment over all regions for the same indus­
try. 
Labor demand or the required labor force in standard areas was gener­
ated in the labor sector by using the shift-share technique, as outlined 
above, to project and then disaggregate year by year with each annual iter­
ation of the model. Control totals on employment demand by industry for 
the reference region were obtained for the year (t). In any current year 
(t), these control totals were based on tb® product of current year real­
ized gross output and output per employee ratios. Growth and mix coeffi­
cients were developed from these totals. Next, regional share coefficients 
were cSoluittted. These estinatcG ;;crc obtained by evalustlng two sets of 
regression equations. The first set, shown as Equation 60 in Table 11, was 
Table 11. Equation 60; regression coefficients and coefficients of de­
termination for estimation of regional share coefficients in 
standard areas 
Industry 
1. Agriculture 
2. Mining and 
construction 
3. Food and 
kindred 
k. Textile and 
apparel 
5. Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
6. Printing and 
publishing 
7. Chemicals and 
allied 
8. Machinery 
9- Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
10. Transportation 
11. Communication 
and utilities 
12. Trade 
13. Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
14. Services 
15. Public admin­
istration 
-0.00409070 
0.01103000 
0.06121000 -0.11901573*** 
0.029861+00 
1.45783850*** 
-0.05043009* -0.04409028* 
0.00080062 
-0.00987330 0.07028328** 
-0.14407000 0.11756669*** 0.19764132*** 
^Significant at the 10 percent level. 
-viv/^ — —— x*j rz — n ^^«n 
***Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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R" 
Mean Value 
RSC. 
1 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1). 
0.84963759**-'^ 0.009304l8** 
-0.00842156* .29328 
0.94244533*** -0.04269355*** 
0.78540495*** 0.01500196*** 
1.64802610*** 0.03610570*** 
0.94319582*** 0.01661699*** 
0.98556067*** 0.02^ 30142*** 
-0.00151774 
,26444 -0.00415637 
0.06279365 
0.1094506 
0.04712888 
0.02144364 
0.06662958 
0.11892569 
0.04511014 
0.00565031 
.28615 -0.00773639 
.39292 0.00793887 
.32290 0.00432142 
.48765 -0.00186484 
.26511 -0.00247043 
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developed using data from standard areas (1-99)5 which were predominately 
rural. The second set, shown as Equation 6l in Table 12, was developed 
using data from standard areas (100-120) which were urban areas, urban 
places and cities (CDA) with populations exceeding 10,000 in 196O. 
Regression equations were developed in an effort to improve on the 
reliability of regional share coefficients which were used in the projec­
tion and disaggregation procedure. However, generally non-significant 
statistical results were obtained with most variables which could be gener­
ated within the model. Best results were obtained in standard areas (1-99) 
by using the following set of independent variables: = primary employ­
ment proportion; X^ = manufacturing employment proportion; X^ = service 
employment proportion; Xj^ = percent change in population; X^ = urbanization 
dummy variable equal to one if area contained a CDA, zero if not; X^ = 
stratification dummy variable equal to one if area contained population 
greater than 30,000, zero if not. Seven of fifteen industries were fitted 
2 2 
with R on the model greater than .27. The range on R was between .27 and 
.49. 
In standard areas (100-120) the same independent variables were in­
cluded with these exceptions: Xg was not used and X^ was replaced by an 
SMSA dummy variable where the variable was equal to one if the CDA was also 
an SMSA and a zero if not. 
2 Twelve of fifteen industries were fitted with R for the model in 
2 
excess of .29. The range on R was between .29 and .57. 
Range of choice on potential independent variables which could be used 
Ixi caoliiiaLiufe LlïcSc ïclatioiiships was liniited becausc cf the manner in 
which the regression equations were to be used in the model. 
Table 12. Equation 6l: regression coefficients and coefficients of de­
termination for estimation of regional share coefficients in 
critical demand areas (CDA) 
Industry 
1. Agriculture 
2. Mining and 
construction 
3. Food and 
kindred 
4. Textile and 
apparel 
5. Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
6. Printing and 
publishing 
7. Chemicals and 
allied 
8. Machinery 
9. Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
10. Transportation 
11. Communication 
and utilities 
12. Trade 
13• Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
14. Services 
15. Public admin­
istration 
0.03656300 
.0.04l04700 
-0.13377077* 
-0.32882000 
-0.46001000 
0.20413000 
0.26459000 
-0.01709800 
0.42640000 
-0.01883800 
-0.02175700 
-0.01148100 
0.34835499** 
-2.57935230** 
-0.60167872*** 
-1.52793580* -0.50465634** 
-0.47690033** 
S^ignificant at the 10 percent level. 
"Significant at the 5 percent level: 
***Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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Mean Value 
RSC^  
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1.72027070* 
1.60500900*** 
.28597 0.02116033 
.56894 0.00547716 
0.00540743 
0.01198076 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
0.86308686*%* 
0.69197304** 10.69646200^ 1** -0.19090441%* 
0.87435226*** 
.0.46701061** 1.07244170*** 
1.25558400*** -0.01173533* 
1.2l4l0700*x* 
0.78775576*** 
.39239 0.04003769 
0.00002425 
.46892 0.06419551 
.46115 0.02939630 
.33246 0.00991775 
.47268 -0.00518190 
.50707 0.04181343 
.49676 -0.00563780 
.38299 -0.00520969 
.45161 -0.00074485 
0.00317516 
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To be useful in the model the independent variables used in estimating 
these equations must be generated within the model. This facilitates mak­
ing annual estimates of the regional share coefficients which can be used 
throughout the simulation run. 
Equations of the labor sector 
Equations of the labor sector are given below. Unless otherwise noted, 
definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as follows: 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in I960 
i = 1, 2,....15; where (i) refers to industry (i) 
r •- 1, 2,....120; where (r) refers to standard area (r) 
s = 1, 2; where (s) refers to sex, s = 1 for males and s = 2 for fe­
males 
a = 1, 2,....16; where (a) refers to cohort (0-4, 5-9,...., 70-74, 
75+) 
m = 1, 2 
0= 1 ,  2  
6; where (m) refers to the labor age group (m) 
8; where (o) refers to the occupational group (o). 
Labor supply 
46. (ALF)^ = E E E (ALF)^ 
^  '  r s m  ^ r  rsm 
47. (ALP)^  =  ^m (^ )r 
rsm 
Ill 
• r 7 t 1 
* (1FPE)Î33 
" r 9 + • 
.aÏ8 
* 
is5 ° £lO 
* (IJ'PH)J35 
rs6 ° a£r (™P)r3a 
* 
(™)rs6 
'4m = _(GLP)^ «t] * 
t = E 
rs m 
50. (ALF)^  
51. (MF)] 
52. (ALF)^  
53. (Alf)] 
54. (LFPR)^  
55. (ALF)^  
56. (AEFOC)g^  = (OCP)°^  * (AlF)g 
Labor demand 
57. (RLF)^  ^= (RLF)^ ;^  + (RLF)J^  ^* [(SGC)^  + (IMC)^  + (RSC)^  
58. (SGC) = 
59. (MC)^  = 
(RLF)^  / (RLF)"^  4 
(RLF)J / (RLF)t-l] _ (SGC)^  
60. (RSC)J^  = (EP)t-l + bg (EM)^ "-^  + b^  (ES)^ -^  + b^  (PCP) 
+ b^  (LD)° + bg (SD) 
r = 1, 2, 99 
vt-l ,t-l 
>r 
61. (RSC)tp = bo + (EP)t-l + bg (EM)J-^  + b^  (ES)^ "^  + b^  (PCP)^  
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
112 
+ (SMSAD)° 
r = 100, 101,....120 
(ÏŒE)^  = 
- ? 
(SGC)^  * Ç 
(SREF)J = (OPE"^ )tj * (OP)J 
(PCP)^  = 
(POP) 
t 
ir (SRLF)J 
E" 
1=1 
E" 
1=1 (RU')Jr 
E^ 
1=3 / ï}^  1=1 (RtF)Jr 
n 15 
1=10 (RtF)Jr / 
ri5 + 
i=l (^ )lr 
f-
 
1 
Ç (fOP'rsa - S Ç ( 
\"t—1 
'rsa 
'rsa a s 
(OPE),. = (GOE).. ** t * (OPE)? 
(SRLF)^ = Ç (SRLF)J 
(lUR) = 1 
.t 
(SRLF)^ / (ALF) 
t 
1 
(SRLFOC):^ = (OCPR)°^ * (SRLF)J 
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73. (SRLFOC)^  = Ç (SRLFOC)J^  
74. (lUROC)^  = 1 - (SRIfOC)^  / (ALFOC) iroc  ^
where: 
age group (m) in year (t); 
(AIiF)^ g^  = available labor force in standard area (r), of sex (s), in 
(POP)^  = population in standard area (r), of sex (s), cohort (a) in 
'rsa 
year (t); 
(liFPR)^ g^  = labor force participation rate in standard area (r), of 
sex (s), in age group (m) in year (t); 
(GLP)°^  = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to 1 plus the 
annual rate of change in labor force participation by sex (s) and 
age group (m) in the base year 196O; 
(ALFOC)g^  = labor force of sex (s), occupation (o), in year (t); 
(OCP)°^  = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to the propor­
tion of individuals of sex (s), in occupation (o) in the base 
year 196O; 
(RLF)^  ^= required employment in industry (i), standard area (r) in 
year (t); 
(SGC)^  = growth coefficient in year (t); 
(IMC)^  = industry mix coefficient for industry (i) in year (t); 
ll4 
(RSC)^  ^= regional share coefficient for industry (i), standard area 
(r), in year (t); 
(EP)^  = vector with elements representing primary employment as a 
proportion of total employment in standard area (r) in year (t); 
(EM)^  = vector with elements representing manufacturing employment as 
a proportion of total employment in standard area (r) in year 
( t ) ;  
(îS)^  = vector with elements representing service employment as a 
proportion of total employment in standard area (r) in year (t); 
(PCP)^  = vector with elements representing percent change in total 
population "between years (t-l) and (t) in standard area (r), in 
year (t); 
(LD)^  = vector with elements representing a location dummy variable 
equal to one if standard area (r) contained a CDA, a zero if not; 
(SC)^  = vector with elements representing a stratification dummy vari­
able equal to one if standard area (r) contained a population in 
excess of 30,000, a zero if not; 
(SMSAD)^  = vector with elements representing a dummy variable equal to 
one if standard area (r) contained an (SMSA), a zero if not; 
(J)JEE)^  = vector with elements representing the net employment effect 
in standard area (r) in year (t); 
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(SRLF)^  = vector of required employment in industry (i) in year (t); 
(OPE)^ . = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to the ratio 
of realized gross output from industry (i) to employment in the 
same industry in year (t); 
(OP)^  = vector of realized gross output for industry (i) in year (t); 
(GOE)?^ . = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to one plus the 
annual rate of change in labor productivity per worker in indus­
try (i) in hase year 196O; 
(IUR)^  = implied unemployment rate for the reference region in year 
( t ) ;  
(SRLFOC)^  ^= matrix with required employment profile by occupation (o), 
industry (i) for the reference region in year (t); 
(OCPR)?^  = diagonal matrix with non-zero element equal to emplo,yment 
by occupation (0) as a proportion of total employment in industry 
(i) in the base year 196O; 
(lUROC)^  = vector of implied unemployment rates by occupation (o), 
within the reference region in year (t). 
Income Sector 
An income sector was included in the model to provide a means for gen­
erating income estimates at both the reference and standard area levels. 
Keiationships in the moaei show income to be directly related to value 
il6 
added at the reference level. State level control totals are disaggregated 
to standard areas in a manner which reflects occupational specialization. 
Income estimates at the standard area level provide a useful status indica­
tor of growth and development. Additionally, for the reference region, it 
provides an important information input to the final demand position of the 
interindustry sector. A schematic flow chart of the income sector is given 
in Figure 11. 
Reference region income 
In order to generate annual estimates of personal income for the ref­
erence region, it was assimed that changes in personal income were directly 
proportional to changes in total value added. In years prior to 1968, 
estimates of personal income, available from secondary sources (II6, 119)> 
were read into the model as data. In subsequent years of the simulation, 
personal income in year (t) was calculated as the product of the ratio of 
total value added in year (t) to total value added in year (t-l) and per­
sonal income in (t-l). This relationship is depicted in Equation 75» To­
tal value added was based on a summation of industry specific ratios of 
value added per dollar of gross output taken from the Iowa input-output 
model of Maki (63). Annual estimates of value added by industry are the 
product of these value added-output ratios and realized gross output by 
industry for the same years. 
Personal income was converted to disposable income by subtracting 
estimates of state and federal income taxes from personal income. Both 
state and federal tax rate equations were developed for this purpose. 
These are shown below in Equations 79 and 80. 
INCOME SECTOR 
Linkages 
(backward) 
Growth in 
Value Added 
Occupation 
Distribution 
Labor 
Population Demo­graphic 
Inter- \ 
industry] 
Income 
Personal V 
(^Disposable)-
Linkages 
(forward) 
Inter- \ 
industry] 
H M 
-<l 
Figure 11. Components and sectoral linkages of the income sector 
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Standard area income 
Estimated personal income in standard areas was based on a rather 
elaborate disaggregation of personal income for the reference region. In 
each year a vector of income weights specific to occupation groups was de­
veloped by multiplying the number of employed persons in each occupation 
group by a vector of income relatives. Estimates of employed persons by 
occupation group were obtained from the labor sector. The vector of income 
relatives were based on the relationship of average earnings of major occu­
pational groups. Income relatives for 1960 were calculated relative to the 
average earnings of professional-technical people employed in the reference 
region. 
The vector of income weights obtained from the multiplication above 
were subsequently used to develop a set of proportions which express the 
percent of total personal income attributable to that particular occupa­
tional group. These proportions can be used to distribute total personal 
income to occupation groups. The result of this distribution represents 
total personal income for each occupation group. Occupation income totals 
were divided by the number of employees in each group to obtain an estimate 
of personal income per employee in each occupation group for the current 
year. Finally, estimates of personal income by standard area were obtained 
by multiplying average income per employee in each occupation by the number 
of employees of that group from each standard area. Area personal income 
was obtained by summing over occupation by area. This sequence of calcula­
tions is shown below in Equations 83 through $0. 
This procedure prc^-ldes Ein altern?tivp to the use of industry wage 
rates which is also commonly used for generating estimates of area income 
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(21, 6o). The merit of the procedure rests in the extent to which the 
variance of the distribution of average incomes by occupation group over 
standard areas within the reference region is smaller than the variance 
associated with average industry wage rates over the same areas. This pre­
sents an empirical question which could be subjected to test but was con­
sidered to be beyond the scope of this study. Results of calculations de­
signed to evaluate the stability of income relatives among occupation 
groups is presented in Appendix E. 
Income sector equations 
Equations of the income sector are given below. Unless otherwise 
noted, the definition and range of subscripts and superscripts are as fol­
lows: 
t = 0, 1,....20; where (t) refers to time in years and (t=0) in 196O 
i = 1, 2,....15; where (i) refers to industry (i) 
r - 1, 2,....120; where (r) refers to standard area (r) 
0=1, 2, ....8; where (o) refers to occupation category (o) of the 
employed labor force. 
Reference area equations 
75. 
t = 8, 9 20 
t r u. 
76. (VA) = (VA) J 
77. (VA)j = (VAOP)°j * (OP)t 
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78. (YD)^  = (YP)^  - (SYTX)^ + (FYTX)^j 
79. (SYTX)^ = + (Rg * t) * (YP)'^ J 
= 0.00756668 
Eg = 0.00339924 
80. (FYTX)^  = Ag + 
AG = 0.07973841 
Rj^  = 0.00062084 
( R ) ,  * t) * (YP)'^j 
81. (YDPC)^  = (YD)^  / (TPOP)^  
82. (YPPC)^  = (YP)t / (TPOP)t 
Standard area equations 
83. WOC^  = (RLFOC)^  * (RYWOC)° 
84. (YW)^  = (WOC)^  /  ^(YWOC)J 
85. (TYPOC)^  = (YW)^  * (YP)^  
86. (AVYPOC)^  = (TYPOC)^  / (RLFPC) 
87. (RIFOC)t^  ^= (OCPR)°^  * (RLF)-^  
t r 15 y. 
88. (RLFOC)^  = . , (RLFOC) r  
or 1=1  ^ '1 lor 
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. r 8 + 
90. (AYP); = (YPOC)^  ^
where: 
(YP)^ = total personal income for the reference region in year (t); 
(VA)^ = total value added on production in the reference region in 
year (t); 
(VA)^ = value added in industry (i) in year (t); 
(YD)^ = total disposable income for the reference region in year (t); 
(YDPC)^ = per capita disposable income for persons residing in the 
reference region in year (t); 
(SYTX)^ = state tax on personal income in year (t); 
(PYTX)^ = federal tax on personal income in year (t); 
(YPPC)^ = per capita personal income for persons residing in the ref­
erence region in year (t); 
(VAOP)?j = diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to the ratio 
of value added per dollar of gross output from industry (i) in 
the base year I96O; 
(yWOC)^ = vector of income weights for occupation (o) in year (t); 
(RÏWOC)° = vector of relative income weights associated with occupa­
tion (o) in year (t); 
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(YW)^ = vector expressing the proportion of personal income which 
will be allocated to occupation group (o) in year (t); 
(TYPOC)^ = vector of total personal income for occupation group (o) 
in year (t); 
(AVYPOC)^ = vector of average personal income for occupational group 
(o) in year (t); 
= required employment in industry (i) of occupational group 
(o) in standard area (r) in year (t); 
(YPOC)^^ = personal income for occupation group (o), in standard area 
(r) in year (t); 
(AYP)^ = total personal income for standard area (r) in year (t). 
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CHAPTER IV: M ANALYSIS AND SELECTIVE APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
Introduction 
The objectives of this chapter are to examine a base run of model out­
put to provide qualified verification of the model and to fulfill study ob­
jectives two and three. The discussion is presented in four major sec­
tions. Section one consists of comparisons of the historical phase (196I-
1970) of model output with independent estimates reported elsewhere to pro­
vide some indication of the model's reliability in projection. Section two 
summarizes simulated trends for an array of impact and developmental indi­
ces for the reference region. The time path of these indicators was devel­
oped from a combination of the historical and. projective phases (196I-I980) 
of model output, which is the base run. Section three is addressed to 
study objective two. It summarizes a comparison of the results obtained in 
a computer experiment where water supply was restricted with those obtained 
in an unrestricted base run. Section four is addressed to study objective 
three. It contains a discussion of the results obtained when base run out­
put was arrayed in different regional settings to determine the extent to 
which indices of impact and development may be sensitive to the spatial 
context in which they are viewed. 
Model Verification 
The validity or effectiveness of any given model must be judged in 
light of the intended purpose. Forrester (23, p. 115) states: 
The effectiveness of a model will depend first on the system 
boundaries it encompasses, second on the pertinence of selected vari­
able? , and on thp nnrnerirmi vninpR nf i-Us pa-rnmetftrs. The de­
fense of a model rests primarily on the individual defense of each 
detail of structure and policy, all confirmed when the total behavior 
12h 
of the system shows the performance characteristics associated with 
the real system. 
System boundaries for the model developed in this study were provided 
by the first and second study objectives. It was desired to develop a 
model capable of generating projective economic and demographic information 
for a reference region and combinations of its subareas. 
Ultimate users of the information generated by a model tend to dictate 
the range of variables chosen as boundaries and the detail and accuracy 
which must be maintained. The variables included in the current study re­
flect information needs for planning which have been suggested as useful 
at both a local and state level. The pertinence of these variables and 
other exogenous and lagged endogenous variables used in specifying the re­
lationships of the model rest heavily upon economic theory. Analytic rela­
tionships suggested in empirical studies of regional and national economies 
were combined into logical component sectors which were intended to de­
scribe, in abstracted form, the relationships among and within each compo­
nent. 
To test the significance of relationships contained in all the sectors 
of the model was considered much beyond the scope of this study. However, 
in the development of the model significant qualifications were noted along 
with source studies which provided some indication of the validity of the 
relationships which were incorporated into each sector. The treatment of 
net migration in the demographic sector suid the estimation of regional 
share coefficients in the labor sector find little precedent in earlier 
work. For this reason a more intensive statistical analysis was conducted 
on these areas as a part of this study. 
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Comparisons with the real system were strictly limited hecaxise of data 
insufficiencies. However, in two sectors it was possible to compare model 
results with data from the real system and with independent studies in the 
demographic and labor sectors respectively. As a preliminary check on the 
model, a simulation run was made for the years 196O through 1970. The re­
sults obtained in all sectors for each annual loop of the modeling sequence 
were recorded and printed out for examination before going on to make a 
complete base run. This provided the necessary information to eliminate 
any program errors and to make comparisons of model output with such data 
as were available from the real system. Total behavior of the model was 
assessed to a limited extent by scrutinizing base run output for the refer­
ence area. 
Demographic sector 
Preliminary census data for 1970^  provided a means for assessing model 
output from the demographic sector at several levels of disaggregation in 
that year. Tables 13 through 15 summarize this comparison of total popula­
tion estimates as obtained from the model with the census estimates for the 
reference region, substate hydrologie basins (RBH) and economic river ba­
sins (RBE), economic areas (EA) and for urban areas.^  The model esti­
mate of reference region population was 2,812,0^ 5. This compares with the 
census estimate of 2,787,936 or a difference of 24,109 which is 0.864 per-
\rnpublished data obtained from Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa 
State University. 
h^e definition of urban areas differ between census (cities) and 
model estimates (CM) for Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Waterloo, Council 
Bluffs, Davenport-Bettendorf, and Sioux City. 
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Table 13. A comparison of model population estimates for the reference 
region RBH and RBE with preliminary census estimates, 1970 
Model Census Difference 
Area Estimate Estimate Number Percent 
Reference Region 2,812,045 2,787,936 24,109* .9* 
RBH 1 870,562 777,915 92,647* 11.9* 
2 216,906 231,255 14,349 6.2 
3 719,809 815,036 95,229 11.7 
4 482,907 498,056 15,149% 
5 371,373 295,132 76,241° 25.8* 
6 150,778 170,540 19,762 11.6 
RBE 1 Ski,775 858,327 56,448* 6.5* 
2 111,061 116,498 5,437 4.7 
3 811,697 827,435 15,738 1.9 
4 422,370 430,727 8,357 1.9 
5 472,222 494,643 22,421 4.5 
6 53,110 60,306 7,196 11.9 
D^ifference between model estimate and preliminary census estimates 
was divided by the census estimate. 
I^n these areas model population estimates were greater than census 
estimates; hence, their difference is a negative number. 
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Table l4. A comparison of model population estimates for EA with prelim­
inary census estimates, 1970 
Model Census Difference  ^
Area Estimate Estimate Number Percent 
EA 1 197,922 203,702 5,780 2.8 
2 92,312 104,743 12,431 11.9 
3 147,305 151,545 4,240 2.8 
k 237,948 247,211 9,263 3.7 
5 63,576 68,137 4,561 6.7 
6 82,688 91,671 8,983 9.8 
7 117,025 122,198 5,173% 4.2. 
8 598,838 493,324 105,514 21.4* 
9 92,347 100,759 8,412 
10 334,100 327,920 6,180* 1.8^  
11 121,501 128,124 6,623% 
12 237,295 234,466 2,829 1.? 
13 181,991 186,198 4,207 2.3 
ik 53,110 60,306 7,196 11.9 
15 143,228 151,134 7,906 5.2 
l6 111,061 116,498 5,437 4.7 
D^ifference between model estimate and preliminary census estimates 
was divided by the census estimate. 
I^n these areas model population estimates were greater than census 
estimates; hence, their difference is a negative number. 
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Table 15. A comparison of model population estimates for CDA^  with prelim­
inary census estimates for cities, 1970 
Model Census Difference  ^
Area Estimate Estimate Number Percent 
Cedar Rapids 147,793 128,04l — — 
Des Moines 381,375 228,753 
Waterloo 113,170 105,101 — — 
Ames 33,743 39,171 5,428 13.8 
Boone 12,561 12,403 158= 1.2c 
Burlington 33,330 32,039 1,291 4.0 
Clinton 34,120 34,423 303 .9 
Council Bluffs ^6,904 60,554 — — 
Davcii port-Bet tendorf 1L'!7,942 119,474 — — — — 
Dubuque 58.828 61,309 2,481 4.0 
r't, Dofit^ e 39,325 30,050 1,525. 4.9 
Ft. M.-i.dison l'i,979^  13,108 1,871^  14.3= 
Iowa City 41,856 46,445 4,589^  0.9. 
Keokuk 15,366 14,45% 907~ 6.3 
Marshalltown 23,474 25,739 2,265. 8.8 
Mason City 30,664 29,746 9lP 3.1= 
Muscatine 21,354 22,099 745 3.4 
Newton 16,083 17,016 93-c 5.5. 
Oskaloosa 10,877 11,005 128 1.1 
Ottumwa 32,721 29,328 3,393 11.6 
Sioux City 89,764 83,626 — — 
D^ata for CDA and ci tier.: are comparable except in Cedar Rapids, Des 
Moines, and Waterloo (urban places) and in Council Bluffs, Davenport-
Bettendorf and Sioujc City (approximation of Iowa portion of the urban 
place). 
D^ifferencf between mo>ie.l et;1.imate and preliminary cenrus estimates 
was 'iivjded by t,hn cenr.Uo estimate. 
Adjustment for prcscnce of major educational instilulion was applied 
to the county population net of CDA. 
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cent. In RBH and RBE the range of differences in population was from 5,^37 
to 92,64?. The largest percentage difference was in RBH 5 at 25.8 percent. 
All other differences were less than 12.0 percent. Among EA, the range of 
differences in population was from 2,829 to 105,514, and the largest per­
centage difference was noted in EA 8 at 21.4 percent. Among the l6 EA's, 
only three differences were greater than 10.0 percent. General range of 
variability between model results and data were judged to be within toler­
able limits for these areas. In CDA's, the range of variability in popula­
tion was from 1P8 to S»,428. Although somewhat lower, the percentage dif­
ferences were of similar magnitude with a high of l4.3 percent in area 12 
and a low of 0.9 percent in area 7. It should be noted that for areas 1, 
2, 35 8, 9 and 21 direct comparison was not possible since preliminary cen­
sus data for cities were not compiled for urban areas, but merely for in­
corporated cities with population greater than 10,000 in 1960. 
Labor sector 
Employment estimates^ for the year I967 provide the first of two in­
dependent estimai.es used in checking employment estimates generated in the 
labor sector of the model. The first was a seven-induetry conçarison by EA 
in 1907. Thix is shovni in Table 16. The second involved comparison of 
model total employment ecLimâtes in years 1965 and 1970, with those devel­
oped by Maki (u4). Areas included in this comparison were reference region 
RBE and EA. Tables 17 and I8 summarize the results of these latter compar­
isons . 
•\lnpublish.i:d employment data for Iowa counties and EA fere provided by 
Dr. Marvin Julius of the Department of Economics, Iowa Stats University. 
Table l6. A comparison of model employment estimates by industry for EA with those obtained in an 
independent study , I967 
EA 1 EA 2 
^ Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agri culture 13,932 15,368 9.9 10,109 10,340 2.3 
Mining and 
Cor.struction 4,384 4,993 13.9 2,075 2,395 15.4 
Manufacturing 12,336 12,364 0.2 4,877 5,128 5.1 
Transportation 3,341 5,263 57.5 3,187 2,134 49.3 
Trace 16,494 17,552 6.4 8,151 9,247 13.4 
Finance 2,624 3,021 15.1 1,093 1,268 16.0 
Services 19,843 22,257 12.2 8,361 7,872 6.2 
TOT/L 73,006 80,818 10.7 37,853 38,384 1.4 
^tudy estimates were derived from unpublished data on employment by industry for I967 as pro­
vided by Dr. Marvin Julius of the Department of Economics, Iowa State University. 
^A complete designation of industries relative to the 15 Iowa industries is as follows: Agri­
culture (1), Mining and Construction (2), Manufacturing (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)3 Transportation (lO, 
11); Trade (12), Finance (l3)j Services (l4, I5). 
Table l6 (Continued) 
EA 3 EA 4 
. Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agrj culture 14,566 14,985 2.9 14,130 14,575 3.1 
Mini ng and 
Construction 3,575 3,718 4.0 4,666 4,745 1.7 
Manufacturing 10,658 10,206 4.4 23,389 25,406 8.6 
Transportation 2,870 3,l40 9.4 4,431 5,164 16.5 
Tracle 12,388 13,130 6.0 16,456 19,398 17.9 
Pinfince 1,815 1,863 2.6 2,854 2,781 2.6 
Services 13,277 15,448 16.4 21,001 23,108 10.0 
TOTivL 59,149 62,490 5.6 86,927 95,177 9.5 
Table l6 (Continued) 
EA_5 EA 6 
, Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agri culture 9, 10,29^  
Mining and 
Construction 1,65^  1,798 
Manufacturing 2,792 2,388 
Transportation l,l88 1,1^ 3 
Trade 4,701 4,731 
Finance 53U 536 
Services 4,987 5,871 
TOTAL 25,320 26,761 
8.8 10,670 11,275 5.7 
8.7 1,937 2,065 6.6 
16.9 3,4o8 3,569 4.7 
3.9 2,145 1,723 24.5 
0.6 6,886 7,557 9-7 
0.4 765 917 19.9 
17.7 6,662 8,350 25.3 
5.7 32,473 35,456 9.2 
Table l6 (Continued) 
EA 7 EA 3 
Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agriculture 9,884 10,079 2.0 lU,286 13,825 3-3 
Min:'.ng and 
Construction 2,484 2,798 12.6 16,489 13,211 24.8 
Manufacturing 9,380 8,560 9.6 45,752 39,939 l4.6 
Transportation 3,273 2,806 16.6 10,081 13,615 35.1 
Trade 9,774 11,045 13.0 45,941 46,167 0.5 
Finance 1,422 1,679 18.1 19,803 15,784 25.5 
Services 10,915 12,570 15.2 68,098 65,403 4.1 
TOTViL 47,132 49,537 5.1 220,4-50 207,944 6.0 
Tabj.e l6 (Continued) 
EA 9 EA 10 
^ Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agriculture 8,0U8 8,ll8 
Mining and 
Construction 2,031 2,8l5 
Manufacturing 6,984 7,656 
Transportation 2,491 2,409 
Trade 7,364 8,062 
Finance l,l45 1,308 
Services 8,669 9,451 
TOTAL 36,732 39,819 
0.9 14,707 15,024 2.2 
38.6 7,439 7,593 2.1 
9.6 32,757 36,072 10.1 
3.4 4,399 6,152 39.8 
9.5 24,164 26,503 9.7 
14.2 5,020 4,611 8.9 
2.6 37,492 37,847 0.9 
8.4  125,978 133,802 6.2 
Table l6 (Continued) 
EA 11 EA 12 
^ Modal Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agriculture 6,734 7,587 
Miring and 
Ccnstruction 2,206 2,476 
Mar.ufacturing 13,503 12,258 
Trensportation l,l66 2,292 
Tra.de 8,010 9,963 
Finance 1,323 1,268 
Services 11,193 11,129 
TOTAL 44,135 46,973 
12.7 5,843 5,866 0.4 
12.2 4,752 5,289 11.3 
10.2 24,592 32,082 30.5 
96.6 2,196 5,103 32.4 
24.3 17,405 20,092 15.4 
4.3 3,872 3,521 10.0 
0.6 21,244 22,981 8.2 
6.4 79,904 94,934 18.8 
Table l6 (Continued) 
Industry 
Model 
Estimate 
EA 13 
Study-
Estimate 
Difference 
in percent 
Model 
Estimate 
EA l4 
Study 
Estimate 
Difference 
in percent 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
Construction 
Man ofactur ing 
Transportation 
Trade 
Finance 
Services 
13,272 
4,787 
10,296 
7,069 
15,219 
3,205 
17,191 
13,475 
4,568 
10,236 
7,475 
14,092 
3,256 
18,551 
1.5 
4.8 
0.5 
5.7 
8.0 
1.6 
7.9 
7,934 
1,298 
1,757 
2,532 
4,594 
497 
5,305 
7,719 
1,624 
1,991 
1,300 
5,266 
643 
6,526 
2.8 
25.1 
1.7 
94.8 
l4.6 
2.9 
2.3 
TOTAL 71,039 71,653 0.9 23,917 24,969 4.4 
Table l6 (Continued) 
EA 15 EA 16 
Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Industry Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Agriculture 12,101 11,635 4.0 4,632 4,632 0.0 
Mining and 
Coastruction 3,708 3,880 4.6 2,225 2,836 27.5 
Manufacturing 13,445 13,294 1.1 12,902 18,420 42.7 
Transportation 3,544 3,888 9.7 1,719 3,377 96.5 
Trade 11,163 12,507 12.0 8,443 10,037 18.9 
Finance 1,536 1,721 12.0 1,193 1,000 19.3 
Services 13,627 15,881 16.5 11,747 13,107 11.6 
TOTAL 59,124 62,806 6.2 42,861 53,409 24.6 
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In 1967, the model estimate of total employment for the reference 
region was 1,065,886. The estimate developed independently for the refer­
ence region was 1,113,301 or a difference of 47,415 which is 4.5 percent. 
For economic areas (EA), the range of difference in total employment was 
from 0.9 to 24.6 percent. However, only two areas differed by more than 
10.0 percent. 
Percentage differences for industries other than transportation in EA 
ranged from 0.0 to 38.6 percent with only 7 of 96 larger than 20.0 percent. 
However, model estimates for the transportation industry differed by as 
much a:; 96.6 percent and 8 of 16 were in excess of 30.0 percent. Obviously 
the et'.Limater. for this sector were noncomparable either because of a dif­
ferent industry classification or perhaps more likely, because of an in­
ability to make a complete translation of establishment employment data to 
a residentiary base which was comparable to the census data used in this 
study. 
Comparisons with employment estimates developed by Maki (64), Tables 
17 and 18, revealed differences of similar magnitude in I965 and 1970. As 
noted above, model estimates were generally lower than those found in the 
Maki study for 1970. Possibly the dampening influence of a reduced rate of 
population expansion, both within the reference region and the nation, may 
account for these consistent differences. The estimates developed by Maki 
would not have included, except implicitly, any feedback from the demo­
graphic and interindustry sectors of the economy. 
The range of differences observed in Tables 16, 17, and 18 provided 
only the most limited basis for .iudging the quality of the labor sector of 
the model. The 1967 result was best suited for this purpose since it was 
Table 17. A comparison of model employment estimates for the reference region and RBE with those 
obtained in an independent study^ , 19^ 5 and 1970 
1965 1970 
Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Area Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
Reference Region 1,038,356 1,057,876 1.9 1,093,138 1,124,557 2.9 
RBI] 1 3^ 2,698 324,036 5.7 378,374 342,050 10.6 
2 42,410 51,083 20.4 42,809 56,524 32.0 
3 301,420 315,669 4.7 314,193 337,980 7.6 
k 146,794 161,925 10.3 150,993 178,030 17.9 
5 181,014 181,249 0.1 182,855 186,265 1.9 
6 24,020 23,915 0.4 23,918 23,710 0.9 
Study estimates were derived from tabular materials presented in Iowa economic trends; employ­
ment output income and related data. (64) Unpublished mimeographed paper prepared for the Iowa 
Of:rice of Planning and Programming in 1968. 
TabJ.e l8. A comparison of model employment estimates for EA with those obtained in an independent 
study^ , 1965 and 1970 
1965 1970 
Model Study Difference Model Study Difference 
Area Estimate Estimate in percent Estimate Estimate in percent 
EA 1 73,046 71,900 1.6 72,668 74,692 2.8 
2 37,884 37,873 0.1 37,833 39,797 5.2 
3 58,765 63,583 8.2 59,092 63,448 7.4 
k 85,976 89,268 3.8 86,620 95,689 10.5 
5 25,559 28,199 10.3 24,906 29,868 
33,904 
19.9 
6 32,673 34,367 5 . 2  32,129 5 . 9  
7 46,705 47,028 0 . 7  47,442 49,259 3 . 8  
8 204,46i 182,651 11.9 240,371 196,785 22.1 
9 36,392 37,432 2 . 9  36,931 39,602 7 . 2  
10 120,287 125,386 4.2 131,550 139,241 5 . 8  
11 43,181 45,263 4.8 44,576 49,151 10.3 
12 78,055 88,463 13.3 81,512 99,011 21.5 
13 70,085 71,476 2.0 72,334 71,776 0.8 
l4 24,020 23,915 0.4 23,918 23,710 0.9 
15 58,860 59,990 1.9 58,432 62,102 6.3 
16 42,410 51,083 20.4 42,809 56,524 32.0 
S^tudy estimates were derived from tabular materials presented in Iowa economic trends; employ­
ment output income and related data. (64) Unpublished mimeographed paper prepared for the Iowa 
Office of Planning and Programming in 1968. 
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"based on a survey of employment at establishments and was subsequently con­
verted to a residency basis which was somewhat comparable to the census of 
population (l04) enumeration scheme.^  The utility of such a comparison is 
contingent upon the reliability of the technique employed to convert estab­
lishment data to a residency base since residency data served as the basis 
for all of the employment data used in this study. Additionally, the esti­
mates developed by Maki (64) are really projections based on an extrapola­
tion of historical trends which were developed by employing a variant of 
shift share analysis (85). 
If consistent and large differences were found to exist for any of 
the years 196$, 1967 or 1970, a reexamination and reconciliation of the 
methodology of the labor sector with those of the independent studies would 
probably have been Justified. However, observed differences were judged 
not sufficient to warrant such a procedure until the full range of census 
(residency base) employment statistics are available. 
Other sectors 
The possibility of testing other sectors, however desirable, was not 
done because of data and cost considerations. To do so in most cases would 
have required a primary sampling of firms and households found within the 
reference region, not greatly dissimilar from that used in establishing 
census estimates. Such a sample could have been used to corroborate or 
assess the information outputs generated within each sector of the model. 
statHTnent was based on conversations of the author with Dr. 
Marvin Julius, Department of Economics, Iowa State University. 
lh2 
Base Run 
Projective economic and demographic information was generated for the 
reference region and alternative combinations of its subareas by allowing 
recursive iterations of the model to continue between 1970 and 198O. Al­
though the full array of endogenous variables noted in Appendix C were 
available to be used in tracing the time path of this projection, only 
annual summaries of selected variables at five-year intervals (1965, 1970, 
1975 and 1980) were deemed useful for inclusion here. Some indication of 
the capacity of the model is indicated by this output when it is noted that 
similar information can be generated for any of 120 standard areas, or any 
preselected combination of them, and for any or all years between 1960 and 
1980. 
To a limited extent, verification of the model was extended into the 
projective phase. Model output variables for the reference region and by 
standard areas were carefully checked for inconsistencies which did not re­
veal themselves in the historical phase of the run. In the initial run be­
yond 1970, only one major inconsistency was noted. This concerned the rel­
ative magnitudes of labor supply, as based on the demographic sector, and 
that of labor demand, as based on the interindustry sector. Given the as­
sumed rates of labor participation and labor productivity, it was noted 
that labor demand increased at a faster rate than labor supply, such that a 
continuation of the run past 1975 resulted in a projection of negative un­
employment. Projected labor participation rates and/or projected worker 
productivity rater, whicli were too low would appear to provide an obvious 
i^ource 01 Liie pi'obltiiii. /lowevei", 02il.y a weak caae cmi uc uiâùc xOr Oliôiîgiiîg 
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these rates since the initial rates were based, on reliable data (l2) (63) 
(104) and rates of change in the base rates were taken from, reliable 
national studies (3) (76). 
Another possible source of this problem was noted in the interindustry 
sector. Year-to-year changes in investment demand and in expected dispos­
able income per capita tended to accelerate rapidly and in exponential 
fashion following 1970. The first of these was explained in part by the 
inability of the model to recognize real world constraints on capital 
availability to reference area firms. Maki et al. (70) suggested that cer­
tain financial and technical constraints probably provide an upper limit on 
the rate at which the capital stock can expand in any single year. Even if 
such large amounts were available, it was doubtful that investment pros­
pects within the state would continue undiminished as indicated by the 
model when the capital stock was augmented by 10 to 30 percent per year. 
For this reason, an upper bound was placed on investment demand (equation 
30 in capital sector) which established a maximum rate of growth per year 
at 15 percent including depreciation investment. 
The unusually rapid rate of growth in expected disposable income was 
explained by its direct dependence on realized output which, in turn, was 
dependent upon capital accumulation and ultimately on investment demand. 
Hence, the disturbance was traced to the rate of growth in capital stock or 
investment, and required no further constraint on the model. 
In the demographic sector it was noted that net migration rates, as 
evaluated in the model, tended to underestimate positive net migration for 
cchcrtc ('l-7) i" standard areas T-rhich contained major ed"c«.tinna.l -institu­
tions. This problem was compounded by the fact that high rates of negative 
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net migration were adequately reflected in older cohorts for the same 
areas. The obvious result of this problem was a growth rate in population 
for these areas far below that indicated by preliminary census data. In 
order to improve the predictive capability of the demographic sector net 
migration rates in cohorts (4-7), as calculated by the model, were multi­
plied by an adjustment factor calculated outside the model for standard 
areas 103 and 112. This adjustment factor was based on the assumptions 
that the resident (standard area) student population would maintain itself 
and in-migrating student population would increase at the rate of 6 percent 
per year over the entire period between 196O and 198O. Tabular materials 
presented in sections which follow below reflect these two modifications of 
the model. 
Model outputs which summarize projective economic and demographic in­
formation for the reference region are given in Tables 19 to 28. Tables 
19, 20, 21 and 22 show population, births, deaths and net migration, re­
spectively, for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980. Table 23 shows the 
major components of final demand, gross output demanded, and realized gross 
output by industry for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and I98O. Table 24 shows 
estimated capital stock, investment and capital output capacity by industry 
for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and I98O. Table 25 shows estimated water 
intake, use, consumption and discharge by industry for 1965, 1970, 1975 and 
1980. Tables 26 and 27 summarize estimated labor availability by age and 
sex and required labor by industry, respectively, at five-year intervals 
starting in I965 and ending in I98O. Finally, Table 28 shows average in­
come per person and mainr oor-imnt-inn <^ at.ftcnrv in 1065. 1970. 1Q75 and IQ80. 
Table I9. Suxnrriary of reference region population for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and I98O 
1965 1970 1975 1980 
Group Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
0- h 
b- 9 
10-14 
15-19 
20-P.k 
25-P.9 
30-34 
35-39 
4o-44 
45-^ 9 
50-54 
55-59 
6o-b4 
65-69 
70-74 
75+ 
135,172 
i4I,548 
137,111 
119,847 
87,195 
68,038 
69,927 
76,061 
78,099 
76,016 
72,436 
65,960 
61,352 
55,257 
46,763 
69,561 
130,750 
136,214 
131,530 
117,590 
93,633 
80,288 
74,510 
78,525 
81,274 
79,952 
75,335 
69,804 
67,044 
62,675 
56,429 
95,409 
116,631 
125,l4l 
131,548 
126,042 
99,050 
75,358 
67,850 
69,241 
72,228 
72,393 
70,873 
65,492 
61,921 
56,664 
49,979 
91,445 
112,981 
120,911 
126,737 
123,202 
104,955 
91,822 
77,301 
74,653 
76,321 
77,453 
75,493 
70,951 
68,916 
65,512 
62,263 
130,915 
14O,821 
115,843 
121,184 
123,180 
105,031 
83,718 
72,971 
68,976 
68,420 
68,016 
67,846 
63,890 
61,647 
57,560 
52,461 
112,671 
136,181 
111,850 
116,918 
120,682 
111,328 
104,251 
86,331 
78,428 
75,189 
74,639 
73,630 
70,685 
70,023 
67,820 
66,931 
169,899 
129,240 
125,860 
120,517 
119,146 
106,638 
89,290 
79,567 
73,658 
69,328 
65,887 
64,905 
61,455 
60,464 
57,702 
54,137 
133,215 
125,412 
121,345 
116,070 
116,732 
113,279 
114,399 
96,583 
87,246 
79,830 
75,275 
72,287 
69,429 
69,999 
69,233 
70,520 
212,086 
TOT;VL 1,360,308 1,430,921 1,351,818 1,460,341 1,384,198 1,534,745 1,410,969 1,609,668 
T^otal may be more or less than the sum over all cohorts because of rounding error. 
Tab].e 20. Svmimary of reference region births by sex and by age cf mother in I965, 1970, 1975 and 
1980 
9^70 1975 1980 
Moi^ hers Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
15-19 3,248 3,123 3,075 2,947 3,065 2,933 2,970 2,838 
20-2k 9,300 8,942 9,046 8,619 9,612 9,091 9,664 9,137 
25-^ 9 6,785 6,519 6,544 6,301 7,180 6,916 7,554 7,328 
30-34 3,926 3,778 3,607 3,540 3,779 3,826 4,064 4,185 
35-39 2,102 2,026 1,880 1,843 1,820 1,872 1,901 2,026 
kO~hk 622 600 554 542 519 524 516 543 
TOT/vL 25,983 24,988 24,705 23,792 25,975 25,162 26,669 26,057 
Tab:.e 21. Summary of reference region deaths by age and sex in I965, 1970, 1975 and I980 
1965 1970 1975 1980 
Group Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
0- k 986 675 889 609 845 580 918 633 
5- 9 77 46 67 4o 60 36 63 38 
lO-i-U 51 10 51 10 47 10 47 10 
i5-:.9 151 25 154 25 l48 26 138 26 
20-24 152 11 163 16 167 19 162 20 
25-29 128 49 l40 55 150 61 152 65 
30-34 126 53 125 57 128 61 133 67 
35-39 185 137 167 134 158 132 162 139 
40-44 274 174 259 165 237 156 230 158 
45-49 499 238 478 233 442 220 417 215 
50-54 707 335 693 335 654 325 622 313 
55-59 1,019 471 1,029 482 1,002 479 960 468 
6o-64 1,471 762 1,485 781 1,476 791 1,444 788 
65-^ 9 1,977 1,201 2,005 1,246 2,030 1,283 2,029 l,304 
70-74 2,356 1,544 2,461 1,629 2,567 1,731 2,639 1,811 
75+ 6,585 6,920 7,800 8,271 9,658 10,525 11,458 12,929 
TOTj\L 16,744 12,651 17,966 l4,088 19,774 16,435 21,574 18,984 
Table 22. Summary of reference region net migration in 1965, 1970, 1975 and I980 
g 1965 1970 1975 1980 
Group Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
0- h 
- 2,674 
- 2,570 - 1,739 - 1,813 - 1,248 - 1,450 603 - 952 
5- 9 - 1,722 - 1,655 - 1,056 - 1,078 - 739 829 - 345 515 
10-14 - 1,221 
- 1,177 - 775 - 777 - 591 - 632 - 378 470 
15-19 - 1,685 - 1,200 - 1,599 - 1,007 - 1,332 - 677 - 1,011 334 
20-24 - 4,185 - 2,843 - 4,380 - 2,712 - 3,988 - 2,129 - 3,265 - 1,347 
25-29 - 2,201 - 34l - 2,151 364 - 2,023 1,268 - 1,694 2,4O4 
30-34 84o - 1,392 - 751 - 1,370 - 729 - 1,466 - 673 - 1,588 
35-39 - 382 - 455 185 - 258 26 25 166 265 
40-44 421 
- 327 - 259 201 109 45 33 148 
45-49 - 488 - 312 423 241 - 346 l44 278 27 
50-54 201 
- 347 I45 - 332 68 298 18 252 
55-59 290 - 347 278 - 348 - 255 - 339 222 - 316 
6o-'S4 706 603 775 669 840 727 909 790 
65-69 1,001 881 1,164 1,059 1,285 1,189 1,390 1,298 
70-74 1,296 1,462 l,64o 1,934 1,920 2,313 2,134 2,610 
75+ 1,263 1,926 2,248 3,431 3,448 5,371 4,728 7,626 
TOTAL -12,044 - 8,094 - 7,914 - 2,680 - 3,961 2,834 909 9,340 
1^ 9 
Demographic sector 
Base run projections of the demographic sector, as shown in Table 19, 
indicated that total population for the state would increase from 2,791,229 
in 1965 to 3,020,637 in 198O. This represents an average annual percentage 
increase of O.5 percent. Among 32 age-sex cohorts the population of fe­
males in age groups (25-29) and (75+) had the largest percentage increase 
between I965 and I98O at 42.5 and 122.3 percent. Female population de­
clined in 7 of 16 age groups while the population of males declined in 9 of 
16 age groups. Uniform declines were noted for both males and females in 
the first 4 cohorts, while uniform increases were common to the last 3 co­
horts. These declines are consistent with expectations based on neutral 
migration and post i960 fertility experience in the reference region. In 
fact, estimated net migration was negative for these 8 groups which served 
to accentuate the decline. The large increases for the latter 6 groups 
suggest that net migration rates developed from the decade 1950 to I960 may 
be too high to be used successfully over a longer time period. Although 
this result was qualitatively plausible, the numerical magnitudes suggest a 
possible instability in the sector which should be carefully reexamined as 
more recent data become available. 
It can be observed in Table 20 that births, by age of mother, varied 
in proportion to the female population found in cohorts (4-9) after 1970. 
This observation occasions no surprise since in the base run it was assumed 
that fertility rates remained constant at the levels observed in 1968. 
Likewise, in Table 21, it can be observed that deaths by cohort varied in 
proportion to population level of the cohort. In the base if. was as-
150 
sximed that death rates would continue at their 1968 levels throughout the 
remainder of the simulation run. 
Finally, in Table 22, it can be observed that total net migration for 
the reference region was negative for both males and females in I965 and 
1970. In 1975, this trend was reversed for the female population, a pat­
tern which was repeated by the male population by 1980. Obviously this 
problem was compounded by the continuous expansion of the population which 
"aged" into these latter 3 cohorts between i960 and I980 while net migra­
tion rates were held constant. Likewise, understatement of death rates 
could have given rise to a similar result. Highest levels of negative net 
migration were observed for both males and females in age groups (0-4) and 
(20-24). Excluding the (60+) age groups, positive net migration was ob­
served in female age groups (25-29) in both 1970 and 1975, and additionally 
in the (35-39) and (40-44) age groups in 1980. Wet migration of males was 
uniformly negative for all age groups under 60 years until I98O. At that 
point, age groups (35-39), (40-44) and (50-54) become positive. 
Some of the more interesting aspects of population movement are lost 
in the aggregation over standard areas. These will be given further con­
sideration below in the discussion of study objective 3. 
Interindustry sector 
Table 23 shows the five major categories of final demand, gross output 
demanded, and realized gross output by industry for the years 1965, 1970, 
1975 and 1980. 
Personal consumption expenditure (PCE) and federal government expendi­
ture (FGE), although directly dependent upon population growth, increase at 
Table 23. Summary of interindustry sector data for the years I965, 1970, 1975 and I9S0 (in thousands 
of dollars) 
1965 Final Demands 1965 Output 
Industry PCE CA FGE SLGE EX Total^  OPD OP 
Agriculture 78,309 m — 4,852 -886 2,149,823 2,232,096 4,482,383 4,482,383 
Mining and 
construction 4,653 53,885 4,376 301,320 28,259 392,493 646,i43 582,106 
Food and 
ki:idred 735,880 173 7,311 1,449,178 2,192,540 4,671,871 4,671,871 
Textile and 
apparel 229,293 150 28 376 134 229,980 289,490 289,490 
Furniture, 
lujober said 
wood 44,889 250 28 3,882 1,149 50,197 81,720 81,720 
Printing and 
publishing 41,323 35 99 4,643 4,973 51,072 77,701 77,701 
Chemicals and 
allied 63,420 39 283 6,945 74,919 145,607 219,030 219,030 
Machinery 84,036 500,082 1,300 6,772 213,322 805,512 1,206,752 1,171,351 
Other and 
mi. 3cellaneous 
manufacturing 523,676 108,330 951 15,817 82,583 731,357 1,112,179 1,078,775 
Transportation 145,898 30,554 1,518 9,440 38,505 225,914 313,932 313,932 
Coranunication 
ani utilities 199,298 5,460 2,356 14,796 27,329 249,239 361,653 361,653 
Traie 1,017,893 62,837 991 4,913 280,696 1,367,328 l,8io,8i4 l,8io,8i4 
Finance, 
imurance and 
real estate 886,113 l,8l6 117 10,209 4,850 903,164 1,278,733 1,264,725 
Ser^ dces 646,575 -- 3,525 19,594 209,844 879,536 1,393,318 1,393,318 
Pub].ic 
Administration 16,075 — 201 1,927 64,l66 82,368 133,370 133,370 
TO-T/JL 4,717,331 763,438 20,798 407,119 4,629,730 10,538,416 13,641,529 13,494,679 
\otal final demand may be slightly more or less than the sum over individual categories because 
of rounding error. 
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Table 23 (Continued) 
1970 Final Demands 1970 Output 
Industry PCE CA FGE SLGE EX Total®" OPD OP 
Agrj culture 82,520 — 6,502 - 1,098 2,399,282 2,487,204 4,994,678 4,994,678 
Mining and 
construction 5,157 66,768 5,864 373,272 33,725 484,787 799,082 706,940 
Food and 
kindred 768,418 mm — 232 9,057 1,709,560 2,487,266 5,299,874 5,299,874 
Textile and 
apparel 244,537 155 38 465 161 245,356 308,844 308,844 
Furniture, 
lun.ber and 
woc'd 49,689 267 37 4,809 1,359 56,161 91,429 91,429 
Prir.ting and 
put lishing 47,253 39 132 5,752 5,998 59,173 90,025 90,025 
Chemicals and 
allied 75,183 46 380 8,6o4 91,194 175,406 263,855 263,855 
Machinery 94,482 695,186 1,742 8,389 275,777 1,075,574 1,611,337 1,611,337 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 581,030 111,348 1,275 19,594 98,938 812,184 1,235,094 1,235,094 
Transportation 162,206 55,959 2,034 11,695 47,117 279,011 387,715 381,434 
Communication 
and utilities 220,668 5,963 3,157 18,329 35,147 283,263 411,024 411,024 
Trade 1,106,987 69,474 1,328 6,086 336,450 1,520,322 2,013,431 2,013,431 
Finence, 
insurance and 
reel estate I,ll4,l88 
Services 773 s1^ 0 
Public 
Administration l8,101 
2,161 157 
4,723 
270 
TOT/.L 5,343,559 1,007,366 27,871 
12,721 6,l4o 1,135,364 1,607,490 1,607,490 
24,272 257,524 1,059,659 1,678,659 1,678,659 
2,387 85,666 106,423 172,318 172,318 
504,334 5,384,038 12,267,168 20,963,855 20,866,432 
VJl 
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Table 23 (Ccntinued) 
Industry PCE 
1975 Final Demands 
CA FGE SLGE EX Total 
1975 Output 
OPD OP 
AgrionDture 
Mining and 
construction 
Fooc' and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Cheriicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Coniiiunication 
and utilities 
Trade 
89,676 
5,892 
826,761 
268,819 
56,687 
55,705 
92,154 
109,542 
665,182 
186,865 
251,825 
1,243,639 
84,304 
172 
315 
47 
57 
966,407 
131,682 
29,757 
7,347 
80,958 
8,821 - 1,297 2,677,687 2,774,885 5,572,459 5,572,459 
7,955 440,948 40,249 579,348 953,753 872,415 
314 10,699 2,016,724 2,854,498 6,082,373 6,081,142 
52 550 194 269,786 339,596 339,596 
51 
180 
5,681 
6,795 
1,608 64,341 
7,235 69,961 
104,747 104,747 
106,437 106,437 
515 10,164 111,005 213,894 321,750 320,418 
2,363 9,910 356,516 1,444,737 2,164,387 2,164,387 
1,729 23,147 118,532 940,271 1,429,877 1,421,249 
2,760 13,815 57,657 290,853 404,172 404,172 
4,283 21,653 45,200 330,307 479,286 479,286 
1,802 7,189 403,278 1,736,865 2,300,209 2,300,209 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,445,475 
Services 957,168 
Publ.ic 
Adiiinistration 21,043 
2,958 213 
6,407 
366 
TOTAL 6,276,433 1,304,004 37,811 
15,027 7,772 1,471,445 
28,673 316,037 1,308,283 
2,819 114,371 138,598 
2,083,326 2,051,800 
2,072,516 2,053,489 
224,4i6 224,416 
595,773 6,274,066 14,488,087 24,639,304 24,496,222 
TabI.e 23 (Continued) 
Industry PCE 
1980 Final Demands 
CA FGE SLGE EX Total 
I9S0 Output 
OPD OP 
Agr- i^ vltiore 
Minf.ng and 
construction 
Too-i: and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apj)arel 
Furniture, 
luriber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Communication 
and. utilities 
Trace 
95,295 
873,252 
207,466 
61,904 
61,981 
189 
353 
54 
104,965 67 
120,754 1,343,439 
728,208 120,167 
205,771 81,182 
275,054 99,173 
1,347,817 124,951 
12,328 - 1,550 2,988,399 3,094,469 6,214,158 6,214,158 
6,44o 108,851 11,119 527,145 48,034 701,589 1,154,991 1,097,156 
439 12,791 2,379,078 3,265,560 6,958,265 6,958,265 
72 
71 
251 
657 
6,792 
8,123 
233 288,618 363,301 363,301 
1,902 71,021 115,621 115,621 
8,726 79,135 120,394 120,394 
720 12,151 135,119 253,021 380,607 380,607 
3,302 11,847 460,893 1,940,235 2,906,701 2,906,701 
2,417 27,672 142,007 1,020,470 
3,857 16,515 70,554 377,079 
5,986 25,885 58,128 373,245 
2,519 8,595 483,378 1,931,197 
1,551,835 1,551,835 
525,103 512,929 
541,589 541,589 
2,557,572 2,557,572 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,693,630 226,082 
Services 1,097,110 304,00? 
Pubj.ic 
Adriini s tr at ion 23,24? 39>504 
TOTAL 6,987,894 2,448,019 
298 
8,955 
511 
52,845 
17,965 9,841 1,730,054 
34,278 387,846 1,528,186 
2,449,474 2,449,474 
2,420,876 2,420,876 
3,370 152,693 179,821 291,163 291,163 
712,236 7,326,831 17,527,825 28,551,650 28,481,641 
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a much faster rate. Between 1965 and 198O PCE increased by 48 percent and 
FGE by 15^  percent, while total population increased by only slightly more 
than 8 percent. This is explained by their respective dependence upon per 
capita disposable income and a time trend in the rate of increase in fed­
eral governmental expenditure which was incorporated into the base run. 
Changes in capital accumulation (CA) and net exports (EX) were somewhat 
predictable because of the extent to which they were determined outside 
the model. CA was provided with an upper limit when annual increase in in­
vestment by industry was constrained at I5 percent of KAp3 ^  less depreci­
ation. EX was given exogenously, based on the assumption that each indus­
try in the reference region would maintain its constant market share in 
the export market. 
CA, FGE, and EX were included in the model in such a manner that sev­
eral alternative assumptions concerning their respective magnitudes over 
time could be simulated in accord with decision makers' expectations. The 
base run reflects levels and trends in these variables which were realistic 
at the time the model was constructed and were designed to yield to any 
alternative assumptions which appear more realistic to the potential model 
user or decision maker. 
A comparison of output demanded (OPD) and realized output (OP) across 
industries in I965 indicated that demand was limiting on gross output in 11 
of 15 industries, including agriculture and food and kindred products. 
Where OP was less than OPD in the base run, capital capacity was the limit­
ing factor on output. In 198O demand was limiting on gross output in 13 of 
15 industries, and capital was limiting on the remainder. Industries in­
cluded in the latter group were mining and construction and transportation. 
l6o 
Trends in realized output show increases for all industries between 1965 
and 1980. The largest percentage increases were in the construction, ma­
chinery, and finance, insurance and real estate industries which show in­
creases of 88, l48, and 93 percent, respectively. 
Capital sector 
Table 2k shows trends in capital stock, investment, and capital capac­
ity by industry for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and I980. Changes in capi­
tal stock (KAP) were uniformly positive for all industries between I965 
and 1980. Estimated total capital stock increased from 13-5 billion in 
1965 to 21.5 billion dollars in 1980 which represents a 59 percent increase. 
Capital capacity varied in proportion to capital stock since incremen­
tal output-capital ratios were assumed to remain constant over the simula­
tion period. Alternative assumptions could be included if more adequate 
measures of the relationship between increases in capital stock and output 
by industry become available. Changes in investment (IVST) by industry 
were uniformly positive over the period. Total investment increased from 
1.2 billion dollars in 1965 to 2.0 billion dollars in 1980, or an increase 
of 60 percent. 
Water sector 
Table 25 shows increasing trends in water intake, use, consumption and 
discharge by industry for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and I98O. These use 
quantities vary directly with changes in realized gross output since in the 
base run it was assumed that water output coefficients developed by Barnard 
(11) Zfould regain constant,, nther smulatnons could be conducted which in­
corporate alternative assumptions concerning the impact of technology. 
l6l 
Table 2k. Summary of the capital sector for the reference region in the 
years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 198O (in thousands of 196O dollars) 
1965 
Industry KAP IVST OPK 
Agriculture 5,147,170 496,615 4,631,255 
Mining and 
construction 111,124 13,977 582,107 
Food and 
kindred 1,159,994 101,389 4,715,422 
Textile and 
apparel 98,972 8,064 303,038 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 19,833 l,8l4 83,295 
Printing and 
publishing 31,113 2,959 78,967 
Chemicals and 
allied 110,247 11,086 200,010 
Machinery 513,286 72,084 1,171,351 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 639,283 59,343 1,078,775 
Transportât! on 580,124 30,282 329,447 
C ommuni cation 
and utilities 1,141,836 66,098 379,574 
Trade 1,219,971 88,329 1,870,259 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,324,293 123,514 1,264,725 
Services 1,325,866 173,653 1,402,883 
Public 
Administration 128,271 17,986 135,722 
TOTAL®" 13,551,385 1,267,193 18,226,830 
luay dliicr 
over industries because 
rx'-uiii tliobc 
of rounding error. 
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Table 2k (Continued) 
1970 
Industry- KAP IVST OPK 
Agriculture 5,733,111 554,831 5,158,460 
Mining and 
construction 134,955 17,319 706,940 
Pood and 
kindred 1,313,284 116,080 5,338,552 
Textile and 
apparel 105,748 8,349 323,785 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 22,340 1,936 93,826 
Printing and 
publishing 36,323 3,266 92,191 
Chemicals and 
allied 133,217 13,136 265,850 
Machinery 713,541 100,207 1,628,345 
Other and 
mis celiane ous 
manufacturing 762,046 60,996 1,285,936 
Transportation 671,669 55,460 381,435 
C ommunicati on 
and utilities 1,303,914 72,189 433,453 
Trade 1,352,057 97,658 2,072,752 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,687,689 146,982 1,611,775 
Services 1,600,163 206,817 1,693,113 
Public 
Administration 165,433 23,384 175,095 
TOTAL^  15,735,537 1,478,610 21,261,508 
Table 2k (Continued) 
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Industry KAP 
1975 
IVST OPK 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
construction 
Food and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Communication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
Services 
Public 
Administration 
TOTAL a 
6,391,215 
166,5^  ^
1,495,961 
113,777 
25,034 
42,079 
160,562 
991,924 
8^ 2,233 
774,062 
1,487,825 
1,518,000 
2,148,438 
1,940,754 
214,129 
18,312,528 
619,257 
21,867 
134,264 
9,260 
2,284 
3,983 
16,318 
139,302 
72,135 
29,492 
88,950 
113,802 
201,193 
256,444 
30,500 
1,739,051 
5,750,600 
872,416 
6,081,142 
348,368 
105,140 
106,799 
320,418 
2,263,632 
1,421,249 
439,583 
494,590 
2,327,149 
2,051,800 
2,053,489 
226,567 
24,862,942 
Table 2h (Continued) 
iSk 
1980 
Industry- KAP IVST OPK 
Agriculture 7,131,846 691,481 6,416,994 
Mining and 
construction 209,447 28,234 1,097,156 
Food and 
kindred 1,720,134 155,444 6,992,414 
Textile and 
apparel 124,934 10,184 382,528 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 28,521 2,559 119,785 
Printing and 
publishing 49,311 4,552 125,154 
Chemicals and 
allied 194,538 19,284 388,222 
Machinery 1,378,911 193,649 3,146,761 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 990,550 65,827 1,671,530 
Transportation 903,218 80,458 512,930 
Communicat ion 
and utilities 1,727,549 99,173 574,280 
Trade 1,730,009 124,951 2,652,166 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 2,687,742 226,082 2,566,845 
Services 2,364,442 304,007 2,501,788 
Public 
Administration 277,346 39,504 293,457 
TOTAL^  21,518,498 2,045,389 29,442,010 
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Table 25. Summary of water intake, use, consumptive use and discharge for 
the reference region in the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 198O 
(millions of gallons) 
1965 
Industry Intake Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 52,443-9 52,443.9 52,443.9 
Mining and 
construction l4,955.0 32,994.9 4,477.6 10,477.4 
Food and 
kindred 80,870.1 127,729-0 5,840.8 75,029.3 
Textile and 
apparel 9,762.6 11,967.5 60.9 9,701.7 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 6,703.5 8,792.3 575.3 6,128.2 
Printing and 
publishing 583.8 1,118.9 47.7 536.1 
Chemicals and 
allied 13,019.1 23,061.7 1,728.1 11,291.0 
Machinery 19,642.0 26,293.3 239.6 19,402.4 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 4o,590.0 74,221.9 3,799.5 36,790.5 
Transportation 1,381.3 1,381.3 126.6 1,254.7 
Coninmnication 
and utilities 291,975-5 314,009-9 3,475-5 288,500.0 
Trade 11,353-8 11,353.8 l,l40.8 10,213.0 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 2,o6l.5 2,o6l.5 227-7 1,833-8 
Services 35,543.5 35,543-5 3,566.8 31,976.7 
Public 
Administration 6,689-3 4,689.3 473.5 4,215.8 
'i'O'J'AL 585,574.9 726,662.7 78,224.3 507,350.6 
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Table 25 (Continued) 
1970 
Industry Intake Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 58,437.7 58,437.7 58,437.7 — — 
Mining and 
construction 18,162.7 40,070.8 5,437.8 12,724.9 
Food and 
kindred 91,740.8 144,898.6 8,532.8 83,208.0 
Textile and 
apparel 10,4l4.2 12,767.6 64.9 10,349.3 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 7,499.9 9,836.8 643.7 6,856.2 
Printing and 
publishing 675.2 1,296.4 54.0 621.2 
Chemicals and 
allied 15,683.5 27,781.3 2,081.8 13,601.7 
Machinery 27,007.6 36,169.7 315.8 26,691.8 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 46,471.6 84,976.9 4,350.0 42,121.6 
Transportation 1,678.3 1,678.3 152.6 1,525.7 
Communication 
and utilities 331,834.5 356,876.9 3,949.9 327,884.6 
Trade 12,624.2 12,624.2 1,289.9 11,334.3 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 2,620.2 2,620.2 289.3 2,330.9 
Services 42,822.6 42,822.6 4,297.4 38,525.2 
Public 
Administration 6,058.7 6,058.7 611.7 5,447.0 
TOTAL 673,731.7 838,916.7 90,509.3 583,222.4 
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Table 25 (Continued) 
1975 
Industry Intake Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 65,196.9 65,196.9 65,196.9 — — 
Mining and 
construction 22,klk.l 49,450.2 6,710.6 15,703.5 
Food and 
kindred 105,264.6 166,258.4 9,790.0 95,474.6 
Textile and 
apparel 11,451.2 14,038.9 71.3 11,379.9 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 8,592.4 11,269.7 737.4 7,855.0 
Printing and 
publishing 798.3 1,532.7 63.9 734.4 
Chemicals and 
allied 19,045.6 33,736.8 2,528.1 16,517.5 
Machinery 36,277.3 48,584.0 424.2 35,853.1 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 53,475.9 97,784.8 5,005.6 48,470.3 
Transportation 1,778.4 1,778.4 161.7 1,616.7 
Communication 
and utilities 386,944.8 4i6,146.3 4,605.9 382,338.9 
Trade 14,422.3 14,422.3 1,449.1 12,973.2 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 3,344.4 3,344.4 369.3 2,975.1 
Cervices 52,384.5 52,384.5 5,256.9 47,128.6 
Public 
Administration 7,890.5 7,890.5 796.7 7,093.8 
TOTAL 789,281.2 983,818.8 103,167.6 686,114.6 
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Table 25 (Continued) 
Industry Intake 
1980 
Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
construction 
Food and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
C ommunication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
Services 
Public 
Admini s trati on 
TOTAL 
72,705.6 
28,188,1 
120,447.6 
12,250.5 
9,484.4 
903.0 
22,623.3 
48,719-2 
58,389.3 
2,256.9 
437,244.3 
16,036.0 
3,992.6 
61,756.5 
10,237.3 
72.705.6 
62.189.0 
190,239.0 
15,018.9 
12.439.7 
1,733.7 
40.074.1 
65,246.7 
106,769.4 
2,256.9 
470,241.7 
16,036.0 
3,992.6 
61,756.5 
10,237.3 
905,234.6 1,130,937.1 
72)705.6 
8,439.3 
11,202.8 
76.3 
813.9 
72.2 
3,003.0 
569.7 
5.465.6 
205.2 
5.204.7 
1.611.3 
440.9 
6.197.4 
1,033.6 
117,041.5 
19,748.8 
109,244.8 
12.174.2 
8,670.5 
830.8 
19.620.3 
48,149.5 
52,923.7 
2,051.7 
432,040.6 
14,424.7 
3,551.7 
55,559.1 
9,204.7 
788,195.1 
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price and income on the water output coefficients. Given that the output 
levels generated by the model are realistic, the use of constant water out­
put coefficients overstates water use since they do not reflect changes in 
technology which are water saving, nor do they reflect changes in the in­
stitutional setting which may be conducive to a reduction in water use. 
Domestic use varied in proportion to changes in the population level. 
Use rates per capita in the base run were based on those used in the frame­
work study of the upper Mississippi river basin. They were assumed to re­
main constant through 198O. Again, the model would easily accommodate al­
ternative rates which are in any way "better" than those used in the base 
run. 
Labor sector 
Tables 26 and 27 show estimated labor supply by age and sex and esti­
mated labor demand by industry for the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 198O. 
Both aging and a shift to heavier reliance on female workers were projected 
by the model. For example, the percentage of workers found in age groups 
(18-2U) and (25-3^ ) increased from 13.5 and l4.3 percent in I965 to 17.2 
and 18.9 percent in 1980. In 1965 female workers provided 27.8 percent of 
the labor force while in I980 they contributed 38.4 percent. In the labor 
age groups (18-24) females contributed 58.9 percent of the 34,134 increase 
between I965 and 1980. Similarly, for labor age groups (25-34) females 
contributed 6l.4 percent of the 45,429 increase between I960 and I98O. 
This result is consistent with the "quasi" full employment situation which 
is projected by the model. In a tight labor market, there is a tendency 
for female labor participation rates to increase. Further evidence of this 
Table 26. Suamary of labor supply for the reference re gion in the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980 
Ago 
Group 
1965 1970 1975 1980 
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 
It-IT 39,466 18,781 39,902 19,272 37,735 18,615 36,052 18,130 
18-24 104,588 63,283 115,587 72,441 119,099 78,898 118,703 83,302 
25-34 129,237 47,744 130,819 54,810 139,628 64,891 146,770 75,640 
35-44 149,487 63,966 137,358 64,068 133,565 69,274 139,149 80,121 
45-'SU 252,958 126,242 247,198 135,266 237,669 143,124 228,763 152,921 
65+ 50,644 24,893 52,764 30,294 53,599 35,823 53,349 41,390 
TOTAI^  726,380 344,909 723,628 376,151 721,295 410,623 722,786 451,504 
T^otal may be more or less than the sum over all groups because of rounding error. 
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Table 27. Summary of labor demand for the reference region in the years 
1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980 
Industry 1965 1970 1975 1980 
Agriculture 180,916 155,716 134,192 115,592 
Mining and 
construction 62,881 70,505 80,330 93,269 
Food and 
kindred 56,353 56,779 57,864 58,807 
Textile and 
apparel 4,458 4,178 4,037 3,795 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 7,131 6,721 6,486 6,031 
Printing and 
publishing 18,334 18,593 19,241 19,049 
Chemicals and 
allied 4,918 4,777 4,677 4,480 
Machinery 75,532 81,135 128,748 166,069 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 50,564 52,640 55,080 54,685 
Transportation 36,266 36,217 31,543 32,902 
Communication 
and utilities 21,526 18,221 15,825 13,319 
Trade 214,473 222,457 237,076 245,900 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 44,859 54,249 65,883 74,835 
Services 218,534 257,188 307,326 353,914 
Public 
Administration 4l,6o8 53,759 70,012 90,835 
TOTAL^  1,038,356 1,093,138 1,218,319 1,333,482 
o^tal •nia/ be more or les? than the sijm over Industrie? because mf 
rounding error. 
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phenomena is provided by the projection of positive net migration of fe­
males in the (25-29) age group since net migration rates are directly re­
lated to independent variables designed to reflect changes in employment 
opportunity. 
In Table 27 total labor demand is shown to increase from 1,038,356 in 
1965 to 1,333,482 in I980. This represents an average annual increase of 
1.6 percent. The range of increase by industry between 1965 and 198O was 
from -65,324 in agriculture to +135,380 in the services industry. Labor 
demand was directly related to realized gross output by industry via pro­
jected worker productivity ratios. Given that projections of realized 
gross output levels were realistic, any error in the projection of labor 
demand could be traced to the worker productivity ratios. Changes in tech­
nology which cause these ratios to differ from those utilized in this base 
run could replace those rates used in the model if new and better informa­
tion becomes available in the future. 
Income sector 
Table 28 shows trends in personal income per capita, per employee and 
per employee by occupation group in the years 1965, 1970, 1975 and 198O. 
Occupation groups professional and technical, farmers and managers, sales 
workers, craftsmen and operatives were above the average per employee for 
all years of the projection while the remaining groups were below it. Per 
capita income was projected to increase to 4,055 dollars by 198O, or 77 
percent above the I965 level of 2,733 dollars. 
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Table 28. Summary of average personal income per capita, per employee and 
per employee by occupation group for residents of the reference 
region in the years 196$, 1970, 1975 and I98O 
Receiving Unit 1965 1970 1975 I98O 
Per person 2,733 3,739 4,3l4 4,855 
Per employee 7,347 9,6l8 10,337 10,997 
Occupation: 
Professional & technical 9,487 12,399 13,374 14,234 
Farmers and managers 8,427 11,014 11,879 12,643 
Clerical workers 5,897 7,707 8,313 8,848 
Sales workers 7,422 9,700 10,462 11,134 
Craftsmen and foremen 9,258 12,100 13,051 13,890 
Operatives 7,698 10,061 10,852 11,550 
Service workers 3,350 4,378 4,723 5,207 
Laborers 4,767 6,677 6,720 7,152 
17h 
Experimental Run 
After completion of the "base run, one of several possible computer 
experiments was conducted with the aid of the model. This experiment in­
volved a selective reduction of the rates of increase in available water 
supply to all manufacturing industries included in the interindustry sec­
tor. In conducting the experiment, it was assumed that water supply made 
available to the manufacturing industries between 1970 and 198O would ex­
pand at a rate which resulted in an implied intake requirement in 198O 
which was 10 percent below the level indicated by the unconstrained base 
run. Thus, under conditions of ceteris paribus the experiment was designed 
to provide an indication of the direction and magnitude of impacts on demo­
graphic and economic variables under circumstances in which the level of 
water availability was reduced below implied "requirements". 
The defense of this experiment rests not by establishing the extent to 
which it may be realistic, but by establishing the extent to which it may 
provide useful information and insight for policy decisions. The simulated 
impacts which result from a reduced water supply were not designed to pro­
vide evidence of the need to expand supplies to meet implied requirements. 
Rather, they were designed to provide insights which would permit decision 
makers to focus on the elements contained under the ceteris paribus condi­
tion imposed upon the model which could neutralize the impact of a limited 
water supply. More specifically, evidence of a potential negative impact 
of limited water supplies to an industry such as food and kindred, may 
stimulate expenditures on research and water management techniques which 
cnulH more than onmpensate for the assumed limitation in supply. 
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Another consideration involves the utility of an experiment of this 
type to provide closer identification of the parties (industries, sectors) 
which could be affected by resource policy decisions. Such information 
should facilitate recognition of what parties should be included to inter­
nalize benefits and costs associated with research on water use technique 
or water development. 
Results obtained from the experimental run were summarized by sector 
and presented in the Tables 38-44 contained in Appendix F. Although a sub­
stantial subdivision of detail by substate areas and over time was avail­
able from model output, the discussion of these results was presented only 
in terms of the reference region and in contrast with the base run output. 
Demographic sector 
Impacts on the demographic sector would have resulted via changes in 
calculated net migration rates for labor active cohorts (4-12) which were 
also partially dependent upon economic factors. In the experimental run, 
total population for the reference area was 2,918,862 in 1975 and 3,020,551 
in 1980. Thus, population was reduced by 8l persons in 1975 and 86 persons 
in 1980. These respective estimates were less than 0.5 percent below those 
of the base run. It may be concluded from this result that restrictions on 
water of the magnitude introduced here and their subsequent influence on 
labor demand have very little effect on population. A summary of popula­
tion estimates consistent with the experimental run are shown in Table 38 
of Appendix F. 
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Interindustry sector 
In conducting this experiment, the output of all manufacturing indus­
tries, 3-9, were subjected to the water constraint as indicated above. 
Under circumstances in which this particular constraint was more limiting, 
in the sense of gross output capacity, then it would cause a direct reduc­
tion in the gross outputs of industries 3-9 and an indirect reduction in 
the other industries. 
A summary of output from the interindustry sector is presented in 
Table 39 of Appendix F. It was observed that gross outputs by industry 
were reduced relative to the base run in 13 of 15 industries in 1975 and in 
all 15 industries by 1980. Only agriculture and mining and construction 
industries were unaffected in 1975. The three industries showing the 
greatest negative impact on gross output in I98O included machinery, food 
and kindred, and transportation with declines of 39.7, 9.5 and 8.1 percent, 
respectively. 
Personal consumption expenditure (PCE), federal governmental expendi­
ture (FuE) and capital accumulation (CA), in final demand, were reduced 
slightly in both 1975 and I98O. This reflected their respective dependence 
on industry investment and on population and income growth which, in turn, 
were reduced by restricting water availability. 
A comparison of water output capacity (OIW) and realized output (OP) 
across industries in 1975 indicated that water supply was directly limiting 
on realized gross output for 6 of 7 industries where the constraint was 
operative and in 6 of 8 in which it was not restricted. In 1980, 3 addi-
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mining and construction, and machinery. This result provided an interest­
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ing demonstration of the indirect impact of water limitation on the expan­
sion of final demand and on industry capital formation. Had these indirect 
effects not occurred, water could have been expected to limit capacity out­
put in only the constrained industries. Further elaboration of the quali­
fications associated with this result and their impact on water use appears 
in the water sector below. 
Capital sector 
Table 4o in Appendix F provides a summary of this sector for the ex­
perimental run. The levels of capital stock (KAP) by industry were reduced 
relative to the base run in 13 of 15 industries by 1975 and in all indus­
tries by 19B0. In the experimental run total investment (IVST) increased 
from 1.479 billion dollars in 197O to 1.635 billion in 1975 and to 1.924 
billion in 1980. Comparable figures for the same years of the base run 
were 1.479, 1.739 and 2,045 billion dollars, respectively. Thus total in­
vestment was reduced in the experimental run by 5.98 percent in 1975 and by 
5.92 percent in I98O. Investment by industry was uniformly lower in the 
experimental run than the base run in 13 of 15 industries in both 1975 and 
1980. The largest percentage reduction relative to the base run was noted 
in the machinery industry at 57.7 percent in 1975 and 43.4 percent in I980. 
However, investment for all industries expanded without exception between 
1970 and 1980, manufacturing industries included. 
Water sector 
Table 4l in Appendix F shows a summary of implied water disposition 
duced for this sector as a result of the experiment because of the con-
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r.tro,ints which were placed on water availability. As expected, water re­
quirement:: by industry for those industries, 3-9, in which water availabil­
ity was restricted, were observed to have water requirements less than or 
equal to the constrained amount. Perhaps more interesting are the implied 
reductions in water requirements (intake) of industries not subject to a 
direct constraint. The implied intake requirement was reduced in all of 
them over the base run. Total intake requirement was reduced by 3-^  per­
cent in 1975 and 5.6 percent in 198O. Undoubtedly, this result suggests a 
more significant indirect impact than would result in a real situation be­
cause of the inability of an interindustry model to depict input substitu­
tion which could result from changes in quality and relative prices; and 
possible changes in technology. Obviously these factors could have a sig­
nificant mitigating influence on the direct and indirect impact of the wa­
ter constraint. 
Other considerations which serve to temper the negative direct and in­
direct impacts of a reduced water supply are contained in the possibility 
of making marginal supply adjustments among the various industries. A sup­
ply reduction (reduced rate of increase) effectuated in this manner would 
result in less severe impacts than a proportional adjustment except in a 
pathologic case where all industries had identical marginal value product 
schedules. It would be interesting to conduct additional experiments in 
whicli water availability was reduced in increments irrespective of industry 
in a manner which maintained equimarginal water values among all industries. 
However, the marginal product schedules associated with the linear industry 
type of analysis.. 
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Labor sector 
Tables 42 and 43 in Appendix F summarize output from the experimental 
run for the labor sector. Reductions in labor demand (RLF) were noted in 
both 1975 and I98O when compared to the base run. Likewise, decreases were 
indicated in labor supply (AM") for the same years. Consistent with indi­
cated reductions in industry gross output, the machinery industry showed 
the greatest absolute reduction by 198O at 66,066 full-time equivalents. 
The extent of the relative convergence of ALF and RLF in the base and 
experimental runs suggests that ALF was not particularly responsive to re­
duced labor demand, at least during the simulated time period. In^ lied un­
employment was increased by 4.5 and 7-5 percent in 1975 and I98O as a re­
sult of the experiment; however, the results of both the base and experi­
mental runs suggested that labor demand would exceed labor supply in 198O 
by 11.9 and 4.4 percent, respectively. These results were not viewed with 
alarm since an implied labor shortage of this magnitude could easily be 
accommodated by slightly higher than projected rates of labor participation 
and/or worker productivity than those used by the model. As in the case of 
water, implied impacts on labor demand associated with constraints on other 
inputs may be overstated by the model. 
Income sector 
Table 44 in Appendix F depicts output from the experimental run for 
the income sector. All gross income magnitudes were reduced as a result of 
the water constraints. A comparison with the base run indicated that per­
sonal income per capita was reduced by 66O dollars or 15.3 percent by 1975 
and by 339 dollars or 7.0 percent by I980. An interesting ,:ontrast was 
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noted in the comparison of average income per employed worker as projected 
by the base run with similar estimates from the experimental run. Income 
per employed worker was higher under conditions of restricted water supply 
for 7 of 8 occupation groups in 1975 and for all occupation groups in 198O. 
Thus, a restriction on water supply was followed by reductions in required 
labor which were disproportionately larger than similarly induced reduction 
in income. 
Spatial Context 
A standardized measure of the variation among selected indices of im­
pact and development was provided by calculating the coefficients of vari­
ation^  for each indicator both within similarly defined areas and among 
apparently heterogeneous sets of areas. Indicators of impact and develop­
ment included those variables listed as row headings in Tables 29 and 30, 
respectively. A data base for these comparisons was provided from histori­
cal and projected phases of base run output for the years I965 and 198O, 
respectively. 
It should be noted thai comparisons drawn here using the 1965 data 
were in no way dependent upon output of the model developed in this study 
since a similar comparison could easily have been made using census data. 
However, it does serve to suggest the desirability of building models which 
have a capacity to depict information in a variety of spatial contexts. 
For example, the comparison of per capita incomes, labor demand, range of 
A^ coefficient of variation provides a measure of relative variation. 
It is commonly referred to as the relative standard deviation and is cal­
culated by divic.ing the standard deviation of a variable by its mean. 
Table 29. Mean values and coefficients of variation for impact indicators for RBH, RBE, EA and CDA 
in the years 19^ 5 and I98O 
1965 
RBH RBE EA CDA 
Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef. 
Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of 
Indicator Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. 
Population 465,205 56.4 465,205 74.0 174,452 66.6 57,325 117.3 
Males 226,718 55.8 226,718 73.9 85,019 66.0 27,367 115.8 
3-19 88,946 57.4 88,946 74.5 33,354 67.9 10,851 121.7 
2d-kk 63,219 57.9 63,219 76.ei 23,707 75.6 8,210 120.9 
45,960 54.2 45,960 71.8 17,235 58.0 5,085 111.9 
65+ 23,596 49.8 28,596 69.8 10,723 53.9 3,218 93.9 
Fenales 238,487 56.9 238,437 74.1 89,433 67.1 29,958 118.6 
3-19 50,043 58.1 50,043 74.4 18,766 68.1 10,627 122.7 
23-44 68,308 60.3 68,308 77.3 25,615 77.2 9,063 131.5 
45-64 48,689 54.1 48,689 72.2 18,258 59.7 5,698 112.1 
65+ 35,751 51.7 35,751 70.7 13,406 57.5 4,568 94.0 
Labor Force 178,548 56.9 178,548 74.7 66,955 69.9 22,966 120.3 
Males 121,063 55.6 121,063 74.0 45,399 65.3 i4,4I9 117.6 
Fenales 57,484 59.7 57,484 76.2 21,557 79.7 8,546 125.1 
Employment 173,059 56.0 173,059 75.4 64,897 69.4 205,631 123.0 
Primary 40,633 41.8 40,633 71.7 15,237 38.8 1,500 132.1 
Manufacturing 36,215 68.0 36,215 77.6 13,580 82.7 5,698 109.0 
Services 96,212 59.1 96,212 78.0 36,079 81.8 13,363 131.1 
Water Intake 97,596 60.4 97,596 78.1 36,599 84.5 12,798 137.8 
(Millions of gallons) 
Personal Income 127,159 40.7 127,159 70.6 47,684 31.5 18,863 39.4 
($10,000) 
Gross Output 241,911 68.3 241,911 81,7 84,342 95.1 26,668 158.7 
($10,000) 
Table 29 (Continued) 
1980 
RBH RBE EA CDA 
Coef, Coef. Coef. Coef. 
Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of 
Indicator Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. 
Population 503,440 69.6 503,440 92.9 188,790 105.5 81,250 158.8 
Males 235,162 68.3 235,162 83.1 88,186 100.9 37,279 155.7 
0-19 82,453 70.2 82,453 84.2 30,919 106.0 13,l40 163.4 
20-kk 69,747 73.8 69,747 90.3 26,155 118.8 11,421 180.4 
k'}-6k 42,115 66.3 42,115 78.9 15,793 88.1 5,937 157.4 
6''}+ 4o,84l 58.0 4o,84i 73.1 15,315 77.0 6,777 105.3 
Fenales 268,278 70.7 268,278 83.9 100,6o4 102.9 44,001 161.4 
0-19 79,923 69.6 79,923 82.6 29,971 102.0 12,574 161.3 
20-hk 81,885 83.0 81,885 95.3 30,706 131.5 13,997 212.5 
k'}-6k 47,827 66.1 47,827 80.3 17,935 87.6 6,784 158.0 
6!)+ 58,639 60.9 58,639 74.9 21,989 80.2 10,669 102.4 
Labor Force 195,715 72.9 195,715 86.9 73,393 111.1 32,424 175.2 
Males 120,464 69.7 120,464 84.7 45,174 103.0 18,605 168.6 
Females 75,251 78.5 75,251 90.9 28,219 124.4 13,819 184.3 
Empiloyment 222,247 64.5 222,247 84.1 83,342 98.1 29,161 163.7 
Pr:Lmary 34,810 54.4 34,810 82.1 13,054 78.0 2,941 207.0 
Manufacturing 52,152 66.2 52,152 84.2 19,557 85.6 5,489 124.7 
Services 135,285 68.4 135,285 86.3 50,732 110.7 20,728 169.1 
Wa'u(;r Intake 150,872 73.6 150,872 85.5 56,577 108.5 19,785 155.8 
(Millions of gallons) 
Personal Income 244,421 40.7 244,421 66.3 91,658 31.5 36,663 80.2 
($10,000) 
GrooS Output 474,694 69.6 474,694 83.1 178,010 106.1 62,253 158.5 
($10,000) 
Table 30. Mean values and coefficients of variation for development indicators for RBH, RBE, EA and 
CDA in the years 19^ 5 and I98O 
1965 
RBH RBE EA CDA 
Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef. 
Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of 
Indicator Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. 
Population Proportions 
Males 4B.8 0.7 48.7 0.5 48.8 0.8 47.9 3.7 
0-19 18.8 5.5 18.6 6.5 18.9 5.7 18.0 8.5 
20-Uh 13.5 6.7 13.2 6.2 13.1 7.2 l4.i 23.4 
k'r^ -6k 10.0 6.9 10.3 8.0 10.2 7.8 9.2 16.4 
6.5 13.7 6.6 16.3 6.5 l4.8 6.5 25.1 
Females 51.2 0.7 51.3 0.5 51.8 1.0 52.1 3.4 
0-19 18,1 6.3 18.0 6.9 18.3 6.2 17.6 8.4 
20-kk 14.3 5.5 l4.i 6.2 i4.o 7.0 14.8 11.5 
k[j-6h 10.7 7.7 10.9 8.4 10.8 8.0 10.4 13.5 
6:H- 8.0 12.2 8.3 13.9 8.0 12.7 9.4 24.9 
Employment Proportions 
Pr;.mary 25.6 24.5 25.4 32.9 27.5 34.6 7.3 34.3 
Manufacturing 19.3 32.9 20.1 42.4 19.2 40.5 29.1 33.2 
Service 55.1 5.7 54.5 5.8 53.3 8.8 63.6 12.2 
Occupational Proportions 
Professional & technical 11.9 12.6 11.0 15.8 11.3 l4.6 15.6 27.0 
Farmers and managers 22.7 19.5 22.8 25.2 24.2 26.7 10.6 8.6 
Clerical workers 13.4 9.7 13.3 10.5 12.9 l4.i 16.3 7.1 
Sal.es workers 7.6 9.5 7.5 9.0 7.5 10.4 8.9 14.7 
Craftsmen & foremen 12.1 9.1 12.0 12.5 11.7 12.8 l4.i 7.2 
Operatives Ik.5 13.0 14.8 17.8 14.5 18.8 17.5 23.9 
Service workers 9.1 6.9 9.0 6.6 8.8 9.8 11.4 16.9 
Laborers 8.7 14.9 8.8 17.8 9.2 20.2 5.2 11.9 
Per Capita Income 3,150.3 40.0 3,571.0 53.3 3,341.6 44.0 — — 
Tab].e 30 (Continued) 
1980 
RBH RBE EA CDA 
Coef, Coef. Coef. Coef. 
Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of 
Indicator Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. Value Var. 
Population Proportions 
Males 46.9 1.7 46.6 1.5 46.8 1.7 45.7 7.5 
0-19 16,0 8.2 15.6 10.8 15.8 5.6 14.5 19.4 
20-44 13.5 9.0 12.9 10.3 12.9 10.1 12.3 37.7 
1+13-64 8.7 10.8 8.9 11.1 9.0 10.3 7.5 18.3 
6!5+ 8.8 l4.8 9.2 17.7 9.0 19.4 11.5 33.1 
Females 53.0 1.5 53.4 1.3 53.2 1.5 54.2 6.3 
0-19 15.5 8.7 15.3 10.3 15.6 9.8 l4.l 14.9 
20-44 15.2 13.7 l4.8 14.7 l4.6 13.3 13.1 23.9 
4?-64 10.0 13.8 10.2 l4.8 10.4 13.1 8.6 16.6 
65+ 12.4 11.5 13.0 17.5 12.7 18.9 18.5 30.9 
Employment Proportions 
Primary 17.3 20.3 16.5 10.3 18.3 32.9 8.1 56.1 
Maaufacturing 23.2 27.6 22.7 33.5 23.5 29.0 22.6 27.2 
Service 61.4 7.2 60.8 5.8 52.2 9.5 69.3 4.9 
Occupational Proportions 
i4.o Professional & technical 15.0 17.7 14.3 17.7 15.4 18.1 17.2 
Farmers and managers 16.6 18.9 16.5 21.7 17.7 25.1 10.4 7.5 
Clerical workers 15.9 9.2 15.7 7.5 15.1 10.4 17.8 11.0 
Sales workers 7.2 13.4 7.0 13.4 7.0 10.9 7.9 17.6 
Craftsmen & foremen 13.5 10.3 13.0 8.0 12.7 9.3 13.9 11.2 
Operatives 16.1 11.4 16.5 12.7 16.1 13.6 14.2 17.8 
Service workers 10.6 11.8 10.2 12.7 10.1 10.5 12.9 8.9 
Laborers 6.8 16.6 6.9 21.2 7.2 20.7 4.6 11.3 
Per Capita Income 6,653.5 67.4 8,055.7 83.9 7,634.4 63.2 - -
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services, etc., among areas makes little sense unless the areas were de­
lineated in a manner which permits the residents of each area approximately 
equal access to them, in terms of costs associated with spatial dispersion 
of the population. Indeed, costs of selected services may be infinite to 
some residents within the context of a hydrologie river basin, although 
the implied per capita availability may suggest otherwise. In contrast, 
water supply and effluent impacts could more realistically be viewed within 
a hydrologie unit or at a point within the hydrologie unit or at a point 
within the hydrologie area. 
A similar set of comparisons based on I98O model output were directly 
dependent on the model. Calculation of the coefficients of variation asso­
ciated with various indicators of impact and development in the terminal 
year of the simulation was designed to provide a means for assessing their 
relative convergence or divergence over time. 
Dnpact indices 
Mean values and coefficients of variation for impact indices are 
listed in Table 29 for substate hydrologie basins (RBH) , economic river 
basins (RBE), economic areas (EA) and critical demand areas (CDA) for 1965 
and 1980. In 1965, the range on these coefficients was from a low of 31.5 
for personal income among EA to a high of 158.7 for gross output among CDA. 
A similar pattern was observed for 198O; however, the range on coefficients 
was somewhat larger, indicating a tendency toward divergence among impact 
indices. 
For RBH the range on coefficients of variation was from 4o.7 to 68.3 
in 1965 and from 4o.7 to 83.0 in 1980. The impact indicator exhibiting the 
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highest relative variability among RBH was gross output in I965 and numbers 
of females aged (20-44) in 1980. In both years, personal income showed the 
lowest relative variability. Among RBE, the range was from 69.8 to 8I.7 in 
1965 and from 66.3 to 95.3 in I98O. The impact indicator exhibiting the 
highest relative variability was gross output in 1965 and numbers of fe­
males (20-44) in 1980. This is entirely consistent vrLth RBH; however, the 
relative magnitudes of the coefficients of variation were higher among RBE 
than in RBH for all indicators in both 1965 and 198O. Lowest relative var­
iability was exhibited by numbers of males aged (65+) in I965 and by per­
sonal income in 198O. Only the first of these was at variance with the re­
sult obtained for RBH, Among EA, the range of indicators for I965 was from 
a low of 31-5 for personal income to a high of 95-1 for gross output. In 
1980, lowest relative variability was associated with personal income and 
the highest with number of females (20-44). Measures of relative variabil­
ity for population magnitudes tended to be lower in EA than in RBE. This 
suggests that "equal" populations may have served as an important delimit­
ing factor in the delineation of Iowa's functional economic areas or EA as 
defined in this study. However, relative variability for population mag­
nitudes was greater for EA than for RBH. This suggests that some poten­
tially useful information may be lost in the process of aggregation if pop­
ulation magnitudes are observed in large river-basin type regions. No en­
tirely consistent picture emerges in contrasting relative measures of vari­
ability for impact indicators among RBH, RBE and EA. Labor force and em­
ployment magnitudes show greatest variability in RBE and least in RBH again 
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because of aggregation. Manufacturing and service employment, water intake, 
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and gross output show highest relative variability among EA and lowest 
among RBH. 
Measures of relative variability were highest for impact indicators 
among CM. This result was expected since no effort was made to stratify 
cities into similar size or functional classifications. In 1965, the range 
on coefficients for CDA's was from a low of 39-^  for personal income to a 
high of 158.7 for gross output. In 1980, the range was from a low of 80.2 
for personal income to a high of 212.5 for females (20-44). No particular 
significance was attached to these results except to note that the extremes 
for relative variability among CM were essentially the same set as those 
noted for RBH, RBE and EA. 
Although not critically analyzed in this study, the striking consist­
ency of some of the extreme indices (highest-lowest) irrespective of area 
type invites further scrutiny. For example, numbers of females (20-44) 
exhibit highest relative variability among each area type considered in 
1980. Among 21 indices considered in 1965 it was fourth, fifth, sixth and 
fourth highest within RBH, RBE, EA and CDA, respectively. These results 
may be explained in part by the relative importance of a rather dispersed 
and homogenous basic employment source (agriculture) in the reference re­
gion and the extent to which service and residentiary type industries 
(prime sources of female employment) tend to be concentrated in the larger 
cities or population centers of the region. Under these circumstances, any 
delineation scheme which resulted in an unequal distribution of population 
centers among areas would produce substantial variability in numbers of 
females (20-4^ !) since a disproportionately large portier, of the total labor 
demand for female labor (service and clerical) occur in the population cen­
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ters. RBH, RBE, EA and CDA located in typically rural portions of the ref­
erence region (state) show disproportionately low proportions of females 
(20-44) while at the same time EA containing large CDA show disproportion­
ately high proportion of females (20-44). In 1965» EA-8 (Des Moines) 
showed 16.5 percent of its population in the female age group (20-24) while 
two southern rural EA, EA-l4 (Creston) and EA-I5 (Ottumwa) showed 12.7 and 
13.1 percent of their respective populations in this age group. In I.98O, 
these proportions were estimated to be 20.8 in EA-8 (Des Moines) and 13.^ -
and 12.8 in EA-l4 (Creston) and EA-15 (Ottumwa), respectively. Similar 
influences probably affect the relative disparity among gross outputs since 
high output producing industries tend to be localized near prominent popu­
lation centers. Extractive industries and agriculture provide counter ex­
amples but their influence will likely be offset by a net tendency to con­
centrate manufacturing and service industries in close proximity to popula­
tion centers. 
Perhaps the most interesting result of this analysis was provided by 
an examination of the extent of variation for coefficients among areas, or 
alternative areal contexts, for a single impact index. For example, con­
sider the implied water intake requirement. In I965, its coefficients 
varied from a low of 60.4 among RBH to a high of 137.8 among CDA. Thus, 
several interpretations of "scarcity" could be generated from the same set 
of data. If surface supplies were expected to supply this requirement the 
most realistic regional context for viewing this indicator was probably 
provided by the RBE because it tends to depict the total requirement within 
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ground water supplies were expected to supply this requirement, a more re­
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alistic areal context was provided by CDA. In considering almost any sin­
gle indicator and perhaps even their combinations, the most useful areal 
context is provided by the smallest areal unit which internalizes the ef­
fects of the indicator under consideration. 
Development indices 
Coefficients of variation for development indices are listed in Table 
30 for substate hydrologie basins (RBH), economic river basins (RBE), eco­
nomic areas (EA) and critical demand areas (CM) for I965 and I9S0. In 
1965, their range was from a low of 0.5 for total male population among 
RBE to a high of 53.3 for per capita income among RBE. As noted for impact 
indicators, the pattern for 198O was observed to be quite similar to 1965 
with consistent increases in the coefficients. 
Examination of the coefficients again revealed that considerable var­
iation among indices of development could be attributed merely to the 
choice of areal context. For example, coefficients for per capita income 
in 1965 ranged from a low of 40.0 among RBH to a high of 53.3 among RBE. 
Thus, considerable latitude was available for persons interested in stres­
sing the relative disparity or similarity of per capita income. Among 
areal contexts viewed in this analysis the EA probably provided the best 
context for consideration of per capita income levels. Reasons for this 
choice have been elaborated elsewhere in the text and by Fox and Kumar 
(26). However, it was interesting to note when CDA are excluded, EA's pro­
vided an areal context in which coefficients of variation were largest for 
13 of 21 indicators considered. Although these EA's only roughly approxi­
mate the functional economic areas proposed by Fox, the result provides 
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strong evidence of their sensitivity to commonly used measures of develop­
ment and apparent desirability as a spatial unit for considering develop­
mental indicators. 
An additional point of interest concerns the relative variability of 
personal income and per capita personal income. In 1965 relative variabil­
ity of personal income was lowest in RBII, EA and CDA; second to lowest in 
RBE. In 1980 it exhibited uniformly lower variability than the other indi­
ces in all area types. In contrast, relative variability of per capita in­
come, as a developmental indicator, exhibited the highest relative vari­
ability in each area type for both I965 and I98O. This suggests that in­
come and population by area tend to be inversely related. A relationship 
of this nature would appear to be entirely consistent with relatively high 
birth rates and low incomes commonly observed in rural areas and relatively 
lower birth rates and higher incomes found in urban areas. 
Although the results presented in this section were less than conclu­
sive, they do suggest how critical the selection of an areal context can be 
in the analysis of regional indices of impact and development. In planning, 
especially for water development, failure to consider alternative areal 
contexts obviously could lead to the generation of misleading information. 
Further, it also suggests that modeling efforts designed to provide infor­
mation for resource planning and assessment of regional development must 
have a capacity to handle alternative areal contexts in a consistent manner. 
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
Political viability and success of private industry are appreciably 
dependent upon their capacity to anticipate and respond to constantly 
changing socio-economic conditions. A prerequisite to improving this 
decision-making capacity is the ability to generate consistent information 
concerning levels and anticipated changes in an assortment of socio­
economic variables which serve as input to the decision-making process. 
Since predictable noncontrolled influences and overt manipulation of an 
economy do occur, an essential feature of any information generation proc­
ess is an ability to provide for ex ante appraisal of these influences. 
Major tasks of this study were: (l) to formulate, assemble, and implement 
a model which described the key relationships among several important socio­
economic variables both within and among logically separable components of 
the reference region's socio-economic structure, and (2) to generate pro­
jective economic and demographic information under simulated exogenous in­
fluences, both controlled and noncontrolled, for a variety of spatial con­
texts within the reference region. 
Summary of Objectives and Procedure 
Specific study objectives and an overview of the procedure followed in 
the study are contained in Chapter I. 
Procedural stages included: (l) identification of major sectors or 
sub-models of a balanced simulation model, (2) selection of specific re­
gional and areal delineations to be used in supplying a data base for model 
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development, (3) implementation of the model for verification and genera­
tion of base run or bench mark series, (4) experimentation with the model, 
and (5) assembly of model output into indices for analysis of socio­
economic impact and development for four selected subarea combinations. 
Sector identification and area delineation 
The first objective of the study required an essentially simultaneous 
development of procedural stages one, two, and three. In addition to the 
theoretical basis provided by economic theory, identification of sectors 
and formulation of the model required knowledge of the types of information 
required by decision makers and the type of regional units to be included. 
However, to construct the model required a real world counterpart to pro­
vide the necessary data base. 
Members of several state and regional governmental units as well as 
federal agency people were consulted concerning kinds of information uti­
lized and desired. Included among this group were the Iowa Natural Re­
sources Council, Iowa Employment Security Commission, Iowa Department of 
Health, Iowa State Coordinating Group for Water and Related Land Resources 
Planning, and the Interagency Study Groups of the Upper Mississippi and 
Missouri Rivers. 
Some obviously similar categories of information were being utilized, 
and although the degree of detail and source differed, most relied upon 
rather detailed estimates of population. Refinements included detail by 
spatial unit, age, sex, income, and mobility. Similar interest was focused 
on magnitudes describing labor supply and employment; annual volume of pro­
duction, sales and income; capital levels and investment rates. Many groups 
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were inclined to place water into a category for special consideration. 
In fact, it was not unusual to find that interests in other magnitudes were 
seemingly secondary or important only as they might have hearing on water 
use. Recognition of these categories provided a limited basis, in addition 
to economic theory, for identifying the sectors or submodels which comprise 
the simulation model. Sectors of the model included demographic, inter­
industry, capital, labor, water, and income. 
Criteria used to identify the several types of regional units used in 
this study are presented in Chapter II. No single regional type was desig­
nated as being most appropriate. However, the nature of the model dictated 
the delineation of a base or reference region and an exhaustive set of 
smaller areas or standard areas which could be used as subarea building 
blocks. Use of the latter delineation provided maximum flexibility in the 
selection of alternative subarea types within the constraints of frequently 
used data series. Four alternative subarea types were examined in the 
study although any reasonable set which could be approximated by aggregat­
ing over standard areas could be assembled without modification of the 
model. EA, RBE, RBH and CDA were deemed useful as alternative spatial 
contexts for the purposes of this study. 
The model 
All of Chapter III and a part of Chapter IV were devoted to a discus­
sion of procedural step three. Discussion in Chapter III was limited to 
setting up the model. An empirical approach to the problem of model build­
ing was taken. Only a limited number of the key relationships within sec­
tors were estimated as a part of the study, but they were assembled by 
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sector from several earlier studies of the Iowa and national economies. 
Prime emphasis was placed on linking various sectors together by indicating 
the information linkage between them. Typically the information generated 
in one sector would provide the input to others both within an annual loop 
among sectors and from year to year in the simulation run. An interindus­
try model provided the single most important set of technical relationships 
describing the economy. Further, it also provided the means to translate 
information outputs from the several sectors into a form such as gross out­
puts, which were utilized as input by several other sectors. 
Major effort was devoted to the assembly of an interindustry model for 
the state, based on secondary data sources. The 1958 interindustry model, 
as developed by QBE and expanded by USDA, provided the basic data source 
for this task. Additionally, a shift-share analysis was applied to employ­
ment in standard areas between the years 1950 and i960. Although not im­
plemented directly, this work provided the basic data used in estimating 
one of two sets of regression relationships. Data of interest from the 
shift analysis were the regional share coefficients and data on employment 
specialization which were utilized as independent variables to explain 
movements in the regional share coefficients, 
A second set of regression equations provided a means for depicting 
the influence on population of changes occurring in several economic loca­
tion variables. Net migration rates were estimated for all labor active 
cohorts of the population. 
It should be recognized that original estimation of all relationships 
irxccrpcrc-tcd in:c the zcdel v.'culd have been zuch beyond the scope snd bud­
get of this study. However, it was developed in phase with several studies 
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which allowed a quasi team approach to model development. Under other 
circumstances this study could not have been carried to completion. 
Model verification 
Model verification was discussed as a prelude to the base run which 
was presented in Chapter IV. A major portion of the relationships included 
in the model were assembled from other studies in which hypotheses sug­
gested by economic theory had been subjected to empirical test in a region­
al or national economy. Under these circumstances verification or addi­
tional testing was deemed appropriate, but not an important part of this 
study. The relationships chosen and logic of their combination provided 
the more important need for model verification. The reader is referred to 
documentation in the original studies and to Chapter III of this disserta­
tion to provide this type of verification. 
A limited comparison of model output with data from the real system 
was possible for the demographic and labor sectors. As a part of the base 
run, between I961 and 1970, output was carefully checked for program errors, 
data errors and model inconsistencies by making comparison with preliminary 
population census data for 1970 and employment estimates based on establish­
ment surveys for 1967. Some obvious problems noted were an inability to 
estimate net migration for college age cohorts in standard areas containing 
a major educational institution and an over-statement of expected dispos­
able income per capita and capital accumulation when gross investment was 
based solely on a history of industry gross outputs. The first problem was 
not considered rerious, but a slight modification was introduced into the 
calculation of net migration for two standard areas without modifying the 
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model. The latter two problems were resolved by placing bounds on indus­
try investment rates. A problem of this nature was encountered by Maki 
et al. (70) in an early study and was resolved in a similar manner. 
A final part of the procedural step three was accomplished by a rerun 
of the model for years 1961-I970. Comparisons with other data available 
from the real system were judged to be sufficiently close to rule out need 
for further model refinement. A base run was completed after making the 
modifications noted above by extending a rerun of the model through 198O. 
Experimentation 
Procedural step four coincided with study objective two and was dis­
cussed in Chapter IV. Although the model was designed to accommodate sev­
eral experiments, this report of the study includes a single one involving 
restricted future water intake to industry. 
The rate of increase in implied intake requirements for all manufac­
turing industries for the years between 1970 azid I98O was reduced by 10 
percent on a purely arbitrary basis. It was assumed that no compensating 
technology would be available to mitigate the impact of such a constraint. 
This simplistic experiment was designed primarily to trace out simulated 
impacts of this constraint on other industries within the interindustry 
sector and on several quantitative indices of impact and development in 
other sectors which were affected in an indirect manner. 
Impact and development indices 
Procedural step five coincided with study objective three. It in­
volved the presentation of an array of indices of impact and development in 
different spatial contexts within the reference region. Summary output 
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from the model was used for this purpose. However, it should be noted 
that treatment of this objective was in no way dependent upon the model. 
Rather, an identification and assembly of these indices provided an inter­
esting complement to the model by suggesting the rather serious misinfor­
mation which can be introduced when socio-economic variables are examined 
within an inappropriate spatial context. It was complementary to the model 
since the model was designed to generate information for a variety of spa­
tial contexts, which permits information to be viewed in a variety of spa­
tial contexts which are deemed most useful for the question at hand. In­
dices were prepared by summarizing base run output of the historical period 
for the year 1965 and for the year 198O from the base run. 
Summary of Results 
This section provides a brief summary of results associated with each 
phase of model development and implementation including verification, base, 
and experimental runs. Additionally it includes a brief summary of results 
obtained in the analysis of impact and development indicators in alterna­
tive regional contexts. 
Verification 
Verification was conducted at three levels. First, assumed relation­
ship among important variables included in the model rested heavily on 
economic theory. Although the quality of this body of theory is uneven, 
it does provide a partially tested set of relationships which can be used 
to organize the model in a logical fashion. Second, in so far as was pos­
sible. relationships suggested by economic theory were either estimated 
directly or were incorporated from similarly based relationships developed 
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in empirical studies of other regional and national economies. Finally, 
model outputs were compared with independent estimates of several output 
variables. Results of this latter type verification are summarized here. 
Model output for the demographic and labor sectors was compared to inde­
pendent estimates and preliminary census estimates for the years I967 and 
1970. Comparisons of estimated total population in 1970 indicated diver­
gence between model output and census estimates of less than 1.0 percent. 
The model estimate of reference region population was 2,812,04$ while the 
census estimate was 2,787,936. Differences between model output and cen­
sus estimates differed by as much as 25.8 percent in some small regions, 
but in all but two cases these differences were less than 12.0 percent. 
Employment estimates generated by the model were compared with two 
sets of independent estimates provided in other projective studies of the 
Iowa economy. In 1967, this comparison indicated that model estimate of 
employment for the reference region was lower than estimates provided in 
the independent study by 4.4 percent. Individual industry estimates dif­
fered by less than 10.0 percent in all but one industry. Comparisons of 
1970 estimates showed results of a similar magnitude. 
Although deemed highly desirable, it was not possible to make direct 
comparisons of model outputs for the remaining sectors because of data in­
sufficiencies in the real system. 
Base run 
The base run consisted of a rerun of the historical phase (196I-I970) 
and its continuation for the years 1971 through I980. Some minor adjust­
ments were incorporated into the model based on first results obtained in 
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the verification process. If the assiimptions of this model are met, refer­
ence area population can be expected to increase to 3,020,637 hy I98O, or 
an average annual percentage increase of O.5 percent. Between I965 &&& 
1980 female population declined in 7 of 16 age groups while population of 
males declined in 9 of I6 age groups. Uniform declines were noted for 
both males and females in the first k cohorts, while uniform increases 
were common to all cohorts greater than 64 years of age. 
Output variables conLained in the interindustry sector increased 
markedly (48 to 1^ 4 percent) between I965 and I98O. Such increases were 
attributable to significant increases in population and income. Compari­
sons of OP and OPD indicated that OPD was limiting in 11 of 15 industries 
in I9Ô5 and in 15 of 15 in 198O. Trends in realized output show increases 
for all industries between 1965 and 198O. 
Changes in the capital stock were uniformly positive for all indus­
tries between 1965 and 198O. Total capital stock was estimated to increase 
by 59 percent over the same period. 
Trends in water intake, use consumption and discharge were shown to 
vary in proportion to realized gross output. Most notable increases in 
implied intake requirement were observed in the construction, machinery 
and finance, insurance and real estate industries. Respective increases 
in these sectors of 88,l48 and 93 percent were indicated between I965 and 
1980. 
In the labor sector, both aging and a shift to heavier reliance on 
female workers was noted. Percentage of workers found in age groups (18-
24) and (25-34) increased from 13.5 and 14.3 percent in 19^ )5 i'O 17.2 and 
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percent in I980. In 1965, female workers provided 27.8 percent of 
the labor force and 38.4 percent in I98O. Labor demand was shown to in­
crease by 2955126 between I965 and 1980 which represents an average annual 
increase of 1.6 percent. 
Income trends were uniformly positive for all occupational groups. 
Per capita incomes were shown to increase by 77 percent between 1965 and 
1980, 
Experimental run 
Results of the experimental run were presented only in terms of the 
reference region and in contrast with output variables from the base run. 
Only very small differences were noted for population between the base and 
experimental runs. Results showed respective decreases of 8l and 86 per­
sons in 1965 and 198O. 
In the interindustry sector, it was observed that realized outputs 
were reduced by the water limitation in 13 of 15 industries by 1975 and in 
15 of 15 by 1980. Industries showing greatest negative impact on realized 
output were machinery, food and kindred, and transportation. Their de­
clines were 39.7, 9-5 and 8.1 percent, respectively. A feed-back impact 
was noted on the PCE, FGE, and CA components of final demand in both 1975 
and in 198O. Other sectors showed reductions of similar magnitude and will 
not be reiterated in this summary. 
Areal context 
Several indicators of economic and social impact and development were 
arrayed in a VEriety of spatia.l contexts. This was done tc demonstrate the 
somewhat misleading results which may be obtained with an arbitrary selec­
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tion of areal contexts and to suggest the desirability of building models 
which have a capacity to depict output variables in a variety of spatial 
contexts. Comparisons of relative variation were made based on calculated 
estimates of coefficients of variation for each indicator within each of 
four area types. These area types included EBH, RBE, EA and CM. 
The results on impact indicators showed that measures of variability 
were inversely related to area size as measured by population. Further, 
measures of the relative variability for population magnitudes were uni­
formly lower in EA than in RBE, but higher than in RBII. This suggests a 
population dominance in the delineation of EA and possibly some loss of 
sensitivity because of the aggregate nature of population data when viewed 
at the river basin level. As expected, CDA showed greatest relative vari­
ability for all impact indicators. Remarkable consistency was noted for 
indicators which provide the extremes in relative variability among all 
regional delineations. Examination of the coefficients of variation for 
development indicators revealed considerable variation among indices which 
could be attributed to arbitrary choice of areal context. Coefficients 
for per capita income ranged from a low of 40.0 percent among RBH to a 
high of 53.3 percent in BBE, for primary employment from 2k.^  percent in 
EBH to 3U.6 percent in EA's, and for managers from 8.6 in CDA to 26.7 in 
EA's. Further it was noted that among RBH, RBE and EA, coefficients of 
variation were largest in EA's for 13 of 21 indicators considered. This 
result provides some indication of the sensitivity of EA's to commonly used 
measures of development. It also suggests an obvious advantage which this 
mental indicators. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section contains a summary of salient features of the model fol­
lowed by a listing of some of its recognized limitations. The section 
concludes with recommendations pertinent to this study and to the conduct 
of future efforts of this type. 
Calient features of the model 
A review of the model suggests the presence of at least six distin­
guishing, although not totally unique, features.^  First, a mathematical 
mode of reasoning or modeling was used. This was designed to facilitate 
achievement of a level of communication required to understand and repro­
duce this research, to utilize the results, and to extend the model into 
other appropriate applications. Modeling has considerable advantage over 
literary modes of analysis since it permits the technical, behavioral and 
definitional relationships, which comprise the model, to be expressed in a 
mathematical language. Given this language, assumptions concerning these 
relationships become explicit and open to scrutiny rather than implicit and 
possibly closed to scrutiny as may often be the case with non-mathematical 
models. 
A second feature of the model concerns its operational characteris­
tics. It is operational both in the sense of being in a form which permits 
its operation on a computer and many of the relationships contained in it 
can be or have been generated from commonly published economic and demo-
M^odels developed by Mullendore (79), Maki £t (70), MacMillan (6o) 
uaJ îiiuiu-ltuâ eu al. (33) each cxhitit sczie of these features. 
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graphic data. This facilitates appraisal of relationships contained in 
the model both in terms of the "reasonability" of model outputs when com­
pared to a real data base and in a statistical sense.^  
A third unique feature of the model concerns the extent of detail 
which it is capable of generating in terms of commonly used economic and 
demographic variables and in terms of the variety of potential spatial and 
temporal contexts provided for these variables. This capability suggests 
many applications for the model where point specific information is desir­
able. For example, information concerning the number of people, their af­
fluence and the level of economic activity by industry would provide very-
useful input for assessing potential waste loads and in designing sewage 
treatment facilities if such information can be identified at a narrow 
point in space, such as a CDA, and at a fairly specific point in time. 
A fourth feature concerns the extent to which area unique differences 
in competitive position, with respect to market access and proximity to 
essential inputs were recognized. Although this effort was not entirely 
successful, the use of shift-share coefficients to disaggregate reference 
area employment estimates did give explicit recognition to this problem. 
Further suggestions concerning this feature are contained below as a part 
of recognized limitations of the model. 
Only a limited number of the relationships were examined as a part of 
this study; rather, they were taken as given from other studies which are 
noted in Chapter III with several notable exceptions. Relationships ex­
amined in the current study included consumption functions, regional share 
coefficients, tax rates, and net migration rates. 
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A fifth feature concerns the explicit recognition given to the re­
lationship between an area's labor requirement and population change. 
This was accomplished by estimating the relationship between net migration 
rates of persons in labor active cohorts and several economic variables 
which would be generated within the model. 
The sixth feature concerns the range of possibilities offered for 
introducing overt manipulation of the model to trace out the impacts or 
alternative futures for a variety of potential changes in exogenous vari­
ables which are assumed to be associated with potential policy changes 
subject to the control of the public sector. The second concern variables 
which currently are uncontrolled, but may be predicted with reasonable ac­
curacy.^  Only the limiting influence of a reduced rate of increase in 
water availability was introduced as an experiment beyond the base run of 
the model. However, several other experiments could easily be conducted 
with the model and have been suggested in the discussion of Chapter III. 
Limitations and recommendations 
Limitations fall roughly into two categories. First are those asso­
ciated with the model as reported here, and second are those concerned with 
data. Recommendations were included as a part of this section since there 
seems to be little point in listing limitations, especially of the model, 
unless in the process of its development something was learned which would 
contribute to future studies. 
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the purposes of this study. 
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Limitations and recommendations pertinent to the demographic sector 
concern the manner in which fertility, death, and selected net migration 
rates entered the model. In addition, attention is focused on methods em­
ployed to generate area estimates of fertility experience and net migra­
tion. First consider that all fertility rates, death rates and net migra­
tion rates for cohorts (l3-l6) for use in years following 1968, entered 
the model as constants based on 1968 experience and did not change through­
out subsequent years of the run. It would seem desirable to see how these 
rates might respond to differing levels of potentially pertinent socio­
economic variables. Obviously such observation would be precluded by data 
insufficiencies or an ability to establish reasonable confidence in any 
assumed relationship between them. However, it seems that this limitation 
was considerably mitigated by designing the model to accommodate any po­
tential array of these rates. Thus the only real restriction concerns the 
inability to make the rates responsive to socio-economic data generated 
within other sectors of the model. This limitation obviously becomes more 
critical in the context of a less developed region where death rates may 
be more volatile. 
A second limitation concerned two data problems. The first of these 
was the availability of data on fertility experience for females in sub-
state areas. It was necessary to assume that the proportion of total live 
births attributed to each fertile age group in each substate area was ex­
actly proportional to the experience of the same age group in the state. 
Thus, given data on numbers of fertile females and live births by area it 
was posslule tc calculate a unique fertility rate fer each area. Only a 
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very minor change in the information categories and format used in compil­
ing vital statistics at the state level could rectify this data problem. 
The second data problem occurred because of the necessity of using the 
residual method for calculation of net migration by area. Information 
supplied by members of the State Employment Security Office suggested that 
much improved data on gross migration could be obtained in years since 
1964 for school district areas. However, a problem remains if county esti­
mates are desired because school district boundaries do not always coincide 
with those of the county. Finally, variables used in estimating regression 
equations of net migration rates for labor active cohorts, were consider­
ably restricted because of the peculiar demands of the model. More specif­
ically, in order to internalize the calculation of net migration rates it 
was necessary to estimate the net migration equations using only those 
variables which could be generated within the model. 
Probably the most obvious extension of the demographic sector would 
include construction of a set of function and area specific demographic 
accounts. Such an accounting scheme should provide very useful information 
concerning demand for public services such as education and manpower train­
ing as well as for private business. The demographic accounting model of 
Stone (93) provides an excellent example of such an application to educa­
tion. 
Limitations of the interindustry sector are several and most pertain 
to the input-output technique when used as a mode of analysis and for pro­
jection. Problems associated with these uses were noted in Chapter III and 
v.'ill net be repeated here. Twn nhvimis possibilities for extending this 
sector have been developed by Barnard (lO) and MacMillan (nO). They con­
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ducted analyses where final demands and primary inputs of the processing 
industries of an input-output model were expanded to generate several so­
cial accounting matrices. The work of MacMillan suggested a means for ex­
tending these social accounting matrices to an exhaustive set of substate 
regions. Either of these extensions would provide an interesting comple­
ment to the interindustry sector of this model. 
Limitations of the capital sector arise from an almost complete insuf­
ficiency of data on capital stock and investment for subnational regions. 
The symmetry of the model and its potential for generating useful qualita­
tive information provided a rationale for its inclusion. The prospects 
for obtaining improved data for future studies remains bleak except for 
the few narrowly based studies on the impact of procurement by the military 
and by water development agencies. 
Several limitations were noted in the labor sector as developed for 
this model. On the supply side, qualification is suggested because of its 
dependence on national trends in labor participation to derive an estimate 
of the available labor force. Free public education and the potentially 
homogenizing effect of mass communication on the attitudes of people sug­
gest that changes in participation rates should be approximately the same 
throughout the nation, given similar opportunities. However, the limita­
tion remains until area unique rates of change in labor participation be­
come available. 
On the demand side, two limitations are noted. These concern the es­
timation of regional (area) share coefficients used in disaggregating re­
quired labor fcr the reference region to «tonrlA-rri areas anc the necessity 
of relying on rational trends in worker productivity. The first problem 
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war. îinticipaLed because of similar difficulties encountered by Holmes (39)' 
Variables assumed to be independent which could be generated within the 
model gave less than satisfactory statistical results for the regional 
(area) share coefficients in several industries. The results of this 
study suggest that future efforts should be directed toward direct estima­
tion of regional production functions.^  
The use of national trends in labor productivity requires strong as­
sumptions concerning the diffusion and adaption rates of technology, in­
vestment rates and mobility of inputs among regions. Obviously these con­
ditions will be violated in most subnational regions and the use of nation­
al statistics become suspect. Future efforts should be directed toward 
direct estimation of regional productivity at several points in time such 
thai rates of change in productivity can be established at the area level. 
Extensions of the labor sector might include some means for assessing qual­
ity characteristics of the labor force. It also would be interesting to 
include with it a normative optimization submodel which would at any given 
point in time select an income maximizing employment route for various seg­
ments of the labor force. 
Limitations of the water sector were noted in Chapter III and in dis­
cussion of the experimental run so they will not be repeated here. Several 
interesting extensions could complement this sector. First, the availabil­
ity of point specific information, both with respect to space and time, 
suggest the [possibility of developing water quality accounts or a quality 
•^ orts and Stein (l6) present an excellent discussion of this topic. 
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of discharge matrix for each industry. Such an effort would necessarily 
involve the demographic interindustry and labor sectors. 
Limitations of the income sector are associated with the need for 
testing some of the hypotheses which have been accepted implicitly or with 
scanty verification for use in this model. More specifically, in this 
study commonly used bases such as industry or class of worker wage rates 
used for calculating income for small areas were discarded. Instead, 
average earnings by occupational group were used at the state level and 
assumed to hold at the area level as well. Although a cross-sectional 
analysis was not conducted because of data problems, a comparison of the 
relative earnings among occupations over time revealed unusual stability. 
Further, it seemed reasonable to assume that variability of earnings by 
occupational group among areas was less than or equal to other commonly 
used labor prices. However, these data and assumed regularities over time 
and space should be subjected to further test. Extension of this sector 
could be accomplished by including social accounts matrices for the primary 
inputs rows of the input-output model contained in the interindustry sec­
tor. 
Simulation techniques are best suited to a particular range of prob­
lems and wholesale recommendation of their use on a full range of problems 
would ignore several qualifications and limitations which should be con­
sidered. As becomes obvious from the discussion above, this type of model 
was applied in the current study because of a desire to treat problems 
where equation sets could not easily be solved analytically. In other in­
stances, the l.:V£l of abstraction vrhich irculd have been re luired to pmpiny 
a more restrictive normative optimization model would have rendered an ele-
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gant but less interesting result. These conditions arise where relation­
ships involved in giving treatment to the problem cannot realistically be 
stated by linear forms or the complexity of the problem necessities eval­
uation of multiple goals or output variables rather than a single objec­
tive function. More specifically, if the researcher encounters a problem 
which requires (l) a capacity to treat a large number of variables, (2) a 
wide variety of linear and non-linear relationships and diverse data types, 
(3) a necessity to include numerous sequential feed back loops, (4) a ca­
pacity to map out the time path of output variables, then simulation may 
provide the most suitable technique. However, problems encountered in 
this study suggest that such a choice should be made only in full recogni­
tion of shortcomings and special problems associated with the technique. 
Although many limitations do not become obvious until a particular 
application is attempted, it is possible to note several general qualifi­
cations . 
1. Cost. Although computer simulation is characterized as a tech­
nique which can generate vast quantities of ex ante planning informa­
tion at a very low cost, this usually assumes that an acceptable model 
is already available. Model development is no small task and usually 
involves several man-years of time, substantial data assembly costs, 
and large blocks of computer time. The high costs of model develop­
ment obviously would preclude their use by small planning entities 
except as their needs might be incorporated within a broader effort 
enjoyed substantial financial support. 
2. Time. The devclojjiucuL of a simulation ~j.cdcl usually requires a 
considerable gestation period. Simulation must be viewed as a con­
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tinuous information generation process which can be expected to im­
prove as knowledge of the system being modeled is expanded. To under­
take the costly and time consuming task of developing a simulation 
model when questions to be considered must be decided in the very 
near term would be impractical for the user and frustrating for the 
model builder. Thus, problems of a short run nature are not usually 
a subject of simulation. Further, some assurance of long run interest 
by the user to justify costs and to permit model refinement and com­
plete application is advisable. 
3. Optimization. Simulation is not suited to the estimation of 
normative optimum in the sense of income maximization or cost minimi­
zation. Successive experiments where controlled exogenous variables 
are altered can be traced in terms of their impact on interesting out­
put (endogenous) variables, but optimization is not implied. Rather, 
the technique produces a description of an abstracted system and ex­
perimentation permits the modeler and user to test the sensitivity of 
assumptions by examining alternative futures. 
In this regard, it should be noted that simulation models are 
usually regarded as "positive" rather than "normative" in nature be­
cause it is a task of the model to describe the system as it exists. 
This is in contrast to a "normative" optimization model which is de­
signed to indicate what "should" be to meet a prespecified objective 
function. However, the users of simulation models should be fore­
warned of the ease with which a model can be "forced" to produce what­
ever result- the mndeier desires. The choice of relationships to in­
clude, operating procedures to evaluate, and the range on exogenous 
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variables to consider, place heavy professional responsibility on 
both the modeler and the model user to avoid personal bias. 
4. Continuity. As noted under the consideration of time in model 
development simulation modeling should not be undertaken without ade­
quate assurance of continuity of its further refinement and use be­
yond initial development. To develop a model is edifying for the 
model builder but it must be implemented to be useful for its intended 
purpose. Therefore, it is advisable that modeling be initiated as a 
team approach to the treatment of a problem area. Further, the qual­
ity of the model will usually be enhanced if a provision exists for 
frequent interaction between user and model builder throughout the 
development stage. It is not unusual to find complex simulation 
models developed in isolation from the ultimate information users 
which fail to address interesting questions at a level of resolution 
that is helpful to the user. Obvious trade-offs exist between objec­
tive positive modeling and continuity and effective implementation. 
5. Problem formulation. Successful modeling avoids the cumbersome 
problems of trying to provide all things for all potential users. 
Since simulation can accommodate a very large variety of variables 
and relationships there is often a tendency toward information over­
load. As with any scientific investigation, the best treatment of 
the problem is obtained when the problem area or specific objectives 
of research are carefully delineated. It is doubtful that simulation 
provides any exceptions. Efficiency considerations favor selection 
of the fewest number of variables and relationships which give ad­
equate explanation to the problem at hand. It is advisable to let 
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the specific goals or questions asked to delineate the system and the 
relationships to he considered within it. To build in a capability 
for consideration of peripheral questions, only complicates model 
development, increases computational costs and may distract the user. 
6. Data base. A common problem encountered in most research is 
found in data availability and procurement. Although some modelers 
rely heavily on intuition and the seasoned judgment of "experts" to 
obtain model relationships, most large simulation models rely on a 
substantial data base. The non-existence of a complete data base 
should not preclude a simulation modeling effort, but its presence 
should enhance the quality of the model developed. To develop a model 
without a data base places a much heavier burden of judgment on the 
modeler and user since it is not possible to test the significance of 
postulated relationships. Further, model validation would be limited 
to some criterion of reasonability rather than direct comparison with 
the data generated in a real system. 
2lk 
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Table 31. Code numbers and names for 120 standard subareas^  
Code Number-Name Code Number-Name Code Number-Name 
1-Adair Ul-Hancock 8l-Sac 
2-Adams Ii2-Hardin 82-Scott XIO8 
3-Allamakee U3-Harrison 83-Shelby 
ii-Appaaoose iii^ -Henry 8)4-Sioux 
5-Audubon US-Howard 85-Story X103 
6-Benton U6-Humboldt 86-Tama 
7-Black: Hawk X3.G2 17-Ida 87-Taylor 
U-Boone XlOii lit^ Iowa 88-Union 
9-Bi'enier Jackson 89-Van Buren 
10-Buchanan 50-Jasper X117 90-wapeiio xn? 
11-Buena Vista 5l-Jefferson 91-¥arren 
12-Butler 52-Johnson Jll? S'2-¥ashington 
13-Calhoun 53-Jones 93-Wayne 
lb-Carroll SU-Keokuk 9L-Webster XUO 
15-Cass 55-Kossuth 95-Winnebago 
16-Cedar 56-Lee mi, X113 96-¥inneshiek 
17-Cerro Gordo 57-Iinn XLOO 97-Woodbury X120 
l8-Cherokee 58-Louisa 98-Worth 
l^ -Chickasaw 59-Lucas 99-¥right 
20-Clarke 60-Lyon 100-Cedar Rapids 
21-Clay 6l-Madi3on 101-Des Moines 
22-Clayton 62-Maiaaska Xll8 102-¥aterloo 
2>Clinton X106 63-Marion 103-Ames 
2i4-Crawrord ôU-Mar shall Xllii lOli-Boone 
2i>-Dallas 65-Mills 105^ Burlington 
26-Davis 66-Mitchell 106-Clinton 
2 7-Decatur' 67-Monona 107-Council Bluffs 
28-Delaware 68-Monroe 10 8-Davenport-Bettendorf 
29-De s Moines XIO^  69-Nontgoniery 109-Dubuque 
30-Dickinson 70-Muscatine Xll6 HO-Ft. Dodge 
31-Dubuque X109 71-0'Brien 111-Ft. Madison 
32-Eminet 72-Osceola 112-Iowa City 
33-Fayette 73-Page 113-Keokuk 
3b-Floyd 7U-Palo Alto HU-Marshalltoxm 
35-Sranklin 75-Plymouth ll5-Mason City 
36-Fremont 76-Pocahontas 116-Muscatine 
37-Greene 77-Polk XlOl 117-Newton 
38-Grun.dy 78-Pottawattamie X1G7 118-Oskaloosa 
3?-Guthrie 79-Poweshlek 119-Ottumwa 
ijO-Hamilton 80-Ringgold 120-Sioux: City 
t^andai'd areas with code numbers 100-120 are critical demand 
areas (CDA.) « 
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Table 32. Code nimber, name and standard area composition for l6 
economic areas& 
Code Number-Name Standard Area Numbers 
1-Sioux City l8, kl,  60, 67, 75, 8k,  97,  120 
2-Spencer 11, 21, 30, 32, 71, 72, 7k 
3-Mason City 17, 3k,  35, Ul, 55, 66, 95, 98, 115 
Waterloo 7, 9, 10, 12, 19, 33, 38, 102 
5-Decorah 3, 22, kS, 96 
6-CaiTon 5, lii, 2k,  37, 39, 8l 
7-Ft. Dodge 13, W, ^6, 76, 9k,  99,  110 
8-Des Moines 8, 25, 50, 61, 63, 77, 85, 91, 101, 103, lOU, 117 
9-Marshallto-wn k2,  6k,  79,  86, Hit 
10-Cedar Rapids 6, 16, kQ, 52, 53, 57, 92, 100, 112 
n-Dubuque 28, 31, k9,  109 
12-Davenport 23, 70, 82, 106, 108, II6 
IlUGouncil BluiTc 15, 36, k3,  65, 69, 73, 78, 83, 107 
lii-Creston 1, 2, 20^  27, 80, 87, 08 
15-ùttuxnva i;, 26, 5l, Bk, 5P, 62, 68, 89, 90, 93, 118, 119 
16-Burlington 29, Ut, 56, 58, 105, 111, 113 
(CM). 
S^tandard areas %d.th code numbers 100-120 are critical demand areas 
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Table 33. Code number, name and standard area composition for 6 
economic river basin subareas^  
Code Number-Name Standard Area Numbers 
1-Des Moines (RBE) ii, 5, 8, 13, Hi, 2h-26, 31, 39, hO, h6, 50, 51, 51;, 
59, 61-63, 68, 76, 77, 81, 85, 89-91, 93, 91;, 99, 
101, 103, loi;, no, n7-ii9 
2-Skunk (IffiE) 29, m, 56, 58, 105, ni, 113 
3-Iowa-Cedar (KDE) 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 33-35, 38, ll, 
52, 53, 55, 57, 61;, 66, 79, 86, 92, 95, 98, 
102, 112, nii, n5 
1:2, 
100; 
1;8, 
I|.-Eastern (ifflE) 3, 22, 23, 28, 31, 1;5, 1;9, 70, 82, 96, IO6, 
109, n6 
108, 
5-Westem (RBE) 11, 15, 18, 21, 30, 32, 36, i;3, 1;7, 60, 65, 
71-71;, 78, 83, 81;, 97, 107, 120 
67, 69, 
6-Sou.thern (KBE) 1, 2, 20, 27, 80, 87, 88 
S^tandard areas 'with, code numbers 100-120 are critical demand areas 
(CM). 
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Table 3h. Code number, name and standard area composition for 6 
hydrologie river basin subareas^  
Code Numbers-Name Standard Area Numbers 
1-Des Moines (lŒH) 8, 11, 13,  Ih,  20, 25, 26, 32, 37, 39, &0, ii6, 55^  
S6, $9, 61, 63, 68, 7^ , 76, 77, 8l, 89-91, 9it, 99, 
101, 110, 111, 113 
2-SIcunlc OîJ3Il) 2y, 50, 51, 51, 62, 35, 92, 103, 105, 117, 118 
>Iowa-Cedaf (Ifflll) 6, 7, 12, 16, 17, 3^ , 35, 3», U, 1:8, 52, 57, 
58, 6!i, 66, 70, 79, 86, V5, 98, 100, 102, 112, 
111-326 
ii-Eastern (lîBH) 3, 9, 10, 19, 22, 23, 28, 31, 33, 15, l9, 53 , 82, 
96, 106, 108, 109 
W^estern (RBH) l8, 21, 2k,  30, h3, hî ,  60 ,  67, 71,  72 , 75, 8i|, 
97, 107, 120 
6-Southern (RBH) 1, 2, h, 5, 15, 27, 36, 65, 69, 73, 80, 83, 87, 
88, 93 
Standard areas mth code numbers 100-120 are critical demand areas 
(cm). 
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Table uLandai-d. industrial classification of indusliâes used in cm-rent 
study compai'cd io industries contained in the 98 sector U. S. 
ûnpul-out-puL iiiodol^  
SIC Code 
(%-digit) ilescripld on 
Iowa 
Number 
U.C. 
Numb Cl-
Ai^ 'iciLLtiu'c 1 1-19 
Mining and 
construction 2 20u25, 26%, 27 
Food and 
kindred 3 29 
Textile and 
apparel 4 31-34 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 5 35-38 
ft'inting and 
publishing 6 4i 
(Chemicals and 
allied 7 42-45 
Machinery 8 5U-73 
Oi'hei' and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 9 20, 30; 39, 40, 46-52, 
53%, 54-57, 74-79, 9% 
Transportati on 10 GO 
Goiiimiinication 
and utilities 11 81-85 
Ti-ade 12 86 
Ul, 02, 07 (ex. 0713), 
OO, 09 
10-17 
0713, 20 
22, 23 
21, 25 
27 
28 
35, 36 
19, 21, 26, 29-33, 
37-39 
U0-i;2, l;l;-ii7 
48, 49 
50, 52-57, 59 
soci-or iiUHlol ii: based on l!-*!'!' O.B.E. Model of the U. S. economy. 
T^nrl II!:'! nn of thc-no :itRTnr. reotiiT-nd an adjustment :in the emnlovment 
classificc.l-ion in Lhe base year. 
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Table 33' (Continued) 
.^ loua U.S. SIC Code 
escripoion ]^ îjinber Number (2-digit) 
ilnsiu-ancc and 
real esta l e IJ MU 60-6? 
Llez-Vicoc lit 9Y YO, 72, 73, 75!, 76, 
7%-n6, 89 
Public 
Administration 15 96 91 (ex. 9190), 92, 93 
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EQUATIONS OF ^  MODEL 
Demographic sector equations 
120 2 16 
1. (TPOP)t = E L Z (POP)pga 
r=l s=l a=l 
2. (POP)  ^ = (POP)^ "^  - D + (NM)5 + (GI)^  - (GO)^  
rsa rsa rsa ksa rsa rsa 
a=2,....16 
3. (POP)J^ , - (POP)J;J + 
4. - <P0P)J;1 * (DR)°^  ^
t—8)« « • > 20 
5" = <sa / 
t-7 
6. (NM)^  = (POP)t"l * (NMR)^  
rsa rsa rsa 
a=4 16 
7. + tis, * + bzsa " + "ssa * + \sa* 
(ss) r' 
a=4,.... 12 
9+a 
8. (NM)j3a - * <K2y * [<™4y-a + - a+1 ] 
3=1,2,3 
9. CSR)°, = I 1 - (DR)°. * 5I 
Si I SI J 
23h 
10. (SR),i = -
11. (SR)°_ = {l -
S3 - V 
(DR)^ 2 * 5 
(DR);, * 5 
Jj 
} * 
(SR) 
(SR) 
si 
s2 
12. (NMR) ^  = NMR° 
rsa rsa 
13. 
a=13,.... 16 
(C:)rs. • (POP),;!-! ' 5 
14. 
a=2,....16 
«=0)^ 33 = / 5 
a=l,....15 
15. (G0)rsl6 • ° 
16. (LB)^ , = (POP);;! * (FR)°^  ^
t—8,w # #. 20 
17. (FR)°,y . / (P0P)^ 2y 
t=7 
Interindustry sector equations 
18. (OPD)t = (AINV)°^  * (FD)J 
19. (FD)J = (PCE)^  + (CA)^  + (EX)J + (FGE)J + (SLGE)^  
20. (PCE)^  = (DC)? * (CPC)t * (TPOP)^  ig 
21. (CPC)^  = EXP f(C)° + (E)° * (CPC) 
g I g g 
t 1 
22. (CPC)^  = (C)° + (PC)° * (EYDPC) 
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23. (CA)^  = (DK)°j * (IVST)J 
24. (EX)J = (GEX)^ j ** t * (EX)° 
25. (FGE)J = (FGIP)° * (FGE)^  
26,  
27. 
(FGE)^ = ^(GFGE) ** t * (FGEPC)° * (TPOP)^  
(SLGE)J = (SLIP)° * (SLGR)t 
28. (SLGR)*^  = K ^ (YTX)t * (YP) + (STX)° * (OAG) + (PTX)° * (KAG) 
t = 8,9,. . ... 20 
29. (YTX) = R + RT * t 
t = 8,9,. . . ., 20 
R = .00756668 
RT = .00033992 
Capital sector equations 
30. (IVST)J = (EKAP)^ ''"^  - (KAP)^ "^  + (DPR)_ * (KAP)J"^  
31. (EKAP)^ '"'^  = (KOP)°j * (GOP)J^  * (OP)J"^  
32. (GOP)_ = (OP)J'^  / (OP)J"~ * .75 + (OP)J"^  / (0P)t"3 * .25 
33. (KAP)^  = (KAP)J'^  + (IVST)J (DPR)° * (KAP)J"^  
34. (OPK)^  = (K0P-1)_ * (KAP)J 
236 
Water sector equations 
35. = (W0P)°^  * (OP)J 
36. (OPW)^  = (WOP"^ )°j * (SWS)J 
37. (SWS)J = (GWS)°j ** t * (SWS)° 
00
 
(WP)iur = (WOP)°^  * (OP)t^  
39. (°P)ir = |(RLF)J^ / (SRLF)J * (OP)J 
40. (DMWR)J = (WUPC)° * (POP)^  
Equations of the labor sector 
41. (OP)^  = MIN (OPD)J , (OPK)J . (OPW)J 
42. (D)., . (A)., + (B),, + (C),, 
ir 
<«ir 
<«ir = I Ï. à ®>ir ' / Z Z (E)°, 
i r 
44. ( « ) , , - [ z  / 1  ( <  
45. (C)tr = [ a (E)°;'/ (E)°j  - (B)., 
46. (ALF)^  = I Z Z 
r a m  
47. (ALF)j^  = Y. Z (ALF)J' 
s m 
48. (ALF)^  g  ^=|(P0P)^ g2 * 0.2 + (POP)^ ^^  * 0.6]* (LFPR)^ ^^  
rsm 
rsm 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
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(ALF) 
(ALF) 
(ALF) 
(ALF) 
(ALF) 
rs2 
t 
rs3 
rs4 
rs5 
rs6 
= [(POP)Jg^  * 0.4 + (P0P)^ g2 * 1.0] * (LFPR) t 
rs2 
f ^  (POP)^  * (LFPR) 
I ) rsa 
la=6 
(POP)rsa * 
L a=8 
rs3 
rs4 
l" (fOP)rsa 
La=10 
l' ('«''rsa 
a=14 
* (LFPR) 
rs5 
* (LFPR) 
(LFPR)^  = f(GLP)° * * cl * (LFPR) 
rsm L sm J 
rs6 
o 
rsm 
(ALF) 
rs Z 
(ALF) 
_ rsm 
m 
(ALFOC)^  = (OCP)° * (ALF)^  
so so s 
(RLF)J^  = (RLF)^ ^^  + (RLF)^ ^^  * [(SGC)^  + (IMC)^  + (RSC)^ j^ 
(SGC)^  = [(RLF)^  / (RLF)^ "1] - 1 
(LMC)^  = [(RLF)J / (RLF)t-l] - (SGC)^  
(RSC)J^  = (EP)^ '^  + bg (EM)t-l + b^  (ES)^ -^  + 
(PCP)J + b^  (LD)° + b^  (SD)° 
r = 1, 2, . . . . ,99 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
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(RSC)J^  = (EP)t-l + + b^  (ES)^ "^  + b^  (PCP)t + 
b^ (SMSAD)° 
r = 100, 101, . . . .,120 
(NEE)^ = r (RLF)J_^ - r (RLF)J;" 
I 1 
(SGC)^  * ^  (RLF)^ l^ 
(SRLF)J = (0PE"^ )tj * (OP)tj * (OP)t 
^ (RLF)= (SRLF)J 
(EP)^  = £ (RLF)t^  / 
i=l 
15 
z 
i=l 
(RLF)^  ^
15 , 
Z (RLF),, 
1=1 
(EM)^ = - (RLF)/ 
i=3 
(ES)^  =  ^(RLF).^  /  ^(RLF). 
(PCP)^  = 
1=10 i=l 
I I 
ir 
I 
a s 
(POP) t-r  
rsa 
' L 
a s 
(POP) t-1 
rsa 
(OPE)^j = [(GCE)^J * * tj * (0PE)° 
(SRLF)^  =  ^(SRLF)t 
i 
(lUR)^  = 1 - [(SRLF)^  / (ALF)^ l 
(SRLFPC)^  = (OCPR)° * (SRLF)^  lO lO 1 
(SRLFPC)^  =  ^(SRLFOC) 
74. (lUROC)^  = 1 - [(SKLFPC)*^  / (ALFOC)*^  ] 
O I O O J 
Income sector equations 
75. (YP)t = [(VA) / (VA)*^ '^ ] * (YP)^ "^  
t = 8, 9, . . . ., 20 
76. (VA) =  ^(VA)^  
i=l 
77. (VA) J = (V,\OP)° * (OP) J 
78. (YD)^  = (YP)^  - [(SYTX)^  + (FYTX)^ ] 
79. (SYTX)^  = A^  + [(Rg * t) * (YP)^ ] 
A^  = 0.00756668 
= 0.00339924 
80. (FYTX)^  = Ag + [(R^  * t) * (YP)^ | 
A = 0.07973841 
R, = 0.00062084 
4 
81. (YDPC)^  = (YD)^  / (TPOP)^  
82. (YPPC)^  = (YP)^  / (TPOP)^  
83. YWOC^  = (RLFOC)^  * (RYWOC)° 
o o o 
84. (XW)*^  = (YWOC)^  /  ^(YWOC)^  
o o o 
o=I 
2k0 
85. (TYPOC= (YW)^  * (YP)^  
86. (AVYPOC)^  = (TYPOC)^  / (RLFPC)^  
87. (RLFOC)= (OCPR)°Q * (RLF)^  ^
88. (RLFOC)(RLFPC) 
i=l 
89. (YPOC)^  = (RLF)^  * (AVYPOC)^  
or or o 
90. (AYP)^  = (YPOC)^  
r ) or 
<»=!  
2kl 
COMPUTER PROGRAM W TIE MODEL 
DIMENSION R(120, 9) ,S(6,18» ,SR(2,3),T(19, 11,32),Z(30,231,P(2,4,120) 0010 
DIMENSION NR(2,120),XXP(120,14),XXB(120, 32) 0020 
on 956 1=1,120 0030 
XXf>( I ,13)=0.0 0040 
XXP(1,141=0.0 0050 
DO 955 J=l,9 0060 
955 R(I,JJ=0.0 0070 
956 CONTINUE 0080 
DO 2 1=1,19 0090 
DO 2 J=l,ll 0100 
DO 1 K=l,32 0110 
1 T(I,J,K)=0.0 0120 
2 CONTINUE 0130 
DO 4 1=1,30 0140 
DO 3 J=l,23 0150 
3 Z(I,J)=0,0 0160 
4 CONTINUE 0170 
IX=l 0180 
IP=0 0190 
IR=10 0200 
IT=12 0210 
11 = 4 0220 
CC=0.0 0230 
TX=1.0 0240 
X=0.0 0250 
DD=0.0 0260 
N=11 0270 
READ IN DATA FOR BLOCKS 1 AND 2 0280 
READ(5,48)<Z(1,J », J=l,12» 0290 
48 FORMAT(lOX,6(F8. 5, 2X)/10X, 6(F8,5,2X)) 0300 
NMR EQUATIONS 0310 
DO SOI 1=1,18 0320 
READ(5,5MS( J,n f J =1 ,6» 0330 
5 F0RMAT(8X,6(FIO. 6, 2X) ) 0340 
801 CONTINUE 0350 
SR 0360 
READ(5,6){(SR(I, J) ,J=1,3), 1=1,2) 0370 
o o o o 
O 00 M* »-• o o O UJ #-« o o vO 00 vn -J O o 
^ m 73 o o o r>J o -n ys TJ -n 
m Tî m o o II  ^A ^  Il O II o m o CD o  ^^  ^  II o o m o O — O O m o o 
\> ^  m Z 2 f ^ f " 7 : u ) w w w ( - O ;o > z o» u) ro ro -XJ > Z JS 73 > •o 7> 
O ^  -4 -4 <* %# + 1 3: o 1-" —1 -4  ^ c. vO :e o f -H « 00 2 o z 
 ^X 1 M4 H-4 W >—« t-« I I I I ?C o > ^  i-* >—l »—< * > O Z O > —• > 
VJ1 1 Z 2 o -4 vjn 'Z. — f\> <_ -4 U1 Z 1 U1 -H U1 H 
• *  M *  o  C  C C -  t - I-* r- t-  ^*# M"4 c  c _  II »—4 C  » - «# 
>-• <—» c m m + — -4 •» + —' c_ IVJ o II m + -  ^+ » 1 M rv) 00 II m — 00 !-• U) M* H» Il — Il Il II o o LO •-• Il »-• Il •« o  —  w Il II X — O 
—' N 1 — O Il -1 O -4 X M" « — o o* H H» X ^  4  rx f* X 
Il • Il • — —> O " -4 l-« 00 -» 
 ^M o  o  o  —• UJ II  ^ »-» f  o  o o (1 u> O ^ w  -n — u) 
 ^fV) m •  OJ < -4 - VJ» ro H •  H  - ro w - rvj 0 t-" Tt 
o  - #  M  ^  -n — o  < —  M  Tl - z # •• *-» 
1 w -  ^- r\) VJl > w -» U 1  1 O V*) O M "  >  M •• C- • •• - •  ' O  t-* «« •  
m y-* •—4 • o •-« o c- U1 
«• T3 - > ! + • •   ^— + 
•- H C_ L .  ro •« H s* 
M 1 + -  ^ + — + o  c _  7: O 
»-» -4 M» — X II !-• II X 
m C. - t-» »-• 
I-» (/) f- — Il »-• « w •« 
nj •* — ro w w 
o a» w (_ — n ro ro 
< t-" *ji — 
C. U1 •  
x> 
m 
o 
O 
z 
ro 
O 
X 
00 
-n 
vj» 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  
f^wr\)i-'o,0a)-4Oai->WN*-'OO(D^o 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  
*ji^u»MH«Ovûœ^ovn-f'i*»fvJMo«ûoo 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  
13 FORMAT!8X,8F9.1) 0750 
READ(5,800)((R(I,J),J=4,5),1=1,120) 0760 
300 F0RMAT<50X,F9.0,llX,r9,0) 0770 
READ(5,602I((NR(I,J),J=1,120),I=1,2* 0780 
602 FORMAT;80I1/40I1/10X,70I1/10X,5011) 0790 
DO 303 1=1,120 0800 
R(I,2»=NR(l,n 0810 
303 R<1,3)=NR(2,I) 0820 
C NMR 0830 
DO 650 J=1,4 0840 
DO 650 1=1,2 0850 
READ(5,15)(P(I,J,Ki,K=l,120) 0860 
15 F0RMAT(7<F7.4,3X)» 0870 
650 CONTINUE 0880 
C FR 0890 
14 READ(5,16)(T(6,3,KI,K=3,12) 0900 
READ<5,16)(T<6,3,K),K=19,28) 0910 
16 F0kHAT<14X,4(F8.5,6X1,F8.5/14X,4(F8.5, 6X) , F8.5) 0920 
1=4 093 0 
306 DO 18 J=l,4 0940 
DO 17 K=l,2 0950 
T(5,I,J+12)=P(1,J,IX) 0960 
T(5,I,J+28)=P(2,J,IX) 0970 
17 CONTINUE 0980 
18 CONTINUE 0990 
XXP(IX,13)=0.0 1000 
XXP(IX,14)=0.0 1010 
DO 19 K=4,12 1020 
T<5,I,K)=S(l,K-3)+S(2,K-3l*R(IX,l)+S(3 ,K-3 )*R(IX,2)+S(4,K-3I* 1030 
IR{IX,3I+S{5,K-3»*R(IXt4»+S(6,K-3)*R(IX ,5) 1040 
IF(N-6)1200,1200,19 1050 
1200 XXB(IX,K)=T(5,I,K) 1060 
19 CONTINUE 1070 CO <\j o
 
(M II O 
(M O
 
o
 1080 
T{5,I,K)=S(1,K-10)+S(2,K-10)*R(IX,1»+S(3,K -10)*R(IX,2)+S<4,K-10) 1090 
1*R(IX,3)+S(5,K-10)*R(IX,4)+S<6,K-10)*R(IX, 5) 1100 
IF(N-4)1201,1201,20 1110 
1201 XX8(1X,K)=T(5,I,K) 
:!0 CONTINUE 
DO 1-060 K=4,12 
SM=XX6(IX,Kr*.02 
RM=XXB(IX,K)-T(5,I,K) 
SMM=ABS(SM) 
RMM=ABS(RM| 
IF(SMM-RMMI1061,1060,1060 
1061 IF(RM)1063,1060,1062 
1062 T(5,I,K)=XXB(IX,K)-<SMM) 
GO TO 1060 
1063 T(5,I,K)=XXB(IX,Kl+(SMM) 
1060 CONTINUE 
DO 1065 K=20,28 
SM=XXB(IX,K)*.02 
RM=XXB(IX,K)-T(5,I,K) 
SMM=ABS(SM) 
RMM=ABS(RM) 
IF(SMM-RMM)1066,1065,1065 
1066 IF(RM)1067,1065,1068 
1068 T(5,I,K)=XXB(IX,K)-(SMM) 
GO TO 1065 
1067 T(5,I,K)=XXB(IX,KI+(SMM) 
10,= 5 CONTINUE 
DO 21 K=4,16 
T(5,I + 1,K)=T(5,I ,K) 
:?1 T(7,I,K»=T(1,I-1,K)*T(5,Î 
DO 22 K=20,32 
T(5,I+l,Kt=T(5,I,K) 
22 T(7,I,K)=T(1,I-1,K)*T(5,I,K) 
DO 24 K=l,3 
X=0.0 
LL=K+19 
KK=K+25 
KL=K+19 
DO 23 M=LL,KK 
IN=(M-K)-16 
1 1 2 0  
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180  
1190 
1200  
1210 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480 
23 X=X+(2.5*T(7,I,M)*(T(6,I-1,INI+T(6,I-1,IN+1))I 1490 
T(7,I,K)=SR(1,K)*X 1500 
24 CONTINUE 1510 
DO 26 K=17,19 1520 
X=0.0 1530 
LL=K+3 1540 
KK=K+9 1550 
DO 25 M=LL,KK 1560 
IN=(M-K)+16 1570 
25 X=X+(2.5*T(7,I,M)*(T(6,I-1,IN)+T(6,I-1,IN+1))) 1580 
T(7,I,K)=SR(2,K-16)*X 1590 
26 CONTINUE 1600 
DO 27 K=l,32 1610 
IF(N-1111400,1401,1401 1620 
1^01 T(8,I,K)=T{8,I-1,K) 1630 
GO TO 27 1640 
1^00 T(8,I,KI=T(2,!-1,K)/T(1,I-1,K» 1650 
27 CONTINUE 1660 
T(1,1,1)=T(1,1-1,1)+T(3,1,1)-T{2,1,1)+T(7,I,1 ) -T(1,1-1,1 ) / 5.0 1670 
T(1,I,17I=T(1,I-1,17I+T(3,I,17)-T(2,I,17)+T(7,I,17)-T<1,1-1,17)/ 1680 
15.0 1690 
DO 31 K=2,15 1700 
T(1,I,K)=T(1,I-1,K)-T<2,I,K)+T<7,I,K)+(T(1,I-1,K-1)/5.0I-(T(1,I-l, 1710 
1K»/5.0J 1720 
T(1,I,K+16)=T<1,I-1,K+16)-T(2,I,K+16)+T(7,I,K+16)+(T(1,I-1,K+15I/ 1730 
15.0»-T(1,I-1,K+16)/5.0 1740 
31 CONTINUE 1750 
T(i, 1,16 1,1-1 ,16)-T( 2,1,16)+T( 7, 1,16 ) + (T( 1,1-1,15)/5.0) 1760 
T(l,1,32)=T(1,1-1,32)-T(2,1,32)•TC7,1,32)+(T(1,1-1,31)/5«0) 1770 
IF(N-10)1050,28,28 1780 
28 DO 30 K=l,32 1790 
T(2, I + 1,K)=T(1,I,K)*T(8,I ,K) 1800 
30 CONTINUE 1810 
DO 29 K=20,25 1820 
IF{N-ll)1402,1403,1403 1830 
1403 T(6,I-1,K)=T(6,I-2,K) 1840 
T(6,I-1,K-16)=T(6,I-2,K-16) 1850 
GO TO 1404 1860 
1402 T(6,I-1,KI=T(3,I,K)/T(1,I,K) 1870 
T(6,I-1,K-16I=T(3,I,K-16I/T(1,I,K-16) 1880 
1404 T(3,I+1,K)=T(1,I,K)*T(6,I-1,K) 1890 
T(3,I+1,K-16)=T(1,I,K-16I*T(6,I-1,K-16) 1900 
T(3,I+1,1)=T(3,I+1,1)+T(3,I+1,K-16) 1910 
T<3,I+1,17)=T(3,I+1,17)+T(3,I+1,K) 1920 
29 CONTINUE 1930 
1050 IF( ÎX-103H2 53,1251,1250 1940 
1250 iF(IX-112)1253,1252,1253 1950 
1,251 T(1,I,4)=T(1,1,41*1.13 1960 
T(1,I ,5)=T(1,I,5)*1,07 1970 
T(1,1,61=T(1,1,61*.83 1980 
T(1,I,7)=T(1,1,7)*.99 1990 
T(1,I ,20)=T(1,I,20)*1.09 2000 
T<1,I,21)=T(1,I,21)*1.13 2010 
T(1,I,22»=T(1,I,22)*.85 2020 
T(1,I,23)=T(1,1,231*1.02 2030 
GO TO 1253 2040 
1252 T(1,I,4)=T(1,I,4)*1.11 2050 
T(1,I,5)=T(1,I,5)*1.11 2060 
T<1,I,6)=T(1,I,6)*.91 2070 
T(1,I,7)=T(1,I,7)*1.03 2080 
T(1,I,20)=T(1,I,20)*1.08 2090 
T(1,I,21)=T(1,I,21)*1,13 2100 
T(1,!,22)=T(1,I,22)*.85 2110 
T(1,I,23)=T(1,I,23)*1.02 2120 
1253 DO 32 K=l,32 2130 
T(6,I,K)=T(6,I^1,K) 2140 
32 Z{4,N)=Z(4,N)+T(1,1,K) 2150 
C LFPR - GLP 2160 
IF(IP-1)33,35,33 2170 
33 READ(5,34)<XXP(I X,J),J=1,12) 2180 
34 F0RMAT(16X,5(F8.5,3X),F8,5/16X,5(F8.5,3X),F8.5) 2190 
35 DO 36 J=l,12 2200 
TX=N-3 2210 
36 T(9,I,J)=XXP(IX,J)*(Z(1,J)**TX) 2220 
Z(3,1)=(T(1,I,3)*.2+T(1,I,4)*.6)*T(9,I,1) 2230 
Z(3,7)=(T<1,I,19)».2+T(1,I,20I*.6)*T(9,I,7) 2240 
Z(3,2)=(T(1,I,4)*.4+T(1,I,5)*1.0)*T(9,I,2) 2250 
Z(3,8)=(T(1,I,20)*.4+T(1,I,21)*1.0)*T(9,I,8) 2260 
DO 42 IA=6,7 2270 
Z(3,9)=Z(3,9)+(T(1,I,IA+16)*T(9,I,9)) 22 80 
42 Z(3,3)=Z(3,3)+(T(1,I,IA)*T(9,I,3I) 2290 
DO 37 IA=8,9 2300 
Z(3,4)=Z(3,4)+(T(1,I,IA)*T(9,I,4)I 2310 
37 Z(3,10)=Z<3,10I+(T(1,I,TA+16)*T(9,I,10)) 2320 
DO 28 IA=10,13 2330 
Z(3,5)=Z(3,5)+(T(1,I,IA)*T(9,I,5)) 2340 
38 Z(3,11)=Z(3,11)+(T(1,I,IA+16)*T(9,I,11I) 2350 
DO 39 IA=14,16 2360 
Z(3,6)=Z(3,6)+<T(1,I,IA)*T(9,I,6)) 2370 
39 Z(3,12)=Z(3,12)+(T(1,I,IA+16)*T(9,I,12)I 2380 
DC 40 J=l,12 2390 
R(IX,6)=R(IX,6)+Z(3,J) 2400 
40 CONTINUE 2410 
Z(30,N)=Z(30,N)+R(IX,6) 2420 
DO 1000 K=l,32 2430 
XXP(IX,13)=XXP(IX,13I+T(1,1-1,K) 2440 
1000 XXP(IX,14)=XXP{IX,14)+T(1,I,K) 2450 
nil LL = N+57 2460 
WPITE(6,900)LL,IX 2470 
900 FORMATdH ,215) 2480 
41 DO 700 J=l,9 2490 
WRITE(6,901)<T(J,I,K),K=1,32) 2500 
901 FORMATdH ,8F16.5) 2510 
700 CONTINUE 2520 
WRITE(6,901)(Z(3,J),J=l,12) 2530 
1110 IX=IX+1 2540 
DO 1113 J=l,9 2550 
WRITE(ITK(T(J,L,K),K=1,32),L = 1,11) 2560 
1113 CONTINUE 2570 
IF(IX-120)44,44,43 2580 
44 IF(N-5*754,45,45 2590 
754 IP=0 2600 
GO TO 45 2610 
4? CALL TABB1(T,Z,R,CC,BB,DD,II,IR,IT,I,XXP* 2620 
IP=1 2630 
11=11+1 2640 
TX=TX+1.0 2650 
N=N+1 2660 
1=1+1 2670 
GO TG(103,101,103,101,103,101,103,101,103,101,103,101 ,103,101,103, 2680 
1101,103,101 ,103,101,103,101,103,101,1031,11 2690 
103 IF(N-5»751,750,751 2700 
751 REWIND 10 2710 
750 DO 702 J=l,9 2720 
READ(12)((T(J,L,K),K=1,32 »,L=1 ,11) 2730 
702 CONTINUE 2740 
IX=1 2750 
R(IX,6)=0.0 2760 
IR=12 2770 
IT=10 2780 
IF(1-10)306,306,200 2790 
203 IF(11-24)308,308,102 2800 
101 REWIND 10 2810 
DO 701 J=l,9 2820 
REA0<10)((T(J,L,K),K=1,32),L=1,11) 2830 
701 CONTINUE 2840 
IT=12 2850 
IR=10 2860 
IX=1 2870 
R(IX,61=0.0 2880 
IF(1-10)306,306,300 2890 
300 IF(11-24)308,308,102 2900 
102 STOP 2910 
45 IF(11-5)301,302,302 2920 
301 DO 47 L=l,19 2930 
DO 46 J=l,ll 2940 
DO 46 K=l,32 2950 
46 T(L,J,K)=0.0 2960 
47 
704 
302 
703 
950 
56 
308 
204 
205 
206 
53 
9 5 1  
CONTINUE 
DO 704 J=l,12 
Z(3,J)=0.0 
GO TO 50 
DO 703 J=l,9 
READ(IRi((T(J,L,K),K=1,32),L=1,11) 
CONTINUE 
R(IX,6)=0.0 
DO 950 J=l,12 
Z(3, J) = 0. 0 
IF(N-111306,308,58 
IF(N-18)306,308,306 
DO 206 L=l,19 
DO 205 J=l,32 
Tv'L,l,J»=T(L,8,J) 
T(L,2,J)=T{L,9,J) 
T(l,3,J)=T<L,10,J) 
DO 204 K=4,10 
T(L,K,J)=0.0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 53 J=l,32 
T(2,4,J)=T(2,ll,a» 
T(3,4,J)=T(3,11,J) 
CONTINUE 
1=4 
R( IX,6) = 0.0 
DO 951 J=l,12 
Z(3,J»=0.0 
GO TO 306 
END 
SUBROUTINE TABBKT,Z,R,BB,CC,OD,II,IR,IT,NP,XXP) 
DIMENSION Z(30,23),T(I9,11,32),R(120,9) ,TR(30,15),TS(12,15,15) 
DIMENSION SWS<15),Q(15,13),SQ(120,4,16>,XXP(120,14),SXT(7,2) 
SXT(1,1)=1.0173 
SXT(2,11=1.0086 
2970 
2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
3170 
3180 
3190 
3200 
3210 
3220 
3230 
3240 
3250 
3260 
3270 
3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
m VJl 
o 
SXT(3tl)=1.0223 3340 
SXT(4,11=1.0285 3350 
SXT(5,1)=1.0374 3360 
5X1(6,11=1.0294 3370 
SXT(7,11=1.0215 3380 
SXTd ,2»=91740403.0 3390 
SXT(2,2)=10412938.0 3400 
SXT(3,21=7505991.0 3410 
SXT(4,2)=676832.0 3420 
SXT(5,21=15690971.0 3430 
SXT(6,21=21957611.0 3440 
SXT(7,21=46477716.0 3450 
IX=1 3460 
N=T I 3470 
IF(11-4150,50,51 3480 
50 DO 5 1=1,19 3490 
DO I J=1,11 3500 
00 1 K=l,32 3510 
1 T(I ,J,K)=0.0 3520 
5 CONTINUE 3530 
DO 4 J=l,15 3540 
DO 2 K=l,12 3550 
DO 2 1=1,15 3560 
2 TS(K,J,I 1=0.0 3570 
DO 3 K=l,30 3580 
3 TR(K,J)=0.0 3590 
4 CONTINUE 3600 
XTX=2757537.0 3610 
FGEPC=(43866.0*1000.0/2752645.0» 3620 
C - E 3630 
READ(5,6)(TR(1,J»,J=1 ,12),<TR(2, J) , J=l,12» 3640 
6 FORMATdOX, 7F10.5/10X ,5F10.5/lOX ,7(F8.3,2X)/10X,5(F8.3,2X)) 3650 
EYPPC - YDPC 3660 
READ(5,7)(Z(5,I) ,1=4, 8) ,<Z(6,I ) , 1=1,8) 3670 
7 F0RMATd0X,5F10.0/65X ,3F5.0/15X, 5F5.0» 3680 
DC 3690 
DO 83 J=l,12 3700 
READ(5,8)(TS<1,I,J),I=1,15) 3710 
8 F0RMAT(10X,10F7.4/10X,5F7.4) 3720 
83 CONTINUE 3730 
C OK - DPP 3740 
DO 81 1=1,15 3750 
READ(5,9)(TS(2,I,J),J=1,15) 3760 
9 FORMAT*10X,10F7.4) 3770 
81 CONTINUE 3780 
READ(5,80)(TS(3,J,J),J=1,15) 3790 
80 F0RMAT(10X,7F10.4) 3800 
C KAP - KOP 3810 
READ( 5,10MT(7,3 ,J» ,J=1 ,15» 3820 
10 F0RMAT(10X,7F10.0) 3830 
READ(5,80nTS(4, J, J) ,J = 1,15 ) 3840 
C OP - GEX 3850 
00 85 1=1,3 3860 
REA0<5,n MT(1,I,J) ,J=1 ,15) 3870 
11 FQRMATdOX,7F10,0) 3880 
85 CONTINUE 3890 
READ(5,86I(TS(5,J,J) ,J=1 ,15) 3900 
86 FORMAT!10X,10F7.4) 3910 
C EX - FGIP - SLIP 3920 
READ(5,87)<TR(9,K),K=1,15) 3930 
87 FORMAT*10X,10F7.01 3940 
READ(5,64) (TR(3,J>,J = 1,15) 3950 
84 F0RMAT<10X,7(F7.5,3X)/10X,7(F7.5,3X)/10X,F7.5) 3960 
READ(5,84MTR(4,J),J=1,15) 3970 
C SLGR 3980 
READ(5,17MZ(8,I ),I = 2,10) 3990 
17 F0RMAT(10X,10F7,1) 4000 
C AINV - WOP 4010 
READ(5,13)((TS(6,I,J»,J=1,15»,I=1,15) 4020 
13 FORMAT(20X,4015.8) 4030 
DO 90 1=1,15 4040 
READ(5,89MTS(7,I ,J) ,J = 1,4) 4050 
89 FORMAT*10X,4F10.3) 4060 
90 CONTINUE 4070 
C OPE 4080 
READ(5,14)(TR(5,J),J=1,15) 4090 
14 FORMAT(10X,7(F7.3,3X)/10X,7(F7.3,3X$/10X,F7.3) 4100 
C GOE - OCPR 4110 
READ(5,15)(TS(8,J,J),J=1,15I 4120 
15 FORMAT(10X,10F7.4) 4130 
DO 94 1=1,15 4140 
READ(5,93I(TS(9,I,J),J=1,8) 4150 
93 F0RMAT(8X,8F9.6) 4160 
94 CONTINUE 4170 
C VAOP - YP 4180 
READ(5,16)(TS(10,J,J),J=1,15) 4190 
16 F0RMAT(10X,7F10.7) 4200 
READ(5,91)<Z(7,I#,1=1,11# 4210 
91 FORMAT(80X/40X,4F10.0/16X,8F8,0# 4220 
READ(5,544*(TR(6,J),J=1,15),(TS(12,3,J),J=1,15),<TS(11,J,J),J=1,15 4230 
1) 4240 
544 F0RMAT(10X,10F7.O/lOX,5F7.O/lOX,X0F7,0/1 OX,5F7,0/1 OX,10F7.4/10X, 4250 
15F7.4) 4260 
1=4 4270 
11=4 4280 
IF(11-10119,101,18 4290 
51 00 606 J=l,16 4300 
READUR# ((T( J,K,L) ,L=1,16) ,K=1,10) 4310 
606 CONTINUE 4320 
XTX=Z(4,N-1I 4330 
I=NP 4340 
00 622 J=l,15 4350 
TR(6,J)=0.0 4360 
TR(7,J)=0.0 4370 
TR(8,J#=0.0 4380 
622 CONTINUE 4390 
IF(11-11)19,101,18 4400 
18 I»=( 11-18)100,101 ,100 4410 
101 DO 103 J=l,32 4420 
DO 102 L=l,19 4430 
T(L,1,J)=T(L,8,J) 4440 
T(L,2,J)=T(L,9,J) 4450 
T(L,3,J)=T(L,10,J) 4460 
DO 104 K=4,ll 4470 
T(L,K,J)=0.0 4480 
104 CONTINUE 4490 
10;> CONTINUE 4500 
103 CONTINUE 4510 
1=4 4520 
100 Z(8,N)=1234.9 4530 
19 IF(N-11121,21,605 4540 
605 STX=632.08/2(9,11) 4550 
PTX=415.12/2(10,11) 4560 
TX=N-3 4570 
WRITE(6,399)STX,PTX 4580 
Z(8,N)=1.2D0*(.00756668+.000339924*TX)*2(7,N-1)+STX*2(9,N-1)+PTX» 4590 
12(10,N-1) 4600 
21 IF(N-4)545,539,545 4610 
539 DO 540 J=l,15 4620 
T(2,3,J)=TR(4,J)*(2(8,31*1000.0) 4630 
GFGE=FGEPC 4640 
2(11,3)-GFGE*(2(4,3)/1000.0) 4650 
T(3,3,J)=TR(3,J)*2(ll,3) 4660 
XY2=0.0 4670 
DO 541 K=l,15 4680 
541 XYZ=XYZ+TS(2,K,J) 4690 
TR(7,J)=TR(6,J)*XYZ 4710 
T(4,3,J)=TS(5,J,J)*TR(9,J) 4700 
2(13,3)=1472.8268 4720 
XYZ=0.0 4730 
DO 542 K=l,12 
TPX=ALGG(2(13,3)) 4750 
T(5,3,K)=EXP(TR(1,K)+TR(2,K)*TPX» 4760 
542 XY2=XYZ+(TS(1,J,K)*T(5,3,K)) 4770 
T(6,3,J)=XY2*(2(4,3)*.001) 4780 
T(8,3,J)=T(6,3,J)+TR(7,J)+T(4,3,J)+T(3,3,J)+T(2,3,J) 4790 
XYZ=0.0 
DO 543 K=l,15 
ro 
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240 Z(5,N)=Z(5,N-1)*1.04 5190 
24 Z<13,NI=48.76694D0+0.786525D0*Z(5,N) 5200 
XYZ-0.0 5210 
DO 25 K=l,12 5220 
TPX=AL0G(Z(13,N)) 5230 
T(5,I,KI=EXP(TR(1,K)+TR(2,K)*TPX) 5240 
1 5  XYZ=XYZ+(T5(1,J,K)*T(5,I,KI) 5250 
T(6,I,J)=XYZ*(Z(4,N)*.001) 5260 
T(8,I,J)=T(6,I,J)+TR(7,J)+T(4,I,J)+T(3,I, J »+T(2,I,J) 5270 
26 CONTINUE 5280 
DO 62 J=l,15 5290 
XYZ=0.0 5300 
DO 27 K=l,15 5310 
27 XYZ=XYZ+TS(6,J,K) 5320 
T(9,I,J)=XYZ*T(8,I,J) 5330 
T(7,I,JI=Tt7,I,J)+T(7,I-l,J)+TR(6,J)-TS(3 , J, J)*T(7,I-1,J) 5340 
U=-1.0 5350 
IF(TS(4,J,J))601,602,601 5360 
6 01 T(10,I,J)=T(10,I,J)+T(7,I,J)*(1.0/TS(4,J, J) ) 5370 
6 02 T(11,I,J)=TS(7,J,1)*T(1,I-1,J1 5380 
IF(TS(7t J,1H603,604,603 5390 
6 03 T(12,I,J)=T(11,I,J)*(1.0/TS(7,J,1)) 5400 
6 04 XA=T(9,I,J) 5410 
XB=T(10,I,J) 5420 
2035 T(1,I,J)=MIN1(XA,XB) 5520 
2006 T(13,I,J)=(TS(8,J,JI**TX)*TR(5,JI 5530 
IF(T(13,I>J))620»621,620 5540 
620 T(14,I,J$=Ttl,I,J)*(1.0/T(13,I,J)) 5550 
IF(N-18)2009,2008»2007 5560 
2007 IF(N-23)2009,2008,2009 5570 
2008 XXZ=MIN1(XA,XB) 5580 
YYZ=XXZ*(1.0/T(13,I,J)) 5590 
WRITE(6,2010}XXZ,YYZ 5600 
2010 FORMATdH ,2F15.3» 5610 
2009 Z(14,N»=Z(14»N»+T(14,I,J) 5620 
Z(15,N)=1.0-(Z(14,N)/Z(30,N)) 5630 
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98 FORMAT(21F1.Q) 6020 
C RLF 6030 
IF(N-4I44,44,71 6040 
44 READ(5,30)(T(17,I-1,J»,J=l,16) 6050 
30 F0RMAT(///20X,6F10.0/20X,6F10.0/20X,3F10.0,10X,F10.0I 6060 
GO TO 612 6070 
71 DO 610 J-17,19 6080 
READilRH(T(J,L,KI,K=1,16),L=1,10) 6090 
610 CONTINUE 6100 
IF( N-11 U002,1001,1000 6110 
1000 IF(N-18)1002,1001,1002 6120 
1001 DO 1004 J=l,16 6130 
DO 1003 L=17,19 6140 
T(L,1 ,J)=T(L,8,J) 6150 
T(L,2,J»=T(L,9,J» 6160 
T(L,3,J)=T<L,10,J) 6170 
DO 1005 K=4,ll 6180 
T(L,K,J)=O.G 6190 
1005 CONTINUE 6200 
1003 CONTINUE 6210 
1004 CONTINUE 6220 
1=4 6230 
1002 DO 760 J=l,15 6240 
T{17,I-1,J)=SQ(IX,2,J) 6250 
760 CONTINUE 6260 
T(17,I-1,16)=SQ(IX,2,16) 6270 
612 BB=T(17,1-1,16» 6280 
IF(Z(4,N-1I*407,408,407 6290 
407 Z(22,N-1)=(XXP(IX,14)-XXP(IX,13))/XXP(IX,13) 6300 
408 CC=0.0 6310 
DO 32 J=10,15 6320 
32 CC=CC+T(17,I-1,J » 6330 
R(IX,5)=CC 6340 
Z(23,N^1»=CC/BB 6350 
CC=0.0 6360 
DO 33 J=3,9 6370 
33 CC=CC+T(17,1-1,J) 6380 
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501 CONTINUE 6760 
1112 YYY=0. 0 6770 
IF(1X-120)41,38,38 6780 
38 00 45 J=l,15 6790 
IF(TS(12,I,J)-T(14,I,J)139,42,39 6800 
39 ZT=T(14,I,J»-TS(12,I,J) 6810 
ZR=T(14,I,J)/TS(12,I,J) 6820 
DO 765 IX=1,120 6830 
SQ(IX,2,J)=SQ(IX,2,J)*ZR 6840 
S0(IX,2,16»=SQ(IX,2,16»+SQ(IX,2,J) 6850 
YYY=YYY+SQ(IX,2,JI 6860 
755 CONTINUE 6870 
42 TS(12,I,J)=0.0 6880 
45 CONTINUE 6890 
DO 46 J=l,120 6900 
46 R(J,n = (SQ( J,2,16»-SQ( J,1,16)-(Z(26,N)*SQ( J,l,16) ) ) 6910 
WRITE(6,9<?5)(R( J, 1 ),J = 1,120I 6920 
995 FORMATdH ,10F12.4) 6930 
GO TO 47 6940 
41 IX=IX+1 6950 
IF(N-5|44,71,71 6960 
47 IF(î1-24)48,68,49 6970 
48 REWIND 12 6980 
1110 DO 400 L=l,16 6990 
WPITE(6,4C1) 7000 
401 FORMAT(IH ) 7010 
WRITE!6,399)(T(L,I,K),K=1,16) 7020 
399 FORMATdH , 8F16.3) 7030 
400 CONTINUE 7040 
WRITE(6,402)(Z(K,N),K=1,30) 7050 
402 FCRMATdH , 5F18.3) 7060 
WRITE(6,402)<(TR<L,J),J=1,15),L=1,9) 7070 
WRITE(6,402)YYY 7080 
DO 1120 J=l,12 7090 
1120 Z(3,J)=0.0 7100 
999 RETURN 7110 
49 STOP 7120 
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MIGRATION OF DEPENDEM' COHORTS 
Net migration of dependent children was determined in the demographic 
sector by evaluating this equation: 
("«'rsy-a " (™'rsy-a.l 
The number of net dependent migrants was assumed to be directly re­
lated to the number of net female migrants. More specifically, the number 
of net dependent migrants was assumed to include all surviving dependent 
children which could have been born to migrating females in years previous 
to the current year. 
Thus, net migration of females, their fertility in the fifteen previ­
ous yearr. and the survival rate of dependent children provide the basic 
determinants of dependents net migration. 
An example of the calculations required to calculate the net 
migration of children in age group (0-4), should serve to demonstrate the 
procedure. Children of the ages (0-4) can be associated with fertile fe­
males in age groups four through ten since during the past five years 
children could have been born to the average female in any of these groups. 
Hence, the potential population of dependents in age group (0-4) can be 
obtained by summing over age groups four through ten, the product of fer­
tility rate ;i.nd tlie appropriale female population (net migrants) in all 
fertile age groups. 
Fertility rates used in this study were based on annual data which 
accountc for th: ncccccity of sultiplidn^  by five = Mint-ipT i cation in the 
equation above vas by 2.5 for the following reason. During any average 
, yrit , 
= (SE)°^ * i: 3.5 * * 
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five-year time period the average female has been in her current age group 
only 2.^  years and in the prior one for P.5 years. This also accounts for 
the necessity of inclU'Iing two fertility rates in the equation. Finally, 
potential population was converted to surviving population by multiplying 
it times the appropriate five year sua'vival rate (34). The same calcula­
tion procedure can be used for dependent groups two and three with a 
slight modification in the range of female age groups considered. Groups 
two and three are associated with groups five through eleven and six 
through twelve, respectively. 
In order to be able to identify net migrants by sex and region, it 
w.-ir, ncccLism-y l.o main Lain in'mllar detail, on fertility rates. Fertility 
ratcc based on j'/.h) (lata were used until 19(^ 8 at which time the latter 
fertility rates wore also incorporated. 
cliven five year fertility rates, a new rate should be associated with 
each age group of dependents at five-year intervals in the simulation run. 
For example, in l$6o, the population of age group one should be based on 
fertility rates which prevailed between 1955 and 1959; the population of 
age group two on fertility experience between 1950 and 195^ ; and the popu­
lation of age group three on experience between 19^ 5 and 19^ 9- In 19^ 5j 
the associations between populations and fertility rates should be as fol­
low:;: (0-1»), l%0-())^ ; (5-9), 1955-59; (lO-l4), 1950-5^ . In 1970: (0-4), 
(b-O), l^ Xi0-(>'l; (lO-l4), 1955-59. Since data were not available 
beyond 19()(^ , fertility rates experienced in that year were assumed to re­
main constant throughout the remaining twelve years of the simulation. 
26k 
Table 36 shows the distribution of dependent age groups by age of fe­
male adult. It provides an intuitive picture of the summation process de­
scribed above. 
26$ 
Table 36. Distribution of dependent age groups by age of female adult 
Female Age Group 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-3^  35-39 k^ -h9 50-5^  
Dependent 
Age group 1 0-4 0-4 
Dependent 
Age group 2 - 5-9 
Dependent 
Age group 3 -
0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 
5-9 5-9 5-9 5-9 5-9 
10-14 10-14 10-14 io-i4 io-i4 10-14 
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INCOME CALCULATIONS 
Total earnings for the eight major occupational groups were calcu­
lated from census data (l04) for the years 1950 and i960. Estimates of 
total earnings were developed by multiplying mid-values in the class in­
tervals of earnings per employed worker in each occupation class by the 
number of employed persons earning at that rate and summing their product. 
Proportions of this total earnings figure were developed for each occupa-
Lion Mroup. These in t,urn were used to allocate estimates of r>tate per-
::onrO incoiuo an obtained from the Purvey of Current Business (II6) to 
occup;itions. 
Division by the number of employed persons in each occupation pro­
vided an estimate of average personal income per employed worker by occu­
pation. These estimates are shown in columns 1 and 3 of Table 37. 
Income relatives were calculated by dividing elements in rows 1 
through 8 in columns 1 and 2 by the average income of the professional-
technical group. The result of this calculation is shown in columns 2 and 
in Table 37. 
Table 37. Average and relative income of employed persons by major occu­
pation groups, Iowa 1950 and I960& 
: 1950 : i960 
: Average Relative :Average Relative 
Occupation Group : Income Income : Income Income 
Professional & technical $3,247 1.00000 $7,249 1.00000 
Farmers and managers 3,501 1.07826 6,439 0.88826 
Clerical workers 2,176 0.67013 4,506 0.62160 
:lale.-. worker:- 2,609 0.80351 5,671 0.78231 
Crari.r,mcn & I'oromen 0.92207 7,074 0.97586 
Operatives 2,498 0.76931 5,882 0.81142 
Service workers 1,394 0.42932 2,560 0.35315 
Laborers 1,690 0.52047 3,643 0.50255 
B^ased on Survey of Current Business income data for states after 
conversion to I960 dollars. 
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Table 38. Summary of reference region population for the years 1975 and 
1980 (experimental run) 
Age MS ao 
Croup Males Females Males Females 
0- i4o,8ir-, 136,177 129,242 125,408 
5- 9 115,837 111,846 125,854 121,338 
10-14 121,179 116,914 120,503 116,061 
15-19 123,176 120,678 119,145 116,732 
20-24 105,038 111,324 106,652 113,281 
25-29 83,718 104,244 89,296 114,398 
30-34 72,969 86,330 79,571 96,576 
35-39 68,970 78,423 73,651 87,238 
40-44 68,415 75,184 69,315 79,818 
45-49 68,014 74,637 65,880 75,264 
50-54 67,843 73,628 64,901 72,282 
55-59 63,888 70,683 61,453 69,427 
Go-GU 61,646 70,022 60,462 69,992 
( il-A') ^7,560 67,820 57,701 69,232 
YO-Y'i 5?,46] 66,431 54,136 70,520 
11^,671 169,899 133,215 212,086 
1,384,163 1,534,699 1,410,939 1,609,612 
\'otal may be more or less than the sum over cohorts because of 
rounding error. 
Table 35- Suz-ary of interindustry sector data for the years 1975 and I98O (in thousands of dollars) 
(experimental run) 
1975 Final Demands 1975 Output 
Industry PCE CA FSE SLGE EX Total^  OPD OF 
Arr Î"ulture 89,678 — «— 8,820 - 1,262 2,677,687 2,774,922 — — 5,572,459 
Mining ani 
construction 5,892 84,303 7,955 429,319 40,249 567,720 — — 872,415 
Fooi and 
kindred 826,784 314 10,417 2,016,724 2,854,239 5,774,416 5,774,416 
Textile and 
apparel 268,826 155 51 523 193 269,762 322,313 322,313 
Furniture, 
lunber and 
V03d 56,688 306 50 5,531 1,607 64,185 102,170 102,170 
Printing and 
publishing 55,706 45 179 6,615 7,234 69,782 103,858 103,858 
Chenicals and 
allied 92,156 56 515 9,895 111,004 213,628 317,176 317,176 
Macninery 109,545 408,453 2,362 9,648 356,516 886,527 1,514,278 1,328,122 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 665,201 122,371 1,729 22,536 118,532 930,370 1,373,876 1,373,876 
Transportation 186,870 29,720 2,759 13,450 57,656 290,457 403,621 
Communication 
ani utilities 251,832 7,289 4,283 21,081 45,199 329,686 — 478,383 
Traie 1,243,674 80,921 1,802 6,999 403,277 1,736,673 - - 2,299,955 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,445,517 2,95- 213 lU,630 7,773 1,^ 71,037 -- 2,051,243 
Services 957,19^  -- 6,407 27,916 316,037 1,307,554 -- 2,052,769 
Public 
Administration 21,043 -- 365 2,745 114,370 133,525 -- 224,297 
TOTAL 6,276,606 736,573 37,8o4 580,043 6,274,058 13,905,084 -- 23,277,073 
\otal final demand may be slightly more or less than the sur. over individual categories 
because of rounding error. 
3? (Continued) 
Industry PCE 
IgdC Final Demanls 
:L3E EX Tctal 
igSo Output 
OPD OP 
.".gricu_ture 
Mining and 
cor.s-cruction 
Poo: and 
kir.dred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Purriture, 
lunber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chei:-.icals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Ctm:r and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
0 OKU luni cation 
and utilities 
Trade 
93,692 
6,219 
861,935 
281,503 
59,813 
59,174 
98,712 
115,973 
702,463 
197,713 
265,729 
1,308,501 
15,3:5 - 1,447 2,998,399 3,092,972 
106,851 11,119 491,990 48,034 666,214 
161 
342 
52 
66 
759,479 
133,977 
72,048 
8,127 
89,031 
6,211,1: 
1,096,755 
439 11,938 2,379,078 3,253:390 6,291,474 6,291,474 
72 
251 
613 233 282,581 
70 6,338 1,902 65,461 
336,412 336,412 
114,082 111,462 
7,581 8,726 75:784 119,525 115,296 
720 11,340 135,118 245,955 381,092 369,931 
3,302 11,057 460,893 1,350,704 1,750,355 1,750,355 
2,4i6 25,826 142,006 1,006,691 1,528,054 1,528,054 
3,857 15,414 70,554 259,587 -- 471,330 
5,986 24,159 58,128 362,131 
2,518 8,021 483,378 1,891,449 
525,463 
2,504,932 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 1,566,014 
Services 1,027,564 
Public 
Administration 22,29^ 
3,395 297 
8,955 
511 
TOTAL 6,667,299 1,175,529 52,841 
16,766 9,840 1,596,312 -- 2,260,118 
31,991 387,845 1,456,356 — 2,307,086 
3,145 152,692 178,644 — 289,257 
664,732 7,326,826 15,887,227 -- 26,169,127 
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Table 40. Summary of the capital sector for the reference region in the 
years 1975 and 198O (in thousands of dollars) (experimental run) 
Industry KAP 
1975 
IVST OPK 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
construction 
Food and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Communication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
Services 
Public 
Administration 
6,391,269 
166,544 
1,453,679 
lll,4?6 
24,908 
41,857 
159,973 
718,880 
836,865 
773,096 
1,486,070 
1,517,914 
2,147,855 
1,940,074 
214,115 
619,357 
21,867 
118,529 
8,360 
2,221 
3,864 
16,037 
58,876 
67,034 
29,454 
88,246 
113,749 
201,016 
256,143 
30,497 
5,750,648 
872,415 
5,909,264 
341,171 
104,6i4 
106,238 
319,243 
1,640,531 
1,412,192 
439,034 
494,006 
2,327,017 
2,051,243 
2,052,769 
226,553 
TOTAL 17,984,525 1,635,150 24,046,938 
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Table Uo (Continued) 
Industry KAP 
1980 
IVST OPK 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
construction 
Food and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Communication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
Cervices 
Public 
Administration 
7,128,045 
209,447 
1,584,558 
116,333 
27,451 
47,137 
108,647 
901,lJi7 
932,096 
829,966 
1,669,569 
1,683,673 
2,485,192 
2,249,213 
276,936 
691,206 
28,234 
128,523 
8,697 
2,480 
4,373 
18,911 
109,474 
73,392 
71,405 
98,400 
125,149 
230,962 
293,130 
39,445 
6,413,574 
1,097,156 
6,441,292 
356,195 
115,295 
119,637 
376,467 
2,056,473 
1,572,893 
471,330 
555,005 
2,581,131 
2,373,406 
2,379,865 
293,023 
TOTAL PO,329,410 1,923,781 27,202,739 
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Table 4l. Summary of water intake, use, consumptive use and discharge for 
the reference region in the years 1975 and I98O (experimental 
run) (in million gallons) 
Iniiu!Jti\v 
1975 
Intake Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
construction 
Food and 
kindred 
Textile and 
apparel 
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 
Printing and 
publishing 
Chemicals and 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufactur ing 
Trans portation 
Communication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 
Services 
Public 
Adinl nis t,r at i on 
ÏO'l'AT, 
65,192.4 
22,403.4 
99,947.9 
10,857.8 
8,367.1 
780.0 
18,842.',. 
:2,258.n 
51,698.1 
1,777.6 
385,906.6 
14,421.0 
3,343.1 
52,372.0 
7,875.8 
71700.8 
65.192.4 
49,426.7 
157,861.2 
13.311.5 
10,974.2 
1,497.6 
33,376.9 
29.809.6 
94,533.9 
1,777.6 
415,029.7 
14,421.0 
3,343.1 
52,372.0 
7,875.8 
950,803.2 
65,192.4 
6.707.4 
7.217.5 
67.6 
718.1 
62.4 
2.491.6 
260.3 
4,839.2 
161.6 
4.593.6 
1,449.0 
369.2 
5.255.7 
795.2 
100,180.8 
15,696.0 
92,730.4 
10.790.2 
7,649.0 
717.6 
16,350.9 
21.998.3 
46,858.9 
1,616.0 
381.313.0 
12,972.0 
2,973.9 
47,116.3 
7,080.6 
665.863.1 
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Table 4l (Continued) 
1980 
Industry- Intake Use Consumption Discharge 
Agriculture 
Mining and 
consLruction 
Food and 
kindred 
Toxi.ile and 
apparel 
F limit, are, 
lumber and 
wooii 
rrinLinx and 
publi;^ liint>; 
Chemicals anil 
allied 
Machinery 
Other and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 
Transportation 
Communication 
and utilities 
Trade 
Finance, 
insurance ami 
real estate 
services 
Public 
Administration 
72.668.7 
28.184.1 
108,897.2 
11.329.4 
'),io;..:-i 
862.^  
21.992.8 
29,331.8 
57.492.5 
2,072.4 
423,851.4 
15,706.4 
3,683.8 
58.851.6 
10.161.2 
72,668.7 
62,180.2 
171,995.9 
13.890.2 
11.942.5 
1,656.0 
38.957.3 
39.282.3 
105,129.5 
2,072.4 
455,838.1 
15.706.4 
3,683.8 
58.851.6 
10,161.2 
72,668.7 
8,438.1 
70.6 
781.4 
6n.o 
2.908.2 
343.0 
5,381.6 
188.4 
5.045.3 
1,578.2 
406.8 
5,905.9 
1,026.0 
19,746.0 
7,863.8 101,033.4 
11,259.3 
8,323.9 
793.5 
19.084.6 
28.988.8 
52.110.9 
1,884.0 
4i8,806.1 
14,128.2 
3,277.0 
52.945.7 
9,135.2 
TOTAL 854,191.6 1,064,016.1 112,675.0 741,516.6 
I'abli- 'i:'. lUmmiuf.v of Labor supply for the reference region in the yearn 
V)Tj> and 19BO (experimental run) 
Age 
Group 
1975 1980 
Males Females Total Males Females Total 
14-17 37,734 l8,6l4 56,348 36,051 18,129 54,180 
18-24 119,103 78,893 197,996 118,711 83,302 202,013 
25-34 139,627 64,886 204,513 146,778 75,634 222,412 
35-44 133,554 69,269 202,823 139,129 80,109 219,238 
45-64 237,661 143,121 380,782 228,750 152,909 381,659 
65+ 53,599 35,823 89,422 53,348 41,390 94,738 
rOTAL 7?1,P7B 1+10,606 1,131,884 72?,767 451,473 1,174,240 
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Table 43. Summary of labor demand for the reference region in the years 
1975 and 1980 (experimental run) 
Industry 1975 I98O 
Af.ri culture 13^ ,193 115,536 
Mining and 
construction 00,330 93,235 
Food and 
kindred 5'+,9^ 6 53,172 
Textile and 
apparel 3,832 3,51^  
Furniture, 
lumber and 
wood 6,327 5,8l4 
Printing and 
publishing 18,775 18,243 
Chemicals and 
allied 4,630 4,355 
Machinery 79,003 100,003 
OLher and 
miscellaneous 
manufacturing 53,244 53,847 
Transportation 31,500 30,234 
Communication 
and utilities 15,795 12,922 
Trade 237,049 240,839 
Finance, 
insurance and 
real estate 65,865 69,050 
Services 307,218 337,279 
Public 
Administration 69,975 90,241 
TC 'Al, 1,162,681 1,228,285 
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Table 44. Summary of average personal income per capita, per employee and 
per employee by occupation group for residents of the reference 
region in the years 1975 and 198O (experimental run) 
Receiving Unit 1975^ 1975* 
Per person 4,154 4,516 
Per employee 10,428 11,106 
Occupation: 
Professional & technical 13,533 l4,4i6 
farmer;; and managers 12,019 12,805 
Clerical worker;] 8,4io 8,960 
Sales workers 10,586 11,277 
Craftsmen & foremen 13,203 l4,068 
Operatives 10,979 11,697 
Service workers 4,158 5,090 
Laborers 6,798 7,243 
1^960 dollars. 
